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1. Introduction 
 
       The inevitability of death and mortals’ eternal struggle against oblivion is a universal 
concept that is questioned, feared, discussed and pondered upon across cultures and throughout 
time. The deep concern for understanding and representing mortals’ nature in the afterlife was 
present in ancient Greek society and was expressed within not only funerary art but also within a 
broad spectrum of textual material.  
       This thesis is a study of Attic representations of the deceased in the afterlife. It thereby aims 
to identify and explain representations of the deceased in the afterlife in Attic textual and 
iconographical material from the Archaic and Classical periods. The scope of this thesis is 
confined to Attic culture, as this region provides the most numerous representations of the 
deceased in the afterlife in the iconographic record. The primary iconographic data analysed are 
representations of the deceased on Attic black-figure and red-figure pottery and on white-ground 
vessels from the 6th and 5th centuries BC. The primary textual data analysed in this thesis are 
descriptions of the deceased featuring in Homeric epic, which, though not originating in Attica, 
still significantly circulated throughout this region and were frequently performed. Additionally, 
a range of 5th century Athenian dramatic tragedies and comedies have also been considered 
within the scope of this thesis. This specific range of textual and iconographic evidence was 
selected as it provides a direct insight into the perceptions of the afterlife by a variety of people, 
including vase-painters, poets, playwrights and consumers of their work from both the public 
sphere of epics and drama to the private sphere of funerary ritual. The perspectives of these 
people and those of the society for which they were produced have been preserved in this 
material, providing contemporary scholars with insight into how the deceased were thought to 
behave, appear and function in the afterlife.  
       The deceased, as new inhabitants of the underworld, were represented in differing and at 
times alternative forms in the Archaic and Classical periods. More specifically, two categories 
can be distinguished in both the visual and textual forms. The textual evidence analysed within 
this thesis has revealed that there existed two frequent forms which embodied the deceased in the 
afterlife, specifically the psuche, a breath-like being, and the eidôlon, a life-like duplicate of an 
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individual.1 Similarly, the analysis of iconographical evidence has demonstrated that the 
deceased could be visually portrayed as a miniature and faceless winged figure or as a conscious 
human figure.  
        Many challenges and ambiguities were encountered when attempting to identify and explain 
the deceased’s representation in Attic culture. This is understandable as the concept of death and 
the question of the afterlife is inextricably connected to the psychology of the human mind, and 
the emotions that lie therein, and thus proves to be an ambiguous concept that is represented 
differently according to the physical medium of a work, as well as the personal beliefs of its 
producers and consumers. Furthermore, death is an unfamiliar and abstract concept to the living 
and thus its portrayal in textual and visual forms can only ever be represented through the 
terminology and visual forms applied to illustrate living individuals.2  
       Additionally, by identifying and seeking to explain the representations of the deceased in 
both visual and textual material, this thesis is well equipped to evaluate any chronological 
development of representations of the deceased in the afterlife in ancient Attic culture. 
Therefore, this thesis will also address, as a secondary aim, the changes in the deceased’s 
representation in the analysed evidence, across the Archaic and Classical periods  
        Previous scholarship on Greek representations of death has typically fallen into three 
categories; scholars who analyse only archaeological evidence, those who use only textual 
evidence, or those who use a blend of the two material types without constructing a 
systematically collected nor extensive database from which to draw solid conclusions. Therefore, 
to examine the conceptions of the deceased in the afterlife, this thesis will apply a systematic 
methodology to comparatively analyse and discuss Attic representations of the deceased in visual 
and textual material from the Archaic and Classical periods.   
       To begin, this thesis will provide a thorough literary review of scholarship on death and its 
representation in the ancient Greek world, as well as the scholarship specifically concerned with 
archaeological, iconographic or textual material. This thesis will then proceed to explain the 
selected methodology for investigating representations of the deceased in the afterlife. Chapter 4 
will present an in depth examination of the deceased as represented in textual evidence, with 
specific focus on the terms psuche and eidôlon. Subsequently, Chapter 5 will discuss 
                                                                 
1 The term psuche is used in order to distinguish this representation of the deceased from the concept of 
the psyche, which has connotations with Platonic and Socratic philosophical concepts.  
2 Vermeule 1929, 29.  
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representations of the deceased in iconographical material, particularly vase-paintings. The final 
chapter of this thesis consists of a comparative analysis of the two material types. This analysis 
focuses on three consistent patterns found across the evidence with which this thesis is 
concerned. These patterns include the deceased’s ability to fly, interactions with the living, and 
despondent sentiment. These three aspects, shared across the manifestations of the deceased in 
text and image, further provide insight on Attic eschatological thought, indicating that life was 
perceived fleeting, death was final, and that the deceased in the afterlife could be aware of the 
actions of the living.    
        The subject of this thesis is part of a much wider network of scholarship regarding death 
and afterlife beliefs in the ancient Greek world. This thesis neither aims nor attempts to unveil 
nor reconstruct changing beliefs in the afterlife in ancient Greek thought between the Archaic 
and Classical periods, as is too large a proposition for the parameters of an Honours thesis. Cultic 
afterlife beliefs, the Eleusinian mysteries, Orphic theology and 5th century philosophical 
commentary on the ancient Greek soul are very much significant topics to the study of ancient 
Greek death, however, they are not the focus of this thesis. Rather, the following chapters present 
a very specific investigation into the representation of the deceased in the afterlife using a 
specific corpus which bridges interdisciplinary boundaries as a means to look at the 
representation of the deceased in the afterlife from a new and different perspective. 
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2.  Literature Review  
 
       Death, the deceased and their representation in ancient Greece is a field that has sustained 
perennial interest among scholars from a variety of disciplines, including archaeology, art 
history, classical philology, philosophy and psychology. Due to the variety of scholars who have 
contributed to understanding the topic of death and its representation in Greek art and text, 
differing strands of scholarly inquiry have emerged since the late 19th century. The two strands 
that are most relevant to this thesis are the archaeological and literary strands.  
 
2.1 Death in the Greek World 
Numerous books, which provide a comprehensive discussion regarding death in the ancient 
Greek world, especially emerged in the latter half of the 20th century. These dense works 
attempted to reconstruct ancient Greek practices of dealing with death, such as Donna Kurtz’s 
and John Boardman’s 1971 monograph, Greek Burial Customs. This text directly engages with 
archaeological material to make broad statements regarding funerary vessels, rites, burial, 
cremation, grave stêlai and tombs from the Greek world between the Bronze Age to the 
Hellenistic period. Similarly, Margaret Alexiou’s 1974 monograph, The Ritual Lament in Greek 
Tradition, further deals with death in a general way, examining the evolution of funerary rituals 
since Homer, through to the Byzantine period and modern Greece.  
One of the most significant contributions to understanding death in the ancient Greek world 
is Emily Vermeule’s 1979 Aspects of Death in Early Greek Art and Poetry, which directly 
engages with how death was perceived by the ancient Greeks. In contrast to Kurtz, Boardman 
and Alexiou, Vermeule uses both archaeological and ancient literary sources. She also 
emphasised the need to steer away from “panoramic surveys” of death in Greek culture.3 
Vermeule thus focused on specific aspects of death, including the early Greek concept of the 
soul, death in war, death in the Bronze Age and hero cults, and the mythology of death with 
regards to Sirens. Chapter 1 of her book, “Creatures of the Day: The Stupid Dead”, presents a 
fundamental investigation into ancient Greek beliefs on the afterlife and thoughts on the 
deceased in poetry and on some material evidence. On the deceased’s nature in the afterlife, 
                                                                 
3 This is because the concept of death is multifaceted and needs to be considered from a variety of 
perspectives and levels, rather than reconstructing one general view of death. Vermeule 1979, 1.  
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Vermeule argues that there existed a “clear distinction between body and soul” of which the 
psuche departed from the corpse and travelled into a “pool of personalities” where it could be 
“activated by memory”.4 Vermeule also contributes to identifying the psuche as the soul of the 
Greeks and further builds on the idea that miniature winged figures depicted in funerary art 
ought to be identified as the psuche.5 Although Vermeule addresses ambiguity and contradictions 
between concepts of body and soul, she does not make any attempt to explain them, simply 
describing contradictions as “natural confusion”.6 Her choice of archaeological material does not 
show any evidence of a systematically collated catalogue of iconographic representations of the 
deceased, but constitutes a specifically selected corpus of evidence such as grave offerings from 
tombs, grave stêlai, and vase-paintings depicting a wide range of mythology. Similarly, Robert 
Garland’s 1985 The Greek Way of Death discusses ancient literary and archaeological evidence 
to reconstruct death-related rituals, customs and concepts of the afterlife. Like Vermeule, 
Garland discusses a wide range of evidence such as grave stêlai, katedesmoi, funerary vessels 
and terracotta models; all of which are from various time periods and geographical contexts, 
such as Attica, the Peloponnese and Crete.    
Scholarship on death in the Greek world is vast and consists of thoroughly detailed 
monographs that sweep across multiple periods of Greek culture. These texts provide great 
insight into burial customs, funerary rituals, death-related mythology and thoughts about death in 
the Greek world. Additionally, these monographs generally select either archaeological or 
literary based evidence. This tradition amongst texts about death in the Greek world has 
permeated through to the scholarly inquiry into the deceased’s representation, which will now be 
considered according to a focus on iconographical or ancient literary evidence.  
 
2.2 The Iconography of the Deceased 
       There is a distinct strand of scholarly inquiry which deals purely with the iconography of the 
deceased in Greek art, particularly as depicted on ceramic vessels. This strand of inquiry 
essentially attempts to recover the meaning behind these vessels through analysing and 
interpreting the death-related iconography. This thesis is especially concerned with the evidence 
of Attic white-ground lekythoi and therefore a review of the scholarly inquiries into this vessel is 
                                                                 
4 Vermeule 1979, 7-8.  
5 Vermeule 1979, 9.  
6 Vermeule 1979, 14.  
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highly relevant. The association of lekythoi with funerary customs was initially identified by 
Baron von Stackelberg in his 1837 inquiry, Die Graeber der Hellenen, followed by Otto 
Benndorf’s 1868 study of this vessel’s origins, production and use in his Griechische und 
Sicilische Vasenbilder. Another significant contribution during this period was Edmond Pottier’s 
1883 Étude sur les lécythes blancs attiques à representations funéraires which attempted to 
create a dense summary of the function, creation and iconography of lekythoi. In the 20th century, 
Fairbank’s two volume 1907 and 1914 Athenian Lekythoi, Beazley’s 1938 Attic White Lekythoi 
and Donna Kurtz’s 1975 Athenian White Lekythoi: Patterns and Painters, all significantly 
contributed to providing comprehensive catalogues of these vessels, as well as detailed 
investigation into their manufacturing process, function and painters. These scholars also 
addressed the problematic nature of the iconography of grave-visit scenes depicted on lekythoi, 
where a fine line exists between distinguishing who is the mourner or the mourned.7 Beazley 
emphasises that interpreting the deceased’s representation was complicated as they ultimately 
occupied the realms of the living and of the dead.8 His text, however, along with that of 
Fairbanks and Boardman, does not comprehensively attempt to explain the iconography of 
white-ground lekythoi.  
      The first text to directly examine and attempt to explain visual representations of the 
deceased in the afterlife, on a variety of vessel shapes, was Gerard Siebert’s 1981 article, 
“Eidôla: le problème de la ﬁgurabilité dans l’art grec”. Siebert provided terminology for these 
representations, identifying them as eidola, a label which scholars still use for these figures. His 
reasoning for this term’s usage for describing the deceased miniature figures is that “eidôlon 
means image” and these figures of the deceased are simply images.9 Siebert organises these 
representations into three distinct categories. That is, eidôlon as man, hero and as a ghost. On the 
deceased’s representation as both a winged figure and conscious human figure, Siebert suggests 
that the deceased’s multiple portrayals confirmed their significance to their loved ones through 
visual repetition.10  
Following soon after Siebert’s work was Egon Peifer’s influential 1989 work, Eidola und 
andere mit dem Sterben verbundene Flügelwesen in der attischen Vasenmalerei in 
                                                                 
     7 Beazley 1938, 8.  
8 Beazley 1938, 10.  
9 Siebert 1981, 65-66.  
10 Siebert 1981, 69. 
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spätarchaischer und klassischer Zeit. Like Siebert’s article, this text provides one of the first 
direct investigations into representations of the deceased in the afterlife on Attic black-figure and 
red-figure vessels. Peifer also reinforced the terminology of eidola as the miniature winged 
figures on vessels. His monograph not only contains an immense collection of winged beings but 
also provides important discussion on the religious and eschatological significance of these 
winged beings in relation to the Greek death customs. Peifer argues that the representations of 
the deceased relate to the memory of the living, where winged figures represent the general 
anonymous dead, and life-like human representations depict the deceased as they were 
remembered in life.11  
      John Oakley has similarly contributed to reconstructing the meaning of 5th century death-
related iconography through his works, The Achilles Painter (1997) and especially Picturing 
Death in Classical Athens: The Evidence of White Lekythoi (2004). Unlike Siebert and Peifer, 
Oakley demonstrates a keen interest, mirroring Beazley’s, in the specific evidence of Attic 
white-ground lekythoi. Oakley provides a thorough investigation into scenes of prothesis, 
mythology, and grave-visits.12 One of the greatest contributions of Oakley’s monograph is his 
collation of a wide corpus of iconographic material which showcases representations of the 
deceased. Oakley also provides an in depth analysis of the iconography of various conductors of 
the deceased in the afterlife, including Charon, Hermes Psychopompos, as well as Hypnos and 
Thanatos.13 The iconography of Hypnos and Thanatos has especially been made clearer due to 
Alan Shapiro’s 1993 Personifications in Greek Art, which examines how intangible concepts 
were visually represented in tangible forms.14 Oakley’s discussion of grave-visit scenes, in his 
2004 monograph, is especially relevant to my research as he raises some criteria to identify the 
deceased in these scenes, such as their gestures, attire, and any attributes held by them or placed 
around the grave stele. Oakley also discusses the presence of winged figures on white-ground 
lekythoi when he acknowledges the variety of visual representations of the deceased as humans 
and as miniature winged figures. To explain these varying representations, Oakley suggests that 
winged figures had a locative function, emphasising the afterlife realm in these scenes whereas 
the life-like human deceased reiterates the memory of the deceased as they were in life.15   
                                                                 
11 Peifer 1989, 302-304. 
12 Oakley 2004.  
13 Oakley 2004, 88-145.  
14 Shapiro 1993, 132-158.  
15 Oakley 2004, 212-213.   
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      Since the publication of Oakley’s 2004 monograph, significant scholarship on the 
iconography of death has been limited. Nathanial B. Jones’ 2015 article, “Phantasms and 
Metonyms: The Limits of Representation in 5th Century Athens”, offered a unique and fresh 
perspective on grave-visit scenes since Oakley. Jones’ attempt to recover the meaning of these 
scenes is unique in comparison to previous scholarship as he addresses the roles and restrictions 
of 5th century artists in representing the deceased and thus considers the vessels from the 
painters’ perspective rather than the viewers’. Jones’ methodology is also unique as he adopts a 
semiotic perspective where figures and gestures are considered signs for the deceased (e.g. the 
grave stele, winged figures, pointing at the ground). In relation to explaining the deceased’s 
contrasting representations, as either human or miniature winged figures, Jones suggests that 
both forms are a metonym for the deceased as projected from the mourner’s memory of them in 
life. This interpretation of memory images echoes earlier theories from the literary and historical 
strand of inquiry into this topic, which will be discussed within this review.  
       Iconographical inquiry into the representation of the deceased has also led to the 
development of the theory that birds depicted in Greek funerary art may be symbolic of the 
deceased in the afterlife. There is much evidence in support of this theory when considering art 
from the Bronze Age and Geometric Period, as argued by Tina Ross’ 2004 Winged 
Representations of the Soul in Ancient Greek Art from the Late Bronze Age, Martin Nilsson’s 
1950 The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion and its Survival in Greek Religion and Susan Langdon’s 
2008 monograph, Art and Identity in Dark Age Greece. These scholars each argue that the bird 
motif of Bronze Age and Geometric art could be related to the divine or representative of the 
deceased’s soul.16 Recent scholarship, however, has demonstrated that the bird motif served a 
different function during the Archaic and Classical periods and no longer represented the 
deceased. This is because the miniature winged figures of this period had an anthropomorphic 
form and the bird motif developed a stronger association with concepts of youth rather than of 
the deceased’s soul, since the bird was the most frequent attribute depicted alongside children in 
funerary art. This theory was established within Woysch-Méautis 1982 book, La Représentation 
des animaux et des êtres fabuleux sur les monuments funéraires Grecs and has since been 
supported within Oakley’s 2004 previously mentioned monograph, Ada Cohen’s and Jeremy 
                                                                 
16 The bird motif was used to represent the soul in Egyptian art, namely the Ba-Soul, which took the 
hybrid form of a bird with a human head, and possibly inspired the early Bronze Age and Geometric 
functions of the bird motif in funerary art. Nilsson 1950, 340; Langdon 2008, 32. 
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Rutter’s 2007 text, Constructions of Childhood and Lesley Beaumont’s 2015 monograph 
Childhood in Ancient Athens.17 
 
2.3 Textual Representations of the Deceased  
       The literary strand of scholarly inquiry into death, the deceased and their representation in 
the ancient Greek world began in the late 19th century. This strand was concerned with 
explaining the meaning of the term psyche and other mental faculties, as well as the 
representation of the deceased in textual material, particularly in Homeric epic, poetry, drama, 
Orphic cult mythology and works of philosophy by Pythagoras, Socrates and Plato.18  
       Erwin Rohde's 1894 pioneering work, Psyche: The Cult of Souls and the Belief in 
Immortality Among the Greeks is the earliest work which demonstrates a thorough and 
meaningful investigation into the deceased’s nature and representation in the afterlife. As its 
name suggests, Rohde’s work is especially concerned with analysing solely textual material to 
reconstruct the ancient Greek concept of the psuche, especially its origin, nature and function. 
Rohde first acknowledged the etymological importance of the psuche and related concepts of 
breath, also arguing that once the psuche escapes the body it gains presence and becomes an 
image, which he identifies as the eidôlon.19 Rohde also pioneered the argument that the psuche 
should be considered the ancient Greek concept of the soul, translating this term as “soul” from 
the onset of his work.20 Additionally, Rohde reassessed Greek eschatology, investigating the 
Eleusinian Mysteries, Orphism, and the philosophy of Pythagoras and Plato.  
    Bruno Snell’s 1953 work, The Discovery of the Mind: The Greek Origins of European 
Thought, provided a dense reconstruction of Greek thought about the “self”, drawing extensively 
upon ancient literature from Homer, 5th century tragedy and philosophy. Unlike Rohde, Snell 
directly argued that the Homeric Greeks had no awareness of any concept which would 
correspond to the contemporary meaning of soul, further arguing that Homer had no holistic 
concept of the psuche.21 Likewise, Arthur Adkins’ 1970 study presented a detailed investigation 
                                                                 
17 Woysch-Méautis 1982, 39-53; Oakley 2004, 211-212; Cohen and Rutter 2007, 15-20; Beaumont 2015, 
190.  
18 Previous scholarship on ancient Greek text has shown a preference for use of the term psyche. 
Essentially the psuche and psyche refer to the same being. This thesis, however, uses the term psuche in 
order to distinguish this being from any connotations or associates with the psyche of latter 5th and 4th 
century philosophy.   
19 Rohde 1925, 6.  
20 Rohde 1925, 5.  
21 Snell 1953, 16-17. 
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into ancient Greek concepts of the personality and sense of self. In particular, Adkins explored 
terminology relevant to these concepts such as phrenes, noos, thymos and menos. 22 Similarly, 
David Claus’ 1981 Toward the Soul: An Inquiry into the meaning of Ψυχή before Plato also 
explored this terminology, and more importantly, the psuche’s role and capabilities in ancient 
thought. Like Rohde, he argued that the psuche was the concept of the soul, but instead of being 
synonymous with the soul of contemporay thought, was instead representative of the “shade and 
life destroyed at death”.23 Claus also critiqued the previous scholarship on the psuche, suggesting 
that Rohde and later scholars ignore the secular development of the soul’s conception, focusing 
too heavily on religion and philosophy.24  
     Jan Bremmer’s 1983 monograph, Early Greek Concepts of the Soul, was very unique in 
comparison to previous scholarship as he adopted the 1926 anthropological framework of Ernst 
Arbman. With this framework, Bremmer argued that the Greek concept of the psuche can be 
split into two of Arbman's categories; the free soul (relating to the psuche) and the body soul 
(relating to concepts such as thymos, noos and menos). Bremmer also raised the problematic 
nature of double representations of the deceased in text, and like Jones, he suggested double 
representations of the deceased related to the concept of memory. He argues that the faceless and 
mute winged psuche is a representation of the forgotten dead, whereas representations of the 
human eidôlon were used when the deceased's memory is still very much fresh in the mourner's 
mind.25 Bremmer does not, however, undertake a comprehensive analysis of visual 
representations of the deceased. Bremmer’s theory of the double nature of the psuche is further 
emphasised in his 1995 monograph, The Rise and Fall of the Afterlife. Bremmer tracks the 
development of the psuche throughout the early Archaic period until the rise of Christianity. The 
earlier chapters of this monograph, which are concerned with the Archaic and Classical periods 
provide great insight into the deceased’s representations, where he argues that the psuche had a 
minimal role in Homeric poetry, simply coming into being once an individual died and should 
not entirely be thought of as the soul since there existed a wide range of vocabulary to describe 
an individual’s psychological attributes, until the psuche of the 5th century where Athenian 
                                                                 
     22 Definitions and discussion of these terms will be provided in Chapter 4. See n. 61.  
23 Claus 1981, 61.  
24 Claus 1981, 2. 
25 Bremmer 1983, 33-83.  
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drama, Orphic theogony and Pythagorean philosophy demonstrated that the psuche had a 
fundamental role within living and deceased individuals.26  
      Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood’s 1995 “Reading” Greek Death: To the End of the Classical 
period is by far one of the most useful texts for reconstructing the deceased’s representation in 
ancient Greek culture. Like Bremmer, Sourvinou-Inwood analysed the development of Greek 
thought regarding Greek conceptions of the afterlife after death and similarly concluded that the 
Homeric concept of the psuche played a vague and insignificant role in contrast to its more 
elaborate and solid presence by the 5th century. Sourvinou-Inwood also suggested that the psuche 
was denoted by the term eidôlon as a means to stress the likeness of the deceased in the afterlife 
to the once living individual they represent.27 Despite her great use of archaeological and textual 
material, Sourvinou-Inwood, like Vermeule, did not employ a comprehensive catalogue for the 
visual representations of the deceased and although her discussion of visual material is useful, it 
was limited to specific examples selected from various contexts.      
       More recently, Maria Mirto’s 2007 Death in the Greek World treats the psuche and eidôlon 
in a differing way in comparison to Bremmer and Sourvinou-Inwood. Mirto classes the psuche 
and eidôlon as not the former transitioning to the latter, but as entirely separate beings. Her text 
deals minimally with the iconography of the deceased, instead drawing heavily upon textual 
data. Despite this, Mirto does argue that miniature winged figures in funerary art are 
representations of the psuche and human figures representative of the eidôlon.28  
      Literary and historical based scholarship regarding the deceased in the afterlife in the ancient 
Greek world has developed since the late 19th century. The mid to late 20th century scholarship 
demonstrated a concern with explaining the meaning and development of the psuche and eidôlon 
in Homeric, dramatic and philosophical texts. Furthermore, psychological concepts related to an 
individual’s mental capacity, as well as topics such as Orphism, mystery cults and the philosophy 
of Plato and Pythagoras were also significantly explored alongside the attempts made to 
understand the deceased in the afterlife. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
26 Bremmer 1995, 23.  
27 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 56.  
28 Mirto 2007, 11.  
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2.4  Narrowing the Gap 
       The previously mentioned literature reflects scholars’ significant efforts in attempting to 
reconstruct a concept as ambiguous as is death and the afterlife in the ancient Greek world. This 
thesis directly engages with and complements the existing scholarship as it considers and 
evaluates each scholar’s individual arguments regarding the textual and iconographic 
representation of the deceased in the afterlife during the Archaic and Classical periods.  
Furthermore, this literature review has revealed that the study of death, the deceased and their 
representation in ancient Greek contexts is largely divided into scholars who are concerned with 
either archaeological, iconographic or textual evidence. There is yet to exist a comprehensive 
study which comparatively and systematically analyses the representation of the deceased in both 
iconographic material and textual evidence. This thesis specifically aims to narrow this gap of 
scholarship by adopting a comprehensive and different methodology, now to be explained.  
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3. Methodology 
 
       The methodology of this thesis is comparative in nature. It aims to analyse representations of 
the deceased in iconographic and textual material, and subsequently, conduct a synthesised 
analysis between the two material types. This systematic methodology was selected as it is a new 
and more holistic approach to studying Attic representations of death. Consideration of both 
Attic visual and textual material facilitates a broad and fuller perspective in regards to the 
conceptualisation of the deceased in the afterlife. Ultimately, this approach aims to identify and 
explain the deceased’s differing representations. Secondarily, the selected methodology also 
enables changes regarding the deceased’s representation over time, across the Archaic and 
Classical periods, to be identified. A dual methodological approach has been adopted to achieve 
this overall comparative analysis, with iconographic and literary analysis being applied to the 
relevant data.  
 
3.1 Iconographic Data and Collection 
       Visual representations of the deceased on Attic ceramic vessels from the 6th to the 5th 
centuries BC constitute the primary archeological data of this thesis. Attic examples are the focus 
because not only do they provide the most numerous representations of the deceased on ceramics 
by comparison with other regions of the Greek world, but also because a chronological 
development can be traced in the scenes depicted on these vessels.29  
       A variety of vessel shapes in black-figure and red-figure ware have been included in this 
study, including amphorae, loutrophoroi, stamnoi, kraters, hydriai and pelikai. White-ground 
lekythoi are especially prevalent amongst the collected data, as although their iconography can be 
domestic in nature, death-related concepts are the most prevalent depictions on these vessels. 
This is due to their primary function as funerary vessels in the 5th century BC. 
       The iconographic data of this thesis was collected by means of thorough investigation of the 
Beazley Archive, the Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae (LIMC), as well as 
various highly relevant publications such as Beazley's Attic White Lekythoi (1938), Kurtz’s 
                                                                 
29 Note that this thesis has included four vase-paintings whose provenance is Italy (Cat. 4, 6, 18, 19). This 
is because their painters were prominent artists who practiced in Attica. Furthermore, the iconography of 
these vessels contributes to this thesis’ corpus of evidence where there were gaps in the evidence  for 
specific scene types. In particular, there are very limited examples of the psychostasia on vessels 
excavated in Attica, and thus Cat 18 and 19, which depict this iconic motif, were included in this study.   
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Athenian White Lekythoi: Patterns and Painters (1975), as well as Oakley's Picturing Death in 
Classical Athens: The Evidence of the White Lekythoi (2004), and The Achilles Painter (1997). 
Additional data was gathered from various museum websites and catalogues.  
This wide pool of archaeological evidence, totaling 187 vase-paintings, was collected in a 
relational database, created with Microsoft Access. A three-tier database system was selected as it 
provides an opportunity to analyse the data through the use of queries; investigations of the data 
using specific criteria. The primary information recorded for each vessel entered into the 
database included the vessel's shape, fabric, archaeological provenance, painter, production date 
(in 50 year periods) and exact date when possible. Each vessel’s museum location, inventory 
numbers and Beazley Archive database numbers (BADB), when available, were also recorded.            
The second level of recording relates to each vessel’s iconographic scene type as one of four 
categories including scenes of 1) prothesis, 2) transitions to the afterlife,30 3) grave-visits 4) 
mythological or Homeric inspired scenes. The third level of recording relates to the individual 
figures in these scenes, including their type, identity, gender, age, stance, gestures, attributes and 
attire. Figure type relates to whether a figure is alive, deceased, mythological or a minister of 
death whereas figure identity corresponds to whether the figure is a mourner, a specific Homeric 
or mythological figure, or representation of the deceased as a miniature winged figure, conscious 
deceased or unconscious deceased.31 This data can be observed in the attached Catalogue of 
Iconographic Evidence. Information regarding each vessel is accessible using the BADB number 
or the sources in the catalogue’s Notes/References section, where full citations are supplied in the 
bibliography.32 Furthermore, this catalogue was numerically ordered via each vessel’s date of 
manufacturing, beginning with the 6th century. Each entry was attributed a catalogue number 
corresponding to those used in the following chapters.  
The visual evidence of this thesis has undergone a detailed iconographical analysis, which 
not only identifies and explains the deceased’s differing visual representations but also 
illuminates the development of these representations between the 6th and 5th centuries. 
                                                                 
30 These are scenes which feature the minsters of death: Charon, Hermes and/or Hypnos and Thanatos. 
31 Goldhill, Osborne and Beard similarly address the methodological issue of identifying figures that fall 
in multiple categories. For example, Hektor can be identified both as a warrior, a mythological figure and 
as Hektor himself. In order to remain as consistent as possible in my data collection, all figures strictly in 
Homer have been identified as Homeric figures, where as individuals such as Hermes, who still appears in 
epic poetry, has been identified as a Minister of Death. Goldhill and Osborne 1994, 5; Beard 1991.    
32 Vessels in the Catalogue that do not have a reference were sourced solely from the Beazley Archive 
Pottery Database.  
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Determining representations of the deceased was difficult at times owing to their ambiguity; the 
problem arises because in art depictions of the deceased as conscious human figures appeared 
near identical to living figures. Thus, whenever great ambiguity was present, scenes were 
omitted from the database.33 Furthermore, scenes which are highly damaged or where an image 
could not be personally accessed, have been omitted from this study in order to make the 
recorded information about each vessel as accurate and detailed as possible. 
       The deceased in the afterlife could be visually represented as a 
small winged figure (fig. 1). This being can be identified as a 
distinct representation of the deceased as it is always shown in 
death-related iconography. Their small scale body, wings and 
frequent display of mourning gestures instantly reveals that they are 
part of a supernatural and death-related sphere. 89 known 
representations of the deceased as a miniature winged figure exist in 
Attic black-figure, red-figure and white-ground vessels. 72% of the 
representations of this figure in this thesis’ corpus of evidence 
occurs on Attic white-ground lekythoi. The deceased as a miniature 
winged figure was also depicted on other vessel types including an 
alabastron, olpe and amphora.  
       The unconscious human figure is a very common 
representation of the deceased and is the most familiar to us as it aligns itself with the signs of a 
lifeless person in the physical world with closed eyes and a limp prostrate body. These portrayals 
of the deceased are representations of a dead body in the living world and therefore do not 
represent the deceased in the afterlife. Thus, such representations of the deceased and other 
prothesis scenes are not included within this study unless they additionally feature a 
representation of the deceased as a miniature winged figure.  
       Conscious human figures were an alternative way to illustrate the dead in the afterlife. These 
figures can safely be assumed to be conscious due to their open eyes and interactions within the 
scene. There are 139 known representations of the deceased in this form across Attic black-
figure, red-figure and white-ground vessels. This portrayal of the deceased appears in scenes of 
                                                                 
33 Some scenes which featured human figures whose ambiguous status as alive or dead were still included 
in this study when a miniature winged figure was present in the scene (Cat. 32, 42, 88, 94, 101, 102, 109, 
110).     
Figure 1 - Cat. 92. Athenian 
white-ground lekythos, Achilles 
Painter. 475-425 BC. 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York 1989.281.72.  
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the transition to the afterlife, where they are carried by Hypnos and Thanatos, led by Hermes or 
interact with Charon either sitting in his boat or approaching him. The presence of these 
psychopomp beings locates these scenes in the afterlife realm and thus emphasises that conscious 
human figures in these scenes are representations of the deceased. The conscious deceased also 
appears in graveside scenes where they can interact with surrounding mourners, observe their 
actions from afar, or wholly ignore them whilst sitting at their stele.  
      Identifying the deceased in graveside scenes is complex as it is challenging to distinguish the 
deceased from living grave-visitors. The stele is grounded in the living world and therefore the 
deceased’s portrayal at this site can be ambiguous since there are no ministers of death to 
indicate the underworld realm. Additionally, within grave-visit scenes, the deceased is shown as 
open-eyed and standing, contradicting familiar conceptions of the dead as lifeless bodies. Despite 
these challenges, there are ways to determine whether the deceased is present in a range of 
grave-visit scenes. Specific criteria, adopted by Attic artists, removes 
the complexity of this iconographic issue and in particular, the 
deceased can be recognised by their inappropriate attire and 
behaviour distinguishing them as not the visitor in the scene as they 
appear conspicuous and can be detached from the living world. Full 
warrior attire and nudity (fig. 2.) are clear indicators of the deceased 
as well as being made conspicuous in the scene by sitting on or 
nearby the stele, playing the lyre, or conducting specific gestures, 
such as pointing to the ground where their body lies; all these 
strategies identify these figures as the deceased.34 Figures whose 
status as a conscious deceased is greatly ambiguous, due to a lack of 
the previously mentioned criteria or damage to the scene, have been 
omitted from this study as they provide no significant contribution 
to the subject of this thesis.  
 
3.2 Textual Data and Collection 
       The primary textual data used in this study are specific ancient Greek texts which were 
significantly circulating throughout Attic society and performance contexts between the 7th to 5th 
                                                                 
34 Each of these criteria will be further justified and elaborated upon in Chapter 5.  
Figure 2 - Cat. 56. Athenian white-
ground lekythos, Achilles Painter. 475-
425 BC. Antikensammlung, Berlin 
1983.1.  
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centuries BC. Excerpts from the Iliad and the Odyssey are of fundamental importance and their 
composer(s) will be referred to as Homer for the purposes of this thesis. Although these texts 
were not composed in Attica they were still renowned in this region. Homeric epic poetry 
included detailed descriptions of the deceased's appearance, behaviour and physical and mental 
capabilities in the afterlife. The selected excerpts include a range of descriptions of moments of 
death, conversations with the deceased and descriptions of the underworld. These passages 
illuminate the transition to Hades and are therefore imperative for contributing to our 
understanding of Attic conceptions of the deceased in the afterlife. Other significant textual 
evidence analysed in this thesis are descriptions of the deceased in the afterlife and the terms 
psuche and eidôlon in 5th century Athenian drama. Specific passages were collated from 
Aeschylus’ Persians, Eumenides, Aristophanes’ Birds, Sophocles’ Antigone, and Euripides’ 
Hippolytus, Hecuba and Helen.  
Careful consideration of classical philology is also a significant factor in the overall analysis 
of the relevant textual material in this thesis. Specific ancient Greek terminology is important for 
understanding the physical, psychological and eschatological functions of the deceased in the 
afterlife. Therefore, understanding the definitions and uses in epic poetry and Athenian drama of 
highly relevant terms such as psuche, eidôlon, noos, thymos and menos, is an important aspect 
considered within this thesis.  
Homeric epic and 5th century Athenian drama have been selected for the purposes of this 
thesis as they provide a perspective of the deceased in the afterlife that are an articulation of 
some of the common beliefs held in society between the 7th and 5th centuries BC. As Homeric 
epic pre dates the composition of 5th century drama, it is also possible to track any development 
in the deceased’s representation over time, especially the uses of the terms psuche and eidôlon. 
Furthermore, epic poetry and Athenian drama are similar in the sense that they deal with popular 
themes in public contexts and thus their comparison of the deceased’s portrayal in the afterlife 
will produce insights and be reflective of what may have been considered in public thought.  
 
3.3 Limitation and Biases 
       Various limitations and biases arose whilst collecting the data analysed in this thesis, which 
must be addressed. There are some problems encountered when attempting to understand 
representations of the deceased in the afterlife when examining textual and iconographic 
evidence. The topic of death itself lies in unchartered territories. In attempting to understand the 
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Attic representation of the deceased in the afterlife it is expected that the nature of the evidence 
will be perplexing and ambivalent, as ultimately this evidence reflects the attitudes and beliefs 
towards a topic that is just as much unfamiliar to us today as it was to those in Attica millennia 
ago.35 A degree of ambiguity in the iconographic evidence has been limited by omitting 
questionable representations of the deceased as well as using standardised forms for all recorded 
data.   
It is also important to acknowledge that white-ground lekythoi are easy victims to the 
destruction of use and time. The white-slip can easily flake off, rendering original paintings 
unreadable to the viewer. There exist many damaged lekythoi whose images will never be 
recovered. This unfortunate fact means that the quantity of lekythoi which depicted a miniature 
winged figure or the conscious deceased will be skewed towards intact and clear representations. 
Thus, lekythoi whose surface is extremely damaged are excluded from this study. Furthermore, 
some vessels in private collections containing scenes of the deceased in the afterlife have been 
omitted from this study as it could be difficult to obtain current information and images.  
         It is also of crucial importance to acknowledge that the visual sources are not simple 
illustrations of the written texts. This thesis works with the framework that although there are 
clear parallels between visual sources and the contents of ancient Greek epic and drama, both 
material types stood independently of one another and served different functions.  
        Lastly, there is inconsistency within the scholarship regarding the uses of the terms psuche 
and eidôlon. Scholarship has frequently demonstrated preference for referring to the miniature 
winged figures as either psuchai or, more frequently, eidola, insisting on a one-to-one correlation 
between the iconographical and textual material. The methodology of this thesis does not insist 
on this linear approach nor one-to one correlation between the evidence. Rather, in the following 
chapters, the terms psuche and eidôlon, which were very significant to describing the deceased in 
the afterlife, will be defined, explained and analysed both independently and in relation to the 
iconographical material. 
                                                                 
35 Vermeule 1979, 1.  
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4. The Deceased in the Afterlife as Represented in Text  
 
       This chapter aims to identify and explain the Attic textual representation of the deceased in the 
afterlife between the Archaic and Classical periods. It works with the assumption that although 
Homeric poetry and 5th century drama were not doctrinaire texts on afterlife beliefs, they were still 
an articulation of the contemporary eschatological beliefs which were circulating throughout Attic 
society.36 Despite the uncertainty surrounding the topic of death and its portrayal, it is still possible 
to understand the representation of the deceased in the afterlife by investigating the fixed features of 
the different forms of the deceased as portrayed in the afterlife in text. By focusing on the uses of 
the terms psuche and eidôlon, this chapter will argue that the eidôlon, when used in death-related 
contexts, was a form of representing the psuche of an individual in the afterlife.   
 
4.1 The Deceased in the Afterlife as Represented in Homer 
       There did not exist one unanimous representation of the deceased in the afterlife in Homer’s 
epic poetry. This is expected for a text which circulated amongst the Greeks across generations and 
was thus built out of a long oral tradition of which layers of ideas, beliefs, and varying terminology 
converged to create the Homeric poetry we have today.37 Two of the most recurring forms of the 
deceased in the afterlife, as represented in Homer, were the psuche and eidôlon. These 
representations share overlapping characteristics, yet simultaneously reveal stark differences when 
compared. In order to understand the physical nature and function of the psuche and eidôlon it is 
necessary that each is explored in terms of their fixed and unfixed features.  
 
The Psuche 
       The word psuche appears 48 times in the Iliad and the Odyssey.38 In each case it has been 
translated and understood as either soul, spirit, life-force or breath. A consistent and defining feature 
                                                                 
36 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 12. 
37 Sourvinou-Inwood, among others, claims that Homeric poetry may have existed as early as the Mycenaean 
age. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 12-13, 123. On the various contextual layers which make up Homeric poetry 
please see Bremmer 1983, 22. 
38 Iliad: 1.3, 5.296 (8.123, 8.315), 5.654 (11.445), 5.696 (22.468), 7.330, 9.322, 9.401, 9.409, 11.334, 13.763 
(24.168), 14.518, 16.453, 16.505, 16.625, 16.856 (22.362), 21.569, 21.161, 22.257, 22.325, 22.338, 23.54, 
23.72, 23.100, 23.104, 23.106, 23.221, 24.754.   
Odyssey: 3.71, 9.523, 10.491, 10.560 (11.65), 11.51, 11.209, 11.471, 14.134, 14.426, 18.91, 21.153, 21.170, 
22.444, 24.5. Warden states that psuche appears 29 times across the two texts in death-related descriptions, 
with only six having any eschatological content. Warden 1971, 100. This count is inaccurate, as each of the 
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of the psuche was its function in leaving a body, either during death or unconsciousness.39 At the 
moment of death, the psuche left a mortal’s body and made the final transit to Hades. In Homeric 
epic, the description of the death of prominent heroes followed a distinct formula, where the act of 
the psuche leaving an individual was immediately followed by it hurrying to Hades. For example, 
Elpenor “broke his neck and his psuche went to Hades” (Od.10.560), upon Patroklos’ death his 
psuche “left his limbs and took wing for the house of Hades” (Il.16.856), and lastly, as death 
envelopes Hektor, his psuche “left his limbs and took wing for the house of Hades” (Il.22.362). The 
image of the psuche hurriedly taking flight emphasises its fleeting nature and its function to exist in 
Hades when separate from the conscious body.40 The psuche also exited unconscious individuals 
through their breath, such as Andromache and Sarpedon (Il.22.468, Il.5.696). Despite these figures 
regaining their consciousness, the psuche was never described as making a return to their body; this 
much was only ever implied.41  
        Another consistent feature of the Homeric psuche was its breath-like nature, most evident in 
the case of Andromache’s swoon, as well when Achilles explains the value of life when he rejects 
Agamemnon’s offer of gifts, stating that a man’s life cannot be procured once the psuche has left 
his lips. This ethereal nature of the psuche relates to its etymology, specifically the verb ψύχω, 
meaning “to blow”, and therefore this term had direct connotations with breath and the imagery of 
smoke.42 The psuche’s ethereal physical nature consequently determined that it had no material 
presence. This characteristic is best observed when Achilles attempts to touch Patroklos’ psuche but 
simply grasps nothing (Il.23.99-105) and when Odysseus reaches for his mother’s psuche only for 
her to slip through his grasp three times (Od.11.205-210).43 The psuche’s intangibility was 
                                                                 
above mentioned uses of psuche are either used during moments of death, to refer to a deathly being in the 
underworld, or in moments were life is risked; all of which are death-related passages.  
39 Rodhe argues that the psuche is only witnessed in Homer during separation from the body. This is true, as 
although psuchai are referred to as existing separately in Hades and not only in moments of death, they are 
only ever referred to as beings which are not contained within living individuals. Rohde 1925, 4; Morris 
1989, 309; Darcus 1979, 30-39.   
40 West 2000, 151-152; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 56; Bremmer 1995, 4; Vermeule 1979, 122. Dodds captures 
the function of the Homeric psuche perfectly: "the only recorded function of the psyche in relation to the 
living man is to leave him". Dodds 1973,16.  
41 Bremmer 1983, 15. For language used to describe a swoon, see Schnaufer 1970, 191-201; Nehring 1947; 
Bohme 1929, 100.   
42 West 2000, 151; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 57-58; Chadwick 1996, 311-312. 
43 Mirto 2012, 13. 
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consistent throughout Homeric epic and was also an appropriate quality for its final dwelling place 
in Aides, where these psuchai appeared as intangible as an invisible being.44  
       The Homeric psuche also had unfixed features which frequently appear conflicting. The psuche 
appeared to be “witless” and bereft of mental and emotional capabilities.45 This incapacity is 
captured when Achilles remarks that the psuche lives on as senseless and disembodied in Hades 
(Od.11.471-478). Additionally, the psuchai which Odysseus encounters in the Nekyia initially 
appear senseless until they drink the sacrificial blood, and thus only after Anticleia drinks does she 
recognise her son and show emotion, crying in grief (Od.11.90. 150-155).46 Furthermore, Kirke 
instructs Odysseus to seek the prophet Teiresias’ psuche, as although he is dead, he maintains all his 
faculties, implying that he is the exception to the norm of the witless dead (Od.10.491-493). The 
descriptions of the deceased as squeaking and gibbering like bats further alludes to the idea of a 
senseless psuche (Od.24.5-15, Il.23.99-101). Long past and recent scholarship have argued for the 
psuche being incapacitated by a lack of all mental and emotional faculties. Rohde emphasises the 
Homeric psuche’s witless nature, stating that they are simply unconscious, helpless and unable to 
influence the living.47 Similarly, Mirto suggests that it was impossible for the “unfeeling” psuche to 
communicate with the living as they were senseless.48  
       Despite appearing witless in the previously mentioned examples, Rohde and Mirto have 
ignored the Homeric psuche’s simultaneous representation as having all its faculties. Although it 
indeed had no qualities of rationality nor morality, which it was later attributed with in the later 5th 
century, it does not mean that the Homeric psuche was considered impaired of mental and 
emotional faculties.49 The Homeric psuche was also described to mourn its loss of life, and still 
have a memory, without ever needing to drink blood. This is witnessed when Hektor’s and 
Patroklos’ psuchai each “bewail its lot and the youth and the manhood it had left behind” (Il.16.856, 
Il.22.362) implying that the Homeric psuche was not witless at all and very much capable of feeling 
                                                                 
44 The word for the underworld, aides or hades, meant “invisible” or the “unseeable place”. Although the 
psuchai dwelt there it does not mean that they were invisible, but rather that the underworld itself could not 
be seen in the living world. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 15; Mirto 2012, 15; Vernant 1983, 312-313. 
45 Bremmer and Frampton both argue that the Homeric psuche had no psychological capabilities. Bremmer 
1983, 3; Frampton 1988, 276.  
46 Voelcker 1845, 46; Jones 2015, 819; Johnston 1999, 8; Edmonds 2004, 47, 135.  
47 Rohde also argues that those who display consciousness, such as Minos, Orion and Herakles are given 
their faculties in order to recognise and feel their punishment for their crimes in the living world. Rohde 
1925, 9, 24, 40-41; Morris 1989, 310.  
48 Mirto 2011, 93. Griffin follows a very similar argument. Griffin 1980, 92.  
49 On the Socratic and Platonic psuche see Collins 1996, 69.  
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emotion. Mirto suggests that the psuche’s mourning of its loss reflects a desire to lose 
consciousness and memory.50 This interpretation does not have grounding in any evidence, and 
simply because the psuche mourns does not mean that it desired to forget its former life and lose its 
identity. Additionally, the Homeric psuche must have had some senses as they were capable of 
influencing the living, evident when Odysseus is struck with tears and pity when agreeing to the 
burial demands of Elpenor’s psuche (Od.11.55) and when Achilles is moved to action after 
encountering Patroklos’ psuche begging for proper burial (Il.23.100-110).51 In addition, upon 
returning Hektor’s corpse to Priam, Achilles explains his decision aloud to Patroklos’ psuche, and 
promises war spoils, implying that the deceased could listen to and understand the living (Il.24.592-
595). How are we to explain the inconsistency of the Homeric psuche’s mental and emotional 
capacity? Sourvinou-Inwood suggests that the concept of the witless psuchai came from a long oral 
tradition, whereas the passages where the psuchai still have their wits were consistent with beliefs 
in the society when Homeric poetry underwent its final composition.52 Although this interpretation 
is convincing it assumes that the latter society was incapable or unwilling to edit the anachronisms 
of the original passages. Furthermore, the responsibility of Homer must be recognised. The psuche 
may have been considered to have some faculties about it, which were magnified for dramatic 
purposes, particularly in the case of Odysseus’katabasis so that he is able to interact with the dead. 
Additionally, it may also be that the simultaneous representation of the deceased as unfeeling and 
intelligible is only conflicting to us.  
       Another conflicting characteristic of the psuche seems to be its location in living individuals.53 
As it is only described in the context of leaving the body, the psuche’s location within a being is 
difficult to determine. Bremmer suggests its possible residence in the head, since the term kephale, 
meaning “head”, and psuche could be used synonymously (Od.2.237 and Od.3.71).54 Trying to pin 
the psuche to one distinct location is quite a feeble pursuit and rather it should be recognised that 
the psuche left the body through various locations, including the mouth (Il.9.409), chest (Il.16.505), 
                                                                 
50 Mirto 2011, 14.  
51 On the deceased as an apparition requesting burial see Felton 1999, 10.   
52 Sourvinou Inwood argues that the witless psuche was inherited from pre-Homeric, and possibly 
Mycenaean, tradition because descriptions of the witless dead are restricted in comparison to the more 
frequent descriptions of the psuchai who maintain their faculties. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 79, 89-90. 
53 Bremmer suggests that the difficulty of pinning the psuche to a location reflects its insignificance in the 
Homeric world. Bremmer 1995, 2. This interpretation is problematic as it assumes that only “things” which 
can be physically located were considered significant to the ancient Greeks.  
54 Bremmer 1983, 16-17.   
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arms or legs (Il.16.856, 22.362) as well as any wounds an individual received (Il.14.518).55 It is 
interesting to note that the psuche required a physical opening to exit the body from, implying that it 
had a physical nature, contradicting its inherent intangibility.56  
       The psuchai’s ability to retain the identity of once living individuals is another highly debatable 
characteristic in Homeric epic. Vermeule claims that the Homeric psuche had no individuality, 
begging the question how can something disembodied be recognisable?57 Simply because the 
psuche lacked any sense of corporeality did not mean that it lost its identity. Rather, when returning 
to the ancient sources, it becomes quite obvious that although psuchai could gather in mass throngs, 
they were still identifiable. This is most evident when Odysseus describes the psuchai of the elderly, 
youths, warriors and grieving maidens, revealing that the psuche could maintain its age, emotions 
and identity, and ultimately, its physical appearance at the time of their death (Od.11.35-45).58 
Additionally, it is Patroklos’ psuche which visited Achilles in a dream, appearing exactly as 
Patroklos himself “with the same stature, lovely eyes and clothes as those he used to wear” 
(Il.23.65-68).59 Therefore, some sense of the once living individual was maintained in the afterlife.  
       To what extent can this remnant of an individual be representative of them as a whole and 
considered their soul? This fundamental question requires discussion when exploring Homeric 
representations of the deceased in the afterlife. Scholars have argued that the psuche ought to be 
thought of as the Homeric concept of the soul, particularly Rodhe, Morris and Mirto who translated 
psuche as soul from the onset of their work.60 Projecting our contemporary understanding of the 
soul onto the Homeric psuche is problematic as it increases the chance of oversimplifying a topic as 
complex as is the soul.61 Furthermore, Homer used a vast range of vocabulary, related to ideas of 
the soul, to discuss emotional and psychological concepts amongst the dead and the living. 
                                                                 
55 For exit locations of psuche see Bremmer 1983, 17.  
56 The implications of this contradiction emphasise the mysterious nature of the psuche. Voelcker 1845, 47.  
57 Vermeule 1979, 8. Voelcker and Felton also argue that the psuche of Patroklos and Elpenor are 
recognisable and maintain their identity since their corporal forms still existed in the living world having not 
undergone burial rites. Voelcker 1845, 51; Felton 1999, n.45 102. This argument is flawed as Odysseus 
identifies other psuchai such as Agamemnon, Anticleia and Herakles. Are we to assume that all these bodies 
have not been buried or cremated?  
58 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 28.  
59 Siebert identifies this passage as referring to the eidôlon of Patroklos. The original Greek passage, 
however, clearly states that it is Patroklos’ psuche which Achilles saw. Siebert 1981, 66-67. 
60 Rohde 1925, 5; Morris 1989, 309; Mirto 2011, 10, 61.  
61 It is of fundamental importance that we do not project our personal conceptions of the soul nor of the 
afterlife onto the Attic evidence for there is a tendency to over simplify what initially appears perplexing. 
Davis 2011, 77.  
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Significant terms include θυμός, μένος, νόος, φρήν and αἰών.62 Their use in Homeric poetry reveals 
that there was no one single concept of the Homeric soul, rather a “plurality’ existed”,63 and 
therefore claiming that the psuche was the soul must be avoided. 
      Other scholars have argued that the Homeric psuche was neither soul nor life. Bremmer argues 
that the psuche was not the life-force or soul and Garland similarly argues that the psuche “only 
makes an appearance when death is imminent” and thus ought not to be thought of as 
consciousness, soul or “life- instinct”.64 In contrast to Garland’s opinion, it should be remembered 
that the psuche indeed makes an appearance after death as the underworld’s inhabitants are referred 
to as psuchai, as discussed previously. There is some validity in Garland’s argument that there 
existed a range of Homeric vocabulary which makes up our contemporary understanding of the 
soul, but to rule out a definition of psuche as a life-force seems extreme.65    
       A more flexible and plausible approach is to consider the psuche as not representative of the 
soul, but rather as an individual’s life-force. This perspective is supported by Voelcker, Warden, 
Claus and Davis who each argue that the Homeric psuche was representative of the deceased in the 
                                                                 
62 As these terms are idiosyncratic of the religious and psychological atmosphere of the context of their use, 
they have been described as increasingly difficult to provide an accurate definition. Claus 1981, 13, 46; 
Evans-Pritchard 1965, 11-14. Despite this, I have provided, to the best of my ability, a general definition for 
them. Thymos encompassed an array of emotions and could be synonymous with ideas of happiness, anger, 
and sadness. Like the psuche, the thymos could also exit a body during death (Od.11.221-2). It was 
considered to occupy an individual’s chest and typically during a swoon it would leave its position and later 
return as the individual regained consciousness (Il.4.152, Il.5.697) Bremmer 1995, 1. Bremmer 1983, 56. 
Claus 1981, 7, 11.  
Thymos was not used when a youth died, instead aion, meaning life, was referred to as exiting the body 
(Il.16.453, Od.9.523-524). Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 56.  
Menos can be thought of as individual’s mind, or their strength or fervent anger. Like the psuche, this term 
was related to the imagery of breath (Il.2.536, Il.10.482). Bremmer 1983, 58-60.  
Noos and phren could also be defined as the mind. In contrast to the term psuche, these terms could be used 
when a man is alive. Yet, similarly to the psuche they are each said to exit the body upon death, yet instead 
of making the transition to Hades, they simply disappear. Garland 1985, 1. Bremmer 1983, 57. 
63 Renehan argues that all these terms can be grouped under the heading of psuche. Renehan 1980, 109.  
64 Garland 1983, 18. Bremmer also argues that the only thing that can be said for certain is that “when the 
psyche leaves the body, it dies”. Bremmer 1983, 16. This statement is true, but does it not also reveal that the 
psuche provided life for the body? A statement which contradicts Bremmer’s perspective on the psuche as 
life-force. Using Ernst Arbman’s anthropological concept of the soul, Bremmer argues that the Homeric 
concept of the soul was “dualistic” and the psuche corresponded to an idea of the “free soul” whereas 
concepts such as thymos, noos, menos and phrenes correspond to the idea of the “body soul”.  Bremmer 
1983, 13-15, 18, 21, 66. Bremmer’s model is convincing as the terms thymos, noos, menos and phrenes could 
be associated with the living and therefore connected to the body; however, applying these distinct categories 
on this terminology may appear obvious to the modern viewer but may have been non-existent to Homer’s 
audience.  
65 Garland suggests that the Homeric concept of the “soul” was made up of 20 different words. Garland 1983, 
18. 
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afterlife and was synonymous with the concept of life.66 It has already been explained that psuche 
derived from the word for breath. To the bystander, the stoppage of an individual’s breath remains a 
visible and accurate way to signify their death, and thus is symbolic of “life” itself.67 It is highly 
likely that over time the meaning of psuche evolved from meaning simply breath to substantively 
representing life.68 Although the term for life, aion, existed in the Homeric vocabulary, the term 
psuche was still used in places where the use of aion would be expected.69 For example, Nestor 
questions whether his visitors are reckless as pirates who risk their psuche on the seas (Od.3.71). 
Similarly, Achilles argues how he constantly risks his psuche on the battlefield (Il.9.322). It 
therefore becomes apparent that the term psuche as used in Homeric poetry should be synonymous 
with the concept of a life force.  
      The Homeric psuche was a representation of the deceased in the afterlife which, in summary, 
was consistently described as exiting the body during death or swoons, having a breath-like nature 
and inherent intangibility. Unfixed characteristics of the Homeric psuche relate to its mental and 
emotional capacity, and its appearance as either a winged being or a human figure.   
 
The Eidôlon 
       The Homeric eidôlon was another significant representation of the deceased in the afterlife. 
Like psuche, this term cannot easily be categorised, as not only could it be used to describe the 
deceased, but it also had religious, philosophical, ontological and epistemological connotations.70 In 
order to understand the eidôlon’s appearance and functionality it is imperative that we focus on the 
consistent features surrounding its use when it described the deceased in epic poetry. It will become 
clear that these features were very similar to those belonging to the concept of the psuche, as 
ultimately, both the psuche and eidôlon were representative of the same thing: the deceased in the 
afterlife.  
       In the Iliad and the Odyssey, the term eidôlon has typically been translated as phantom, ghost, 
wraith or image. In Homeric poetry, it is consistently described as having a life-like physicality, 
taking the exact appearance of the once living individual it represented. The term eidôlon was not 
exclusive to death, but rather could be used in the context of copying living individuals. For 
                                                                 
66 Voelcker 1845, 45-47; Claus 1981, 1, 61; Warden 1971, 95; Davis 2011, 9. 
67 Voelcker 1845, 46. 
68 Voelcker 1845, 46. 
69 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 56.  
70 Bardel 2000, 141.  
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example, Athena makes an eidôlon of Penelope’s sister Iphthime to send to Ithaka to console 
Penelope (Od.4.799-800). Similarly, Apollo makes an eidôlon of Aeneas to fight against the Trojans 
whilst he protected the real Aeneas in Pergamus (Il.5.44). The use of eidôlon in these cases reveals 
its inherent nature as an individual’s copy rather than being the real person themselves.  
       Although this term was used in contexts unrelated to death, it was also used to describe the 
deceased in the afterlife. The prophet Theoclymenus remarks that eidola fill the porch of Odysseus’ 
residence and are hurrying down to Hades (Od.20.354-355). Similarly, Patroklos in the afterlife is 
not only labelled a psuche but is also referred to as an eidôlon by Achilles (Il.23.100). Achilles 
remarks that Patroklos’ eidôlon hurries into the underworld after their conversation is complete, 
also implying that the Homeric eidôlon had the ability to contact and interact with living individuals 
via dreams. Lastly, when Odysseus encounters Herakles in the underworld, he specifically identifies 
that it is Herakles’ eidôlon he sees, as Herakles himself banquets on Olympus (Od.11.601). From 
these examples, it becomes clear that the eidôlon was a figure which could exist in the underworld, 
interact with the living, and most importantly, functioned as a “double” of the deceased individual.71  
       Despite the eidôlon being identical in representation to the once living body it portrayed, this 
phenomenon, like the psuche, was consistently described as having no corporeality and rather was 
simply an apparition that could only be seen.72 This feature stems from its etymological connections 
to the verb eido, meaning “to see”.73 The emphasis on seeing and not feeling the eidôlon is 
articulated in Odysseus’ katabasis where it is impossible to come into physical contact with those 
around him which he must observe from a distance. Furthermore, the term skia, translated as 
“shade” or “shadow” is frequently used alongside the word eidôlon, reinforcing the intangibility of 
this specific representation of the deceased.74 In summary, the deceased of Homeric poetry was 
additionally portrayed as an eidôlon; a figure without corporeality that could interact with the living 
in the exact form of the deceased individual as he/she had been in life. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
71 Vernant 1991, 186-187.  
72 Zeitlin 1994, 190; Voelcker 1845, 48, 52. 
73 Davis 2011, 24.  
74 Bremmer 1983, 78; Garland 1983, 12. The term skia was used as either a simile or metaphor when 
describing the eidôlon in Homeric poetry. For more information regarding the use of skia for describing the 
deceased see Hultkrantz 1953, 305.  
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4.2 The Deceased in the Afterlife as Represented in 5th Century Drama 
       5th century drama represented the deceased in ways similar to those of Homeric epic, yet also 
strikingly more consistent. Again, the psuche and eidôlon were very typical terms used to describe 
the deceased in the afterlife. After the creation of Homeric epic poetry, the psuche underwent some 
significant changes in its meaning, function, and form. In particular, the Platonic concept of the 
psuche became the fundamental and central seat of personality, morality, and intelligence within 
man.75 This thesis is most concerned not with the psuche of philosophy, but rather with the 
representation of the psuche in 5th century Athenian dramatic performances. Philosophy and drama 
existed in very different contexts in Athens in the 5th century and it would be wrong to assume that 
the psuche of Plato was identical to the psuche of the dramatists. More specifically, philosophy 
operated in elite and non-normative contexts based on specific knowledge of philosophical themes 
whereas Athenian drama served the mass and more normative social contexts, and thus the meaning 
of psuche was different in both contexts. 
       Most compelling of the changes to the concept of the psuche was its likening to a sense of an 
inner character and personality present in living individuals rather than during death or moments of 
unconsciousness.76 This new meaning of the psuche is evident in Aeschylus’ Persians, when the 
Persian marshals are claimed to be fearful on the battlefield due to the “valiant resolve of their 
psuchai” (Pers.29). Furthermore, Creon comments that it is impossible to completely know a man’s 
psuche (Ant.175) and the sentry who deliberates telling Creon the news that Polynices’ body has 
been buried states that his psuche accosted him with different speeches on the matter (Ant.227).77 
These examples reveal the newly acquired meaning of psuche relating to the concept of an inner 
character belonging in living individuals, a meaning absent from Homeric poetry. 
      Additionally, the psuche of 5th century drama also exhibited a more consistent image, with less 
conflicting ambiguities, and is described as experiencing emotions and capable of interacting with 
the living.78 These qualities are evident in Aristophanes’ Birds, where Pisander sees his own psuche 
at the marsh lands of the Sciapodes (Birds.1560). In Euripides’ Hippolytus, Phaedra’s psuche 
                                                                 
75 Claus 1981, 1. 
76 Bremmer 1995, 2. The concept of self was being consolidated during the Archaic period, and the term 
which most of this change fell upon was psuche. Claus 1981, 4; Adkins 1970, 66 
77 Another example which highlights the meaning of psuche as character and dwelling in the living is when 
Tiresias scolded Creon for sending the living psuche of Antigone to her tomb whilst she is still alive 
(Ant.1070). 
78 Mirto 2011, 93.  
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grieves from lovesickness for Hippolytus (Hipp.160). This more consistent portrayal of the psuche 
maintaining its faculties and wits, as well as being present in living individuals in 5 th century drama, 
marks it as quite different to the Homeric psuche. More specifically, it appears that the psuche 
incorporated the psychological and emotional characteristics, such as thymos, which of course were 
considered separate terms in the Homeric vocabulary.79 
      Although the psuche of 5th century drama had developed a meaning similar to personality and 
was considered to dwell within the living, it still very much held on to its Homeric definition as the 
human aspect which travels to Hades after death. In the Persians, Darius’ ghost refers to the 
psuchai of “the dead” who dwell in Hades and can be invoked at the grave (Pers.685-695). It is also 
Darius’ own psuche which is invoked by the Chorus who state “send up to the light the psuche from 
below” (Pers.629).80 In this example it is also important to note that Darius’ invocation did not 
involve any blood offering, like the necromantic rites in the Odyssey, implying that it was no longer 
necessary for psuchai to drink blood to gain their mental faculties, but rather, these were maintained 
regardless of an individual’s death.81 Likewise, Socrates is said to invoke the psuchai of men near 
the Sciapodes’ marsh land, an abstract and unearthly realm (Birds.1556).  
       The term eidôlon also developed in its meaning in 5th century Athenian drama and became a 
more concrete apparition of the deceased, where greater emphasis was placed on its visual 
appearance. The eidola of Athenian drama were most frequently representations of the deceased as 
ghostly beings who interacted with the living. Like Homeric eidola, the eidôlon of Athenian drama 
was an exact double of the once living individual, however, no longer was there any ambiguity 
regarding their mental or emotional capacity as these figures now became grand, imposing and 
powerful characters.82 This is especially the case for Clytemnestra’s eidôlon in Aeschylus’ 
Eumenides who embodied vengeance and anger over her son’s matricide (Eum.94-130). The image 
of her bearing her wounds to the furies, “see these gashes in my heart and from where they came!”, 
is especially powerful (Eum.101). Similarly, Polydorus’ eidôlon was represented as a powerful 
being with a complete memory of his former life, narrating the events of his death in the prologue of 
                                                                 
79 Bremmer 1995, 3. Davis suggests that out of all the psychological terminology of Homeric epic, psuche 
was the most significant by 5th century drama. Davis 2011, 9. 
80 Vernant argues that the psuche of 5th century drama ought to be thought of as a daimonic being. Vernant 
1983, 332-333. This interpretation is appropriate for the apparition of the deceased Darius as the Chorus 
refers to him as a daimon (Per.620). It would be problematic, however, to assume all psuchai of 5th century 
drama were daimons, as this is clearly not the case for Pisander in Aristophanes’ Birds.   
81 Ogden 2001, 8.   
82 Bardel 2000, 158.  
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Euripides’ Hecuba. Eidola therefore became more substantial entities and although intangible, still 
had a strong human aspect, engaging in thought, memory and emotions.83  
      The Homeric meaning of eidôlon as double also became more solidified in 5th century drama as 
it was now frequently used to describe the living. The concepts of trickery and appearance versus 
reality became more ingrained in the eidôlon of 5th century drama. Euripides’ Helen highlights this 
concept as the plot revolves around Helen’s eidôlon who is sent as a substitute to Troy instead of 
the real Helen. This trickery is threaded throughout the play and is evident when Helen describes 
her eidôlon as “alive and breathing, fashioned out of the sky and made to look like me” (Hel.35) 
and confirmed when she states “I did not go to Troy, that was an eidôlon” (Hel.583) .84 
       Another difference in the representation of the deceased in 5th century drama relates to the full 
integration of the ministers of death, Charon, Hermes and Hypnos and Thanatos, in accompanying 
the deceased on their afterlife transition. In Homeric poetry, only two death scenes are described 
with the presence of these figures, including Hypnos and Thanatos assisting Sarpedon’s transition 
(Il.16.453-457) and Hermes assisting that of the Suitors’ (Od.24.5-15). Overall, the Homeric 
deceased frequently made the transition to the underworld without the aid of a minister of death., 
however, by the time of 5th century drama, the deceased’s journey to the afterlife was made more 
elaborate with Charon, Hermes and Hypnos and Thanatos appearing more often.85 The existence of 
these psychopomp figures does not entail that the deceased were considered less independent in the 
5th century, but rather, it simply implies that the transition to Hades was made more elaborate and 
that there was a need for comfort, in the form of a guide, in the face of an increasing uncertainty 
about death.86 
 
 
 
                                                                 
83 Bardel 2000, 158. 
84 Davis 2011, 122; Vernant 1983, 310. 
85 Charon’s first textual representation occurred in the 7th or 6th century epic poem, the Minyas, considered to 
be composed by Prodikos of Phoceaea. By the 5th century, Charon and his ferry were a well-known part of 
the transition to Hades, as attested by his appearance in Aristophanes’ Frogs where Theseus and Pirithous 
look for Charon in order to undertake katabasis. The iconic Charon’s Piece, an obol paid on behalf of the 
deceased to the ferryman, developed as a tradition later in the 5th century. Bremmer 1995, 5; Sourvinou-
Inwood 1995, 303-304; West 2000, 155; Mirto 2011, 23, 26. For more on Charon’s Piece please see 
ThesCRA 2012, 365; Garland 1983, 23, 56; Grinder-Hansen 1991, 207-218.  
86 Although Hermes is frequently attributed with the title of Psychopompos, Charon too received this title 
along with Nekropompos (Eur.Alctis. 357-362). Mirto 2011, 26; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 306, 327; 
Bremmer 1995, 5.  
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4.3 A Synthesis 
      Homeric poetry and 5th century Athenian drama reflect that there were two primary 
representations of the deceased in the afterlife in Attica; the deceased as a psuche and as an eidôlon. 
These terms underwent some development and by the 5th century BC the psuche developed into a 
being similar to that of one’s personality or conscience and was considered present in living 
individuals. Similarly, the eidôlon’s visual presence became more substantial and powerful 
compared to that illustrated in epic poetry. As these two terms have been analysed and defined in 
the context of epic poetry and Athenian drama it is fundamental that their coexistence in Attic 
eschatology, as representations of the deceased in the afterlife, is explored. On consolidating the 
two varying representations many interpretations have been brought forward. Rohde, Frampton and 
Davis have argued that the psuche became an eidôlon when in Hades.87 This interpretation is 
problematic as the whole transition to Hades was one of liminality and therefore arguing that the 
psuche became an eidôlon is implausible when we know that the deceased in Hades were still 
described as psuchai.88  
       Vermeule argues that the Homeric transition from psyche to eidôlon was a “matter of poetic 
convenience.”89 It is indeed important to recognise the motivations and constraints of both the poet 
and tragedian in creating their work. The vocabulary used for describing the deceased was related to 
that used for the living as ultimately that was all that was at the composer’s disposal.90 Odysseus 
and Achilles needed to speak to their fallen comrades and loved ones in a realistic form that is 
logical to the audience, for if either were to communicate with a wisp of smoke it would be near 
impossible to see and understand.91  
      Alternatively, Bremmer argued that the ambiguity between the eidôlon and psuche is clarified 
when considered from the perspective of memory. The memory of the deceased, as alive and dead, 
in the mind of the living shaped how the deceased was represented. The nature of this memory is 
dualistic and thus represents the deceased in a dualistic nature.92 Bremmer suggested that the 
“freshness” of an individual’s death determined their form in the afterlife and using the example of 
                                                                 
87 Davis 2011, 17; Rohde 1925, 5; Frampton 1988, 266. 
88 For liminality of death please see McCoy 2014, 19. Some significant examples of the deceased in Hades 
being referred to as a psuche include Patroklos, Elpenor, Anticleia and Darius.  
89 Vermeule 1979, 212-213. 
90 Aguirre 2009, 187; Vermeule 1979, 29.  
91 Vermeule 1979, 29.  
92 Bremmer 1983, 83. 
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the deceased Patroklos, Bremmer argues that only when Patroklos is in contact with Achilles does 
he appear in human form, and when contact is ceased Patroklos becomes the shadowy unintelligible 
being that squeaks away like a bat.93  
      The ambiguity between the deceased’s varying representations is made clear when we recognise 
the psuche and eidôlon as the same thing, and that the eidôlon was a subset of representing the 
psuche.94 To put it simply, all psuchai could take the form of an eidôlon, but not all eidola were 
considered psuchai. This interpretation becomes much more plausible when we consider the 
Homeric passages where psuche and eidôlon are used simultaneously. The interaction between 
Odysseus and Elpenor is compelling and reveals that the psuche and eidôlon ought to be considered 
as representative of the same thing, rather than one transforming into the other or shifting shape 
because of the passage of time and memory. When Odysseus initially encounters Elpenor it is his 
psuche which comes before him, and yet, as the two go their separate ways it is the eidôlon of 
Odysseus’ comrade which he observes (Od.11.51-83).95 Additionally, Odysseus describes Hades as 
the “dwelling place of psuchai, the disembodied eidola of men”, again confirming that the eidôlon 
was representative of the psuche (Od.24.5-15). Another substantial example which further 
reinforces this perspective is Achilles’ realisation after encountering the deceased Patroklos. 
Achilles exclaims “Something of us does survive in Hades’ halls, some psuche and eidôlon of a 
man” (Il.23.99-105), revealing that it is inaccurate to consider the psuche as a transition to an 
eidôlon once in Hades, or that one shifts to the other with memory. Rather it appears that Attic 
eschatology thought that both representations of the deceased can coexist in the afterlife as 
ultimately the eidôlon was a form of the psuche. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
93 Bremmer 1983, 88-89. 
94 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 56-58; Voelcker 1845, 48. Redfield suggests a similar perspective arguing that 
there were three kinds of eidola (1. Phantom 2. Dream Figures 3. Psuchai). Redfield 1985, 96-97. When the 
psuchai were described in terms of an eidolon they could appear in dreams and as phantoms, reflecting that 
there is crossover in Redfield’s categories.   
95 The deceased Patroklos is also described as both an eidôlon and psuche by Achilles, reinforcing that the 
eidôlon was a form of the psuche. Vernant 1983, 308-309. 
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5. The Deceased in the Afterlife as Represented in Image 
      
       The representation of the deceased in the afterlife on Attic vase-paintings is incredibly 
compelling as it reveals the challenges artists faced in representing an intangible concept and how 
these challenges were overcome.96 This chapter aims to argue that during the 6th and 5th centuries 
BC, representations of the deceased in the afterlife, as depicted on ceramic vessels, were dynamic 
and not grounded in one specific representative form. Rather, as a new inhabitant of the underworld, 
the deceased were visually portrayed in two concrete forms: as a miniature winged figure and as a 
conscious human figure. These representations could appear separately or simultaneously in the 
same scene. The most relevant scene types which will be discussed include scenes of prothesis, 
grave-visits, transitions to Hades and mythological or Homeric inspired scenes.97    
 
5.1 The Evidence  
      The body of iconographic evidence for this thesis is made up of the scenes depicted on 187 Attic 
vessels ranging from the second half of the 6th century to the end of the 5th century. The deceased in 
the afterlife was represented on both black-figure and red-figure ware vessels of a variety of shapes; 
however, were most frequently represented on white-ground lekythoi, as is expected due to their 
funerary nature.  
     Vessels that did not have an exclusive funerary purpose include black-figure and red-figure ware 
ceramic shapes other than lekythoi. There are 27 vessels of this type which constitute 14% of the 
iconographic evidence analysed in this thesis.98 The relevant scenes depicted on these vessels, 
which will be analysed, distinctly fall into two categories: Homeric and mythological scenes. In 
particular, they show warriors fighting, the psychostasia of Achilles and Memnon, the dragging of 
Hektor’s body, and Hypnos and Thanatos carrying Sarpedon’s body. In each scene type the 
deceased is portrayed as either a conscious human figure or a miniature figure who may be winged 
or non-winged.  
                                                                 
96 Siebert describes how artists during the early Classical period pursued representations of the invisible 
world. Representing invisible concepts, particularly the deceased in the afterlife, was a complex task. 
Furthermore, it was also in the beginning of the 5th century that methods of figural mimesis were pioneered 
by Athenian artists. Vernant 1991, 152; Siebert 1981, 63. 
97 Homeric inspired scenes are those where characters and events described in the Iliad and Odyssey are 
present in the image. Mythological scenes are similar to those of the Homeric scenes as they deal with 
themes outside of ordinary life; however, they differ in that they do not portray any characters or events from 
the Iliad or Odyssey.  
98 Cat. 1-18, 20-22, 36-39, 81-82.   
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      White-ground lekythoi form 86% of this thesis’ iconographic evidence and thus a discussion of 
their form and function is fundamental. The term lekythoi itself encompassed perfume jars, and was 
not specific to white-ground funerary jars.99 Those whose provenance were properly recorded 
during excavation, a rare phenomenon in their archaeological history, reveal that most lekythoi 
originated from Athens, wider Attica and Eretria.100 Funerary lekythoi gained incredible importance 
in Athens in the 6th and 5th centuries, becoming the most important and accessible private funerary 
offerings from c.470 BC to the end of the 5th century.101 These grave goods appeared in all phases 
of the burial process, during pre-burial when they were placed around the funerary bier during the 
prothesis, and during burial and post-burial when they were placed on the tomb’s steps, and overall 
were an important part of the ta nomizomena; the customs surrounding death.102 Even after an 
individual’s internment, lekythoi were offered at the tomb on the “third, ninth and thirtieth days 
after death” and once per year.103 The funerary scenes depicted on these vessels not only reflect the 
brilliant artistic atmosphere of 5th century Attica, but more importantly, these scenes constitute an 
important body of evidence for the customs and beliefs surrounding death in Attica during this time 
period.104 Lekythoi also unveil a private attitude towards mourning as these vessels were purchased 
by the deceased’s closest living relatives and were used in the intimate environment of private 
funerals exclusive to loved ones.105  
       The iconography of lekythoi most relevant to this thesis includes sepulchral scenes of grave-
visits and transitions to Hades, which became most prominent from the first quarter of the 5th 
century.106 These scene types are the most significant to discuss as they portray the deceased in the 
afterlife as both a miniature winged figure and conscious human figure.  
                                                                 
99 Oakley 2004, 4. The lekythos shape was created in Athens during the first half of the 6th century. Beazley 
1938, 2-3. 
100 Oakley 2004, 10.  
101 The funerary lekythos went out of style from c.410 BC. Jones 2015, 823; Oakley 2000, 7-8; Shapiro 1991, 
651; ThesCRA 2012, 376, 380; Kurtz 1975, 74; Garland 1983, 108. 
102 Rathje 2002, 11; Hame 1999, 35-36. That these vessels were chosen specifically for individuals by their 
loved ones is debatable. Houby-Nielson 1995, 245-246; ThesCRA 2012, 375. For useful images of burial in 
the Kerameikos, Athens, see Parlama and Stampolidis 2001, 271-273.  
103 Garland 1983, 104-105.  
104 Bazant 1986, 43; ThesCRA 2012, 371; Beazley 1938, 1. For the white-ground painters of this period 
please see chart in Oakley 2004, 14.  
105 On the private nature of funerary lekythoi see Shapiro 1991, 653; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 325; Beazley 
1938, 5-6. 
106 Domestic scenes were also portrayed on white-ground lekythoi. This scene type, however, has been 
omitted from this study as the figures depicted in these scenes are predominately alive and when there is 
doubt concerning the status of a figure it is far too ambiguous to tell whether they are alive or not. 
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5.2 The Deceased as a Conscious Human Figure 
      Recognising a deceased individual is easy in ordinary life, as death is shown through the 
absence of life and thus the contrast between living beings and unconscious prostrate cadavers 
makes this an achievable task.107 The deceased in the afterlife were not represented in this lifeless 
form and instead were portrayed as conscious human figures, depicted in the same scale of the 
living.108 The deceased in this form are ultimately recognisable by their distinct appearance 
compared to those around them, appearing conspicuous in their behaviour or attire. Additionally, 
this form of the deceased appeared in scenes of the transition to Hades and grave-visits.  
 
The Transition to the Afterlife 
       Attic funerary iconography, as depicted on ceramic vessels of the 6th and 5th centuries, often 
represented the deceased’s transition to Hades. In total, there are 61 representations of the deceased 
in this form across 59 vessels. The composition of this scene type was very consistent and typically 
involved the conscious deceased in company with one or a combination of the ministers of death; 
Charon, Hermes and Hypnos and Thanatos, the personifications of sleep and death.109 
       There are 51 representations of the deceased in this human form with Charon. In each of these 
scenes Charon either stands or sits in his boat observing the approaching conscious deceased.110 In 
26 of these representations, Charon beckons the deceased by reaching towards them.111 
Furthermore, 24 representations of the deceased hold eye contact with Charon,112 whereas 15 
representations are simply looked at by Charon,113 drawing the viewer’s focus onto the deceased as 
the scene’s main subject. Through Charon’s gestures, interactions and eye contact, the deceased 
become the scene’s most noticeable figure. Overall, despondency and inactivity characterise the 
conscious deceased in these scenes. They frequently appear wrapped in mantles, alluding to 
funerary shrouds, which distinguish them from the other figures in the scene, such as the male youth 
                                                                 
Furthermore, these scene types were prominent after the first quarter of the 5th century, perhaps as a result of 
the establishment of the demosion sema which saw an increase in burials during the Peloponnesian War. 
Oakley 1997, 66; Kurtz 1984, 321-323. 
107 Jones 2015, 818.  
108 Bazant captures this concept perfectly when he states, in relation to funerary iconography, that “for 
Athenians the dead were a separate specific category of the living.” Bazant 1986, 39. Siebert attributes these 
figures the title of “the living dead”: an appropriate name for their perplexing appearance. Siebert 1981, 70. 
109 Shapiro 1993, 132.  
110 For more on the differing representations of Charon in text and image see Garland 1983, 56. 
111 Cat. 9, 24, 27, 35, 48, 77, 87, 89-91, 114, 117, 119, 121, 124-129, 132-133, 136-139.    
112 Cat. 26, 35, 43-44, 77-78, 90-91, 112, 117-119, 124-126, 128, 130-133, 139, 157, 163-164. 
113 Cat. 27, 82, 87, 89, 113-115, 121, 127, 134, 136, 138, 140-141, 159.  
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in Cat. 135 (fig. 3),114  the female adult in Cat. 90 (fig. 4) and the male adult in Cat. 43 (fig. 5). In 
scenes with Charon, the conscious deceased are also represented contemplating their situation and 
ignoring the scene’s action such as two figures who already sit in Charon’s boat (fig. 6, 7). The only 
exception to this inactiveness on the deceased’s behalf appears to be a male youth, holding up an 
obol ready to pay the ferryman (fig. 8).115 Despite his manifest preparedness for the journey to 
Hades, his seated body language and downcast eyes again convey the despondent attitude of the 
conscious human deceased. 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
114 The pomegranate offered by the female in this scene is a funerary gift to Charon and is commonly 
associated with food for the dead. Oakley 2004, 123. 
115 This vessel is also the earliest iconographic evidence of Charon’s fee. Oakley 2004, 125; Mirto 2011, 26. 
L: Figure 3 - Cat. 135. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Triglyph Painter. 450-400 BC. Antikensammlung, Berlin F2680.  
R: Figure 4 - Cat. 90. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Antikensammlung, Berlin 3137.  
 
Figure 5 - Cat. 43. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Sabouroff Painter. 
475-425 BC. Musée du 
Louvre, Paris N3449.  
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               The deceased was not always depicted as an adult and in fact whenever children or infants 
appear as the conscious deceased on white-ground lekythoi they are always shown in scenes with 
Charon. This partnership between the two reveals that the young deceased were dependent on the 
adult ministers of death to make the final transition. In these scenes, Charon is cast as a parental 
figure, receiving the incoming deceased who leave behind their living care-givers (fig. 9-14).116 
                                                                 
116 Oakley 2004, 118, 123. 
Figure 8 - Cat. 115. Athenian 
white-ground lekythos, painter 
unattributed. 450-400 BC. 
National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM1757.  
 
L: Figure 6 - Cat. 88. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Ashmolean Museum, 
                      Oxford University, Oxford.  
R: Figure 7 - Cat. 123. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Painter of Munich 2335. 450-400 BC. Czartoryski Museum, 
Cracow 1251.  
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These deceased are all represented as male children, except for that of Cat. 120 (fig. 11) whose 
gender is unknown due to the scene’s damaged nature. Overall, the discussed imagery reveals that 
the dead in the afterlife were considered to maintain their age at the time of their death. 
Furthermore, the conscious deceased as a child, like adults, can similarly appear inactive in the 
scene, either waiting with their hands concealed or being led by Hermes, implying a sense of 
hesitation and caution on the child’s behalf (fig. 9, 10, 12, 13). There are some cases which portray 
children as more active participants, reaching out towards Charon or their loved ones (fig. 14, 15). 
These figures’ innocence and childish nature are further reinforced by their nudity (fig. 10, 11, 14, 
15), appearing especially childlike whilst playing with toy carts (fig. 14, 15).  
 
 
 
Figure 9 -  Cat. 42. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Painter of London E342. 475-425 BC. Museum of Fine Arts,   
Boston 95.47.  
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L: Figure 10 - Cat. 35. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 500-450 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens 1814.  
R: Figure 11 - Cat. 120. Athenian white-ground lekythos, manner of Bird Painter. 450-400 BC. Johannes 
Gutenberg Universitat, Mainz 21.  
 
Figure 12 - Cat. 114. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Quadrate 
Painter. 450-400 BC. 
Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York GR619.  
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Figure 15 - Cat. 124.  
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Thanatos 
Painter. 450-400 BC. 
Antikensammlung, 
Munich 2796.  
L: Figure 13 - Cat. 87. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM1758.  
R: Figure 14 - Cat. 113. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter of Munich 2335. 450-400 BC. Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York 09.221.44.  
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        There are 21 representations of the conscious deceased featuring in scenes with Hermes.117 All 
of these scenes take a similar form, in which Hermes physically leads or beckons to the deceased, 
implying that they are about to embark on the final leg of their afterlife journey. Hermes either 
grasps the deceased’s wrist (fig. 9, 16), their hand (fig. 17), or reaches out towards them (fig. 18). 
Hermes’ authoritative gestures suggest a lack of independence on the deceased’s behalf. Hesitance 
is also revealed deceased’s hands held close to their body as in Cat. 40 and Cat. 44. Additionally, 
Hermes appears serious and compassionate as psychopompos, somewhat implying a sense of pity to 
be felt on the deceased’s behalf.  
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
                                                                 
117 Cat. 12, 23, 40-42, 44, 70, 76, 78, 82, 86, 88, 112, 123, 127-129, 141, 156, 171, 179.  
Figure 18 - Cat. 44. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Sabouroff 
painter. 475-425 BC. 
National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens 
NM1926.  
 
L: Figure 16 - Cat. 40. Athenian white-ground lekythos, manner of Achilles Painter. 475-425 BC. Museo della 
Fondazione Mormino, Palermo 310.  
R: Figure 17 - Cat. 127. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Quadrate Painter. 450-400 BC. Seltman, Cambridge.  
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       The majority of scenes detailing Hypnos and Thanatos involve representations of the 
unconscious body; however, there are seven representations of the brothers carrying or interacting 
with the conscious deceased in the afterlife.118 Emphasis is usually fixed on the lifeless body and the 
protective role of the brothers; however, the conscious deceased’s depiction in these scenes shifts 
the focus to the human form they take in the afterlife, where they appear aware of their situation and 
maintain their life-like identity.119 Unlike Hermes and Charon whose belief was grounded in 
polytheistic religion, Hypnos and Thanatos, as ministers of death, derived straight from their 
presence as anthropomorphic personifications of sleep and death in epic poetry. Hypnos and 
Thanatos scenes frequently depict the brothers transporting Sarpedon’s corpse to Lycia for burial 
(Il.16.453-457, 666-683).120 The earliest representation of the conscious deceased is on a black-
figure neck amphora which depicts Memnon raising his hand to his head while carried by Hypnos 
and Thanatos (fig. 19). In later 5th century representations, the conscious deceased is recognised by 
their open eyes (fig. 20-23). Despite their consciousness and therefore awareness of their situation, 
these figures still appear despondent or apathetic, suggesting an ease of which they give into the 
scene’s action and make the transition to Hades. An exception to the typical composition of Hypnos 
and Thanatos carrying the deceased depicts winged Thanatos alone reaching out towards the seated 
female deceased (fig. 22).121 Although she 
appears conscious with eyes open and seated 
upright, she completely ignores Thanatos’ actions 
instead looking outwards despondently.  
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
118 Cat. 5, 85, 156, 167, 169, 171, 179. Euphronios pioneered this scene type on the Sarpedon Krater. 
Although in the Iliad it is Apollo who supervises the carrying of Sarpedon’s body, Hermes is frequently 
included in this scene type as supervisor. Junker 2012, 56-57; Mirto 2011, 25. Hypnos and Thanatos were no 
longer exclusively depicted with Sarpedon from the latter half of the 5th century. Shapiro 1993, 135, 144. 
119 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 328. 
120 Mirto 2011, 25; Burgess 2009, 78.  
121 The male figure in this scene is best thought of as Thanatos. His wings and extended arms each suggest 
his supernatural status and intention to take the female deceased away from the scene. Shapiro 1993, 109.   
Figure 19 - Cat. 5. Attic black-figure 
neck amphora, Antimenes Painter. 
550-500 BC. Manuel de Lancastre, 
Private Collection, Portugal.  
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Figure 20 - Cat. 167. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Painter of New York Hypnos. 450-400 BC. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York 23.160.43.  
L: Figure 21 - Cat. 85. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Quadrate Painter. 450-400 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM16421.  
R: Figure 22 - Cat. 156. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group R Painters. 450-400 BC. Musée du Louvre, Paris 
CA1264.  
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Mythological or Homeric Scenes 
      The conscious human deceased appears only twice in mythological and Homeric inspired 
scenes. Cat. 39 portrays Odysseus’ encounter with the deceased Elpenor during the nekyia of the 
Odyssey (Od.11.50-80, fig. 24). Elpenor is distinguished by his nudity, his stance coming out from 
below the ground and is the focus of not only Odysseus’ and Hermes’ gaze, but also the viewer’s. 
Elpenor’s representation reveals that he was considered to maintained his identity, yet his unseen 
feet and his hands grasping the surrounding rocks portray him as bound to the underworld. In 
contrast, Cat. 5 was not inspired by Homeric poetry, but rather is a rare portrayal of the underworld 
and represents Hekate and Kerberos punishing the dead (fig. 25).122 This scene shows four 
inhabitants of the underworld, including a miniature figure in Kerberos’ mouth whose smaller scale 
may be indicative of Kerberos’ large size. Whether this portrayal of punishment implies wider ideas 
about afterlife suffering is debatable due to the limited imagery of Kerberos.123 It can be concluded 
that despite the differences of both discussed underworld scenes, each scene represented the 
deceased in a conscious and human form.  
                                                                 
122 For characteristics, function and origins of Hekate see Johnston 1999, 203-249.  
123 Punishment in the underworld seems to be reserved for exceptional cases such as Sisyphus and 
Tantalus. Johnston 1999, 12. Due to the style of the scene depicted in Cat. 30 (fig. 25), it is difficult to 
determine whether it is a general man in Kerberos’ mouth or a mythological figure. If it were the common 
deceased, then this vessel would suggest that common individuals, as opposed to mythological figures, 
could be punished.  
Figure 23 - Cat. 179. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Quadrate Painter. 450-400 BC. National 
Archaeological Museum, Athens 12783.  
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The Grave-visit 
      There are 86 representations of the deceased in the form of a conscious human figure in grave-
visit scenes. Difficulty can be encountered when attempting to recognise the deceased in this scene 
type due to the lack of ministers of death to imply the underworld landscape, as well as the presence 
Figure 24 - Cat. 39. Attic red-figure pelike, Group of Polygnotos Painters. 
475-425 BC. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 34.79.  
Figure 25 - Cat. 30. Attic black-figure lekythos, Beldam Painter. 500-450 BC. National Archaeological Museum, 
Athens NM19765.  
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of ambiguous figures whose status could be either a conscious deceased or a living mourner.124 It is 
fundamental that we recognise that not all grave-visit scenes featured a representation of the 
deceased in the afterlife, and therefore do not force an interpretation that one figure must be the 
deceased in these scenes.125 Distinguishing the deceased from mourners in grave-visit scenes is a 
problematic task and it must be recognised that these scenes ought not to be taken literally.126 On 
distinguishing the deceased from mourners in these scenes Beazley suggested that “it may be useful 
to resolve the subject into its elements and to try and find what sort of connection there is among 
them”.127 Thus I have broken down the grave-visit scene into two fundamental elements: the 
behaviour and attire of the deceased.  
      The deceased as a conscious human figure was represented seated either on or beside their grave 
stele. This way of representing the deceased developed in the second quarter of the 5th century by 
the Inscription Painter (fig. 26).128 These figures are consistently represented with an absent 
attitude, either staring outwards or downwards and never participating or observing the scene’s 
action. This behaviour portrays the deceased as conspicuous. Adding to their absent nature is their 
somber demeanor.129 Additionally, as these figures are seated on or near the stele, they evoke a 
literal bond with the tomb, indicating that it is their own stele they sit upon or beside.130 When 
seated at the grave, the deceased appears oblivious to the action around them (fig. 26-29) as is 
especially evident in Cat. 148. (fig. 27) where the female deceased goes a step further and shows 
disregard for the mourner’s actions by crossing her arms. In contrast, Cat. 80 (fig. 30) proves to be 
the only case where the seated deceased figure actively engages in the scene by observing the 
actions of two adult male and female mourners. His upturned smile suggests his approval of their 
behaviour and reveals that the deceased could witness the happenings at their grave from the 
                                                                 
124 Beazley 1938, 8; Aguirre 2009, 186; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 324-325. On this problem Bazant suggests 
the need to study the psychology of Attic artists as well as the prehistory of the iconography of representing 
the deceased. Bazant 1986, 39.   
125 Oakley 2004, 213; Beazley 1938, 8. 
126 Siebert argued that artists of figurative art were restricted in their ability to convey scenes of various time 
and place since there is only one field they can paint on, as opposed to the writer whose pen “can continue to 
run.” Siebert 1981, 64. One should not attempt to “unify” time and place in these scenes and take them 
literally. Beazley 1938, 11; Shapiro 1991, 655. The great capacity of pictorial narrative in the Classical 
period should also be remembered. For more on pictorial narrative in iconography please see Stansbury-
O’Donnell 1999; Boardman 1989, 57-62; Von Dippe 2007, 51-72.  
127 Beazley 1938, 11.  
128 Bazant 1986, 42; Jones 2015, 827. 
129 Shapiro 1991, 652.  
130 Shapiro 1991, 651-652. 
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afterlife. Cat. 175131 (fig. 28) is an especially compelling example as the deceased takes a shadow-
like human form, reinforcing the intangibility of these figures. Furthermore, as these figures are 
seated directly in front of the stele, they are centrally positioned in the frame and thus the focus of 
the overall scene. It is important to note, however, that there can be ambiguity as to whether the 
seated personage is a grave-visitor or the deceased (fig. 31,32).132  
 
 
                                                                 
131 Siebert 1981, 69; Oakley 2004, 166.  
132 Oakley 2004, 169. A vase-painting by the Woman Painter on a white-ground lekythos (fig. 31) is not 
included within this thesis’ catalogue as the figures’ status as alive or dead is very questionable. The absence 
of a miniature winged figure in the scene also renders this vase-painting as unhelpful to the study of the 
representation of the deceased in the afterlife. It has been included within this chapter as it effectively 
illustrates how seated figures at the grave should not be assumed to be the deceased.    
L: Figure 26 - Cat. 34. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Inscription Painter. 500-450 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM1959.  
R: Figure 27 - Cat. 148. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group R Painters. 450-400 BC. British Museum, London 
D71.  
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L: Figure 28 - Cat. 175. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Thanatos Painter. 450-400 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM1942.  
R: Figure 29 - Cat. 152. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group R Painters. 450-400 BC. National Archaeological 
Museum, Athens NM1816.  
 
 
 
Figure 30 - Cat. 80. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Sabouroff Painter. 475-425 BC. 
Museum for Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg 1896.21.  
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Figure 31- Athenian white-ground lekythos, Woman Painter. 450-400 BC. 
National Archaeological Museum, Athens NM 1955.  
 
 
Figure 32 - Cat. 110. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Revelstoke Group of 
Painters. 450-400 BC. Sotheby's Market, London.  
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       The deceased sitting on a rock near their stele is also very likely to be a depiction of the 
underworld’s White Rock, indicating that these figures too are representations of the deceased in the 
afterlife (fig. 33133, 34134, 35).135 This style of representation reinforces the recognition that these 
scenes ought not to be taken literally or considered monoscenic but instead can simultaneously 
depict the realms of the living and the dead.  
 
                                                                 
133 Oakley 1990, 43.  
134 Although it is Hermes seated on the rock, the male adult on the right is a clear representation of the 
deceased. Oakley 1990, 43. These three examples are by the Phiale painter and may be a feature of his 
artistic style. 
135 The White Rock is referred to in the Odyssey when Hermes summons the souls of the dead suitors and 
journeys with them “past Ocean’s stream, past the White Rock, past the Gates of the Sun….” until they 
arrive in the underworld (Od.24.10-15). 
L: Figure 33 - Cat. 73. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Phiale Painter. 475-425 BC. Antikensammlung, Munich 6254.  
R: Figure 34 - Cat. 70. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Phiale Painter. 475-425 BC. Antikensammlung, Munich 2797.  
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       Miniature figures in grave-visit scenes could be either a miniature depiction of the deceased in 
the afterlife or simply a statuette. There are five cases which fall in this category.136 Cat. 37 (fig. 35) 
appears to be a statuette due to its lack of detail. It could, however, equally be an epiphany of the 
deceased in conscious human, but miniature, form. Cat. 61 (fig. 36) proves to be a more likely case 
for being a miniature deceased figure, as it adopts the identical pose of the conscious male deceased 
warrior on the right side of the stele.137 Cat. 75 (fig. 37), Cat. 169138 (fig. 38) and Cat. 74 similarly 
represent a miniature female figure atop a stele, but the interactions of the mourners offering 
funerary gifts to both miniature figures suggest that they are miniature epiphanies of the deceased 
rather than statuettes. The seated female’s mourning gesture in Cat. 75 (fig. 37) also characterises 
her as an apparition of the deceased, since her form would be an unlikely statuette composition.139  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
136 Cat. 37, 61, 74-75, 169.  
137 Oakley 2004, 201.  
138 This miniature figure is carried by Hypnos and Thanatos, who may be statuettes or mythological figures 
depending on the ambiguous status of the miniature female figure. All three figures hold the focus of the 
three adult women who surround the stele and are therefore the focus of the scene. Oakley 2004, 129.  
139 Ogden 2001, 9.   
L: Figure 35 - Cat. 37. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Leto Painter. 475-425 BC. Antikensammlung, Berlin 3292.  
R: Figure 36 - Cat. 61. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Achilles Painter. 475-425 BC. Otago Museum, Dunedin E48.421.  
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       Another conspicuous behaviour of the deceased in grave-visit scenes was playing the lyre at the 
stele. There are seven depictions of the conscious deceased, all male youths, playing a lyre at the 
grave wearing only a draped himation about their waist (fig. 39-42).140 The lyre was not played at 
funerary ceremonies and therefore we can safely assume that this behaviour was inappropriate at the 
grave and therefore an indication that the subjects are the deceased.141 The lyre also echoed the 
sophistication and education of the deceased male youths.142 These representations of the conscious 
deceased also imply that they may continue their status and activities in the afterlife.  
 
                                                                 
140 Cat. 27, 71, 173, 176-178, 182.   
141 Oakley 2004, 165. For the absence of the lyre in funerary song see Reiner 1938,67-70; Maas and Snyder 
1989, 79-80. 
142 Oakley 2004, 165.  
L: Figure 37 - Cat. 75. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Sabouroff Painter. 475-425 BC. Museum of Fine Art, 
Boston 10.220.  
R: Figure 38 - Cat. 169. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Antikensammlung, 
Berlin 3325.  
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L: Figure 41 - Cat. 173. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group of Berlin 2459 Painters. 450-400 BC. Musée du 
Louvre, Paris MNB1729.  
R: Figure 42 - Cat. 176. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group R Painters. 450-400 BC. Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna 143.  
 
 
L: Figure 39 - Cat. 71. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Phiale Painter. 475-425 BC. Antikensammlung, Berlin 
F2450.  
R: Figure 40 - Cat. 177. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Painter of New York Hypnos. 450-400 BC. National 
Archaeological Museum, Athens CC1676.  
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      The conscious human deceased also behave conspicuously through gestures, particularly 
pointing and gesturing at the ground to mark their body’s burial location. There are 10 clear 
representations of the deceased conducting this gesture.143 Pointing at the ground also portrays the 
deceased as active in the scene, in contrast to seated figures, and attempting to bring knowledge and 
comfort to mourners. Three effective examples to highlight this behaviour are Cat 72,144 Cat. 145 
and Cat. 105 (fig. 43-45). The male youths point to the ground identifying them as the deceased 
belonging to the stele. Dexiosis was another gesture made on the deceased’s behalf (fig. 44).145 This 
failed gesture is symbolic of the inability for the living to physically connect with the deceased and 
shows that the deceased in the afterlife, although portrayed corporeally, were in fact intangible.146  
                                                                 
143 Cat. 52, 55, 66, 69, 91-92, 105, 111, 146, 149.  
144 Jones 2015, 815, 823-825, 831. The miniature winged figure which will be discussed later is a 
representation of the deceased. This example especially confirms that these figures ought to be thought of as 
the dead in the afterlife.  
145 For more on dexiosis see Shapiro 1991, 654.  
146 Dexiosis was indeed a common gesture in funerary scenes on a variety of material other than ceramic 
vessels. Although it could be portrayed as successful, with the deceased and mourner making contact, the 
visualisation of the deceased and mourner almost making contact is very telling of the intangibility of the 
deceased in the afterlife. For dexiosis see Davies 1985, 627-679. 
L: Figure 43 - Cat. 72. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Achilles Painter. 475-425 BC. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York 1989.281.72.  
Middle: Figure 44 - Cat. 145. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Achilles Painter. 475-425 BC. Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York 08.258.18.  
R: Figure 45 - Cat. 105. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 86.156.  
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       The deceased as a conscious human figure was also depicted in conspicuous attire in grave-visit 
scenes. Full warrior attire and the possession of shield and weapons was highly unlikely to be worn 
at the grave as there is no evidence indicating that full military attire was worn at the graveside.147 
Military attire also evokes a strong sense of heroism that would have been fitting to commemorate a 
deceased soldier in the Classical period.148 This heroic aura was also achieved by the strong stance 
of the deceased figure, typically looking into the distance or directly at the grave-visitor.149 
       Cat. 56 (fig. 47) is an emotional scene in which the deceased warrior maintains eye contact with 
the elderly grave-visitor, presumably his father who would have died before his son under normal 
circumstances.150 The direct eye contact established between both figures entails that they are 
visible to eachother. Similarly, Cat. 28 (fig. 46) also depicts two figures holding each other’s gaze. 
The female holding the helmet of the deceased, who wears a helmet, implies that his loved ones 
maintain his physical remains, but his appearance in the afterlife is intangible. These figures 
similarly exude heroism, especially the deceased 
warrior whose exaggerated large scale reinforces 
his heroic status in life and death (fig. 48). The 
conscious deceased warrior also appeared heroic 
without the need of interactions with surrounding 
mourners, as is the case with the deceased warrior 
who rises from his tomb bearing a spear in Cat. 
16 (fig. 49).151  
      Male conscious figures, adults and youths, 
were frequently represented nude, totaling 16 
representations. Their nudity at the grave stele is 
especially noticeable in comparison to their 
clothed visitors. Nudity could be applied to make 
the deceased seem more heroic, as is clearly the 
case in Cat. 56 (fig. 47), or to highlight their 
                                                                 
147 Oakley 2004, 148. 
148 Siebert 1981, 72.  
149 Siebert 1981, 72.  
150 Oakley 2004, 165.  
151 Ogden 2001, 4. 
Figure 46 - Cat. 28. Athenian white-ground lekythos, 
Inscription Painter. 500-450 BC. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York 06.1021.294.  
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ideal body as is apparent in the nude deceased athlete equipped with his strigil (fig. 50).152 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
                                                                 
152 Oakley 2004, 169. Another interesting case is Cat. 185 (fig. 89) which portrays a nude male standing left 
of a stele, clearly a portrayal of the deceased. The fallen lekythos on the stele’s steps also implies “motion” 
and disruption in the scene. Arrington 2014, 2, 5.  
Figure 47 - Cat. 56. 
Athenian white-
ground lekythos, 
Achilles Painter. 475-
425 BC. 
Antikensammlung, 
Berlin 1983.1.   
 
 
Figure 48 - Cat. 29. 
Athenian white-
ground lekythos., 
Inscription Painter. 
500-450 BC. 
Antikensammlung, 
Berlin 324.5.  
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 Figure 50 - Cat. 183. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Thanatos Painter. 450-400 
BC. National Archaeological Museum, Athens NM1822.  
 
Figure 49 - Cat. 16. Attic red-figure askos, Tyszkiewicz Painter. 
525-475 BC. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 13.169.  
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Lastly, when the deceased is not depicted with conspicuous behaviour or attire they can be 
recognised in contrast to mourners who demonstrate gestures of grief and hold funerary offerings.153 
Mourners typically held a large shallow basket, known as a kanoun,154 wreaths, food, and ribbons 
known as tainia(i).155 Furthermore, emotional scenes of mourners kneeling at the grave and 
impressive mourning gestures, such as raising their hands upwards, were powerful signs of grief. 
These dramatic gestures highlight the deceased who typically stands calmly, observing the action 
from a distance. This composition is evident in five grave-visit scenes and always consists of an 
adult female kneeling dramatically in front of male and female youths (fig. 51).156  
     In conclusion, the deceased in the afterlife could be 
represented on Attic ceramic art as a conscious human figure. 
Black-figured and red-figured painting represented the 
deceased as a conscious human figure in underworld scenes. 
Scenes of the transition to Hades and grave-visit scenes also 
depicted this characterisation of the deceased, especially on 
white-ground lekythoi. These representations reveal that the 
deceased in the afterlife were conceived to take the form of 
themselves as they were when they died. Identity, gender, 
age, and status were preserved in their representations. 
Additionally, their despondent attitude remains consistent 
throughout the majority of their representations. Although 
frequently appearing inactive in the scene, the human 
conscious deceased still seem to have maintained mental 
and emotional faculties, appearing contemplative and aware 
of their situation or observing actions from afar.  
                                                                 
153 Mourning gestures involved raising one or both hands to their head in an expression of grief. Beazley 
1938, 22. Shapiro suggests that sensational gestures, especially kneeling, resulted from the Athenian drama 
scene, which means that there was interaction between the iconography of mourning and Athenian drama. 
Shapiro 1991, 650, 652. On the significance of kneeling in moments of distress or prayer see Versnel 1981, 
156. Facial gestures could also express grief at the grave. For facial gestures and expressions see Neumann 
1965, 89, 115-16, 138-140. 
154 ThesCRA 2012, 371; Garland 1983, 104-120; Beazley 1938, 11. 
155 Oakley 2004, 203-204.  
156 Cat. 45, 72, 104-105, 142. The conscious deceased female standing on the left of the stele in Cat. 72 (fig. 
51) is not an adult, as evident from her long hair and the large loutrophoros, implying that she most likely 
died unmarried. Oakley 1990, 43. For more on gestures and roles of women in funerary practices see 
Havelock 1981.  
Figure 51 - Cat. 72. Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Phiale Painter. 475-425 BC. National 
Archaeological Museum, Athens NM19355.  
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5.2 The Deceased as a Miniature Winged Figure 
       
       Miniature and unidentifiable winged figures were used on Attic ceramic vessels to portray the 
deceased in the afterlife. There are 89 representations of the deceased in this form, 64 of which 
appear on white-ground vessels and 25 on black-figure and red-figure vessels. Physically, these 
figures are diminutive in size and typically two-dimensional in shape.  
      Winged figures were frequently portrayed engaged in mourning gestures, raising one or two 
hands to their head and bringing offerings to the deceased. There are 27 depictions of miniature 
winged figures making mourning gestures, 25 reaching outwards, 13 making a valediction, and 
three carrying a funerary offering (Cat. 40, 42, 105). These numbers reveal that the majority of the 
deceased as a winged figure engaged in specific funerary acts and gestures of either mourning, 
reaching out to both the living and deceased as well as bringing offerings. Their capacity to mourn 
implies that the miniature winged deceased were considered to experience emotions and were not 
unconscious or unfeeling. Whether these figures are mourning a specific death or are simply 
signifiers of an atmosphere of mourning is dependent on the scene.157  
       Besides gestures, the miniature winged figure also appears to interact with living and 
mythological figures and 14 figures seem to be engaged in direct eye contact with either Charon, the 
deceased or a mourner. To what extent can eye contact be considered a sign of communication on 
the miniature winged figure’s behalf? A few examples are quite insightful. Cat. 25 (fig. 52) 
portrayed a miniature winged figure hovering and facing Charon with an illegible inscription 
painted besides the figure’s mouth. Cat. 24 (fig. 53) depicts a similar scene where the miniature 
winged deceased is interacting with Charon.158 These depictions indicate that the deceased in this 
form could interact and verbally communicate with those around them.  
       The deceased as a miniature winged figure was not restricted to any one type of funerary scene. 
Rather, it made an appearance at all the stages of death depicted in funerary iconography, including 
the prothesis, transition to Hades, as well as grave-visit scenes.  
                                                                 
157 Scenes which feature the winged deceased mourning where there is no presence of the conscious deceased 
or the grave stele are simply emphasising an atmosphere of mourning and the overall liminality of death, 
such as Cat. 9 (fig. 57). In contrast, winged figures mourning at the stele not only contribute to the liminality 
of the scene and atmosphere of mourning but additionally are automatically connected to the deceased whose 
grave they hover about. 
158 Oakley 2004, 113-115.  
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The Prothesis 
      Scenes of prothesis featuring the deceased as a small winged figure make up a minor part of the 
corpus of evidence analysed in this thesis, totaling five figures spread across three scenes (fig. 54-
56). Prothesis scenes on lekythoi are depicted on a smaller visual scale in comparison to those 
depicted on funerary vessels of the Geometric and Archaic periods.159 In all three scenes, the 
winged figure engages in a mourning gesture, either reaching outwards, raising one hand to its head, 
adopting a valediction pose or a combination of the latter two. As there is only one miniature 
winged figure in both Cat. 83 (fig. 54) and Cat. 180 (fig. 55), it is possible that these belong to the 
unconscious male youths lying on the funerary bier.160 In contrast, the three figures in Cat. 84 (fig. 
56) seem to be general and unidentifiable representations of the deceased in the afterlife, neither one 
necessarily belonging to the dead body.161 Rather, their presence in this scene emphasises liminality 
and the deceased’s overall transition to the afterlife. The small corpus of these scene types makes it 
difficult to claim any one conclusion. It may be equally possible that all winged figures in these 
                                                                 
159 This is understandable when comparing the size and limited visual space on lekythoi. Shapiro 1991, 649; 
Rombos 1988.  
160 Oakley 2004, 85. 
161 Oakley 2004, 82. Peifer 1989, 155.  
L: Figure 52 - Cat. 25. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Tymbos Painter. 
500-450 BC. Badisches 
Landesmuseum, Karlesruhe 
B2663.  
 
R: Figure 53 - Cat. 24. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Tymbos Painter. 
500-450 BC.  Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford V547.  
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scenes were representations of the general dead functioning to emphasise the interpenetrating 
boundaries of the world of the living and the dead.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: Figure 54 - Cat. 83. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Group 
of the Huge Lekythoi Painters. 450-400 BC. 
Antikensammlung, Berlin F2684.  
R: Figure 55 - Cat. 180. Athenian white-ground lekythos, 
Quadrate Painter. 450-400 BC. Musée du 
Louvre, Paris MNB1147 
 
 
Figure 56 - Cat. 84. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Woman Painter. 
450-400 BC. 
Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna 3748.  
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The Transition to the Afterlife 
       The deceased as a miniature winged figure frequently appears in scenes of the transition to 
Hades.162 There are a total of 44 scenes where the deceased is portrayed as a miniature winged 
figure in scenes with a minister of death. In these scenes, the winged figures hover around the 
conscious deceased or a minister of death. These psychopomp beings fulfilled a significant 
eschatological function and should be thought of not as mere mythical beings but rather as death-
related deities.163 Their presence in these scenes, along with miniature winged figures, reinforces 
the liminality of death, where the deceased was making the final transition to the underworld.164 
Additionally, miniature winged figures in scenes of transitions may also have functioned as a sign 
of what lies ahead for the deceased. As the majority of transition scenes feature multiple miniature 
winged figures, a sense of collectivity is created amongst these figures. Multiple winged figures in 
the same scene allude to a lack of identity on the deceased’s behalf in the afterlife, as these figures 
each take an identical physical form with the same wings, physique and similar gestures.  
       There are 33 representations of the 
deceased as a miniature winged figure in 
scenes with Charon, of which 11 figures are 
represented on one black-figure vessel (fig. 
57) and the rest appearing on white-ground 
lekythoi.165 In these scenes the deceased in 
the afterlife typically hover around the 
ferryman and his boat (fig. 57, 58).166 In 
these examples, where there are multiple 
representations of the winged figures in the 
same scene they are representative of the 
non-specific deceased of the afterlife 
                                                                 
162 Scenes of the transition to the afterlife are the closest we can get to representations of the underworld as 
no depictions of Hades exist on any surviving white-ground lekythoi. An explanation for this is that the 
landscape of Hades was not as relevant as the transition to this place. Garland 1983, 55; Pottier 1883, 82. 
163 Oakley 2004, 88; Beazley 1938, 7. To what extent the people of Attica believed in the role of Hermes, 
Charon and Hypnos and Thanatos in eschatological thought is a matter which is not the focus of this paper. 
Sourvinou-Inwood’s suggestion for more flexible categories besides believing or not believing in these 
figures should be followed. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 353-356. 
164 Oakley 2004, 141.  
165 Cat. 9, 24-26, 42-44, 85, 88-91.  
166 Peifer 1989, 149. 
Figure 57 - Cat. 9. Attic black-figure eschara stand fragment, 
painter unattributed. 525-475 BC Liebieghaus Museum, 
Frankfurt 560.  
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whose presence marks a space of liminality and the underworld environment. Additionally, they can 
act as ushers to receive, welcome and acknowledge the incoming deceased in the form of the human 
conscious figure, evident in the case of the small figure facing the female in Cat. 44 (fig. 58) and 
Cat. 89 (fig. 59) where the winged figure sits on Charon’s hand and reaches towards the conscious 
human deceased. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 58 - Cat. 44. 
Athenian white-
ground lekythos., 
Sabouroff painter. 
475-425 BC. National 
Archaeological 
Museum, Athens 
NM1926.  
 
L: Figure 59 - Cat. 89. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Museo 
della Fondazione Mormino, Palermo 795.  
R: Figure 60 - Cat. 23. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Tymbos painter. 500-450 BC. Friedrich-
Schiller Universitat, Jena 388.  
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       There are 17 representations of the deceased as a miniature winged figure featuring across six 
scenes with Hermes.167 Amongst these representations, Hermes engages in his role as 
psychopompos and conducts the deceased to the afterlife. A telling example, which is also the 
earliest representation of Hermes and the deceased as winged figures, depicts Hermes holding 
kerykeion and wand, conducting multiple winged deceased into and out from a jar representing a 
portal to the underworld (fig. 60).168 In this scene the multiplicity of the deceased are 
undistinguishable from one another, emphasising a lack of identity. 
      There are five representations of a miniature winged figure in scenes with Hypnos and 
Thanatos.169 In these scenes the miniature winged figure most often belongs to the deceased body 
and is usually depicted coming out of their chest and flying off to the afterlife (fig. 61, 62, 64). Cat. 
13 (fig. 61) and Cat. 8 (fig. 63) present the earliest depictions of the deceased in the afterlife as a 
miniature winged figure with Hypnos and Thanatos, dating as early as 525 BC. Furthermore, as this 
scene type developed, the deceased subject did not need to be a Homeric hero and instead could be 
common male or female figures, as is evident in the depiction of the conscious female figure staring 
at a miniature winged figure opposite her face (fig. 65).170 Do these miniature winged figures 
belong to the dead body in the scene they share? Cat. 13, 20, 81 (fig. 61, 62, 64) are highly likely 
cases of the miniature figure representing the deceased in the afterlife belonging to the dead body, 
as their body language, warrior attire and close proximity to the body suggest a direct connection 
between the two. Flight direction in these cases is difficult to determine in the majority of these 
cases and we simply cannot assume that because the miniature winged figure faces the dead body 
implies that is it flying towards it. Cat. 8 (fig. 63) and Cat. 85 (fig. 65) are especially ambiguous 
cases. The extended hands and face to face contact of the figure in Cat. 8 imply that the winged 
figure, hovering above ivy leaves, is welcoming the dead hero whose shield and spears lay 
underneath him, but whether or not the winged figure belongs to the dead body is questionable.171   
                                                                 
167 Cat. 23, 40-42, 44, 88.  
168 Oakley 2004, 138. 
169 Cat. 8, 13, 20, 81, 85.  
170 Oakley 2004, 127.  
171 The Nicholson Museum has suggested that this pattern is ivy leaves. Nicholson Museum website. 
http://sydney.edu.au/museums/collections_search/?record=ecatalogue.41171 , accessed 20th July, 2016.  
Although it does seem strange for ivy leaves to form beneath the figure in this way, the pattern is identical to 
ivy laves painted on other vessels by the Painter of the Vatican G49 (see Met 26.60.76, Met 22.139.30).  
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L: Figure 63 - Cat. 8. Attic black-figure olpe, Painter of Vatican G49. 525-475 BC. Nicholson Museum, Sydney 
University, Sydney NM98.150.  
R: Figure 64 - Cat. 81. Attic red-figure mug, Dinos Painter. 450-400 BC. Port Sunlight, Lady Lever Art Gallery, 
Liverpool LL5060  
L: Figure 61 - Cat. 13. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Diosphos Painter. 525-475 BC. Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York 56.171.25.  
R: Figure 62 - Cat. 20. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Diosphos Painter. 500-450 BC. Musée du Louvre, Paris 
F388.  
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Mythological and Homeric Scenes 
       The miniature winged deceased was also depicted in other Homeric scenes besides Sarpedon’s 
death. There are nine representations of this figure appearing in scenes of Ajax carrying Achilles’ 
body (fig. 66), the psychostasia of Achilles and Memnon (fig. 67-69) and the dragging of Hektor’s 
body (fig. 70-76). In these scenes, the miniature figure was not always winged, as is the case in Cat. 
36 (fig. 67) and Cat. 18 (fig. 69). These scenes were depicted with the black-figure and red-figure 
techniques and do not appear on funerary vessels as their iconography is primarily mythological 
rather than eschatological.   
       In scenes of Homeric inspiration, unlike scenes of prothesis or the transition to Hades, the 
deceased in the afterlife take up a more corporeal shape and are represented fully armed, typically 
 
Figure 65 - Cat. 85. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Quadrate 
Painter. 450-400 BC. National Archaeological Museum, 
Athens NM16421.  
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bearing a helmet, shield, spear and body armour. The deceased in the afterlife fully maintain their 
identity in this form and as such Patroklos, Achilles and Memnon are recognisable.172 A miniature 
figure on a black-figure amphora cannot be identified although we may suppose the scene’s nature 
is mythological as the vessel’s reverse side depicts Herakles in combat (fig. 75).173 Furthermore, 
this figure can be recognised as the deceased in the afterlife due to the death-related subject of the 
scene where a falling figure collapses in face of the attack of a spear-bearing warrior.  
       It should also be noted that strictly in these mythological and Homeric inspired scenes, the 
deceased as a miniature figure was not always depicted winged. In previously discussed scenes, the 
wings of the miniature figure allude to the ability to fly and the fleeting nature of life. In Homeric 
scenes, however, it seems that when the deceased is depicted un-winged, the emphasis was placed 
on reinforcing the deceased’s life-like identity where their miniature size is the only characteristic 
differentiating them as the deceased in comparison to other figures. This makes sense as these 
scenes have a narrative function rather than a funerary function. Furthermore, the lack of wings on 
these figures and their more corporeal form also results from a combination of the different styles of 
earlier painters in the 6th century and the larger space available to depict such figures compared to 
the smaller scale of white-ground lekythoi in the 5th century.174 Additionally, the pairing of the 
miniature figure and their tomb has a narrative function in the scene, reminding viewers of the 
earlier event of Patroklos’ death (fig. 70-71, 73-74, 76). This pairing also has a locative function as 
it emphasises the tomb’s significance and wider ideas of a proper burial, which Patroklos was 
lacking.175 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 
172 Patroklos in Cat. 10, 1, 14, 15, 22, 4 (fig. 70-74, 76). Achilles in Cat. 36, 3, 19, 18 (fig. 66-69) 
Memnon in Cat. 36, 19, 18 (fig. 67-69).  
173 As one side is mythological in nature, the amphora’s reverse is likely to be a mythological scene. The 
depiction of a warrior attacking an undefended man is not a scene of non-mythological life.  
174 Two larger and corporeal winged figures feature on lekythoi (fig. 71-72) and in these cases it is the 6th 
century artists’ preference which has stylised the deceased in this form.  
175 On the importance of the tomb and hero cult worship in both pre-Homeric and Homeric society see 
Snodgrass 2000, 180-190. The snake motif below the tomb should also be noticed in Cat. 4, 10, 14. The 
snake’s ability to shed its skin connected it to the concept of rebirth and thus its presence in these 
scenes symbolises Patroklos’ life after death.  
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L: Figure 66 - Cat. 3. Attic black-figure neck amphora, painter unattributed. 550-500 BC. National Museum of Ireland, 
Dublin 1921.91  
R: Figure 67 - Cat. 36. Attic red-figure cup, painter unattributed. 475-425 BC. Musée du Louvre, Paris G399.  
 
L: Figure 68 - Cat. 19. Attic black-figure lekythos, Sappho Painter. 525-475 BC. British Museum, London BM639.  
R: Figure 69 - Cat. 18. Attic red-figure cup, Epiktetos. 525-475 BC. National Etruscan Museum, Villa Giulia, Rome 
57912.  
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L: Figure 72 - Cat. 22. Attic black-figure lekythos, Diosphos Painter. 500-450 BC. Musée du Louvre, Paris CA601.  
R: Figure 73 - Cat. 15. Attic black-figure hydria, Leagros Group of Painters. 525-475 BC. Wilhelms Universität, 
Münster 565.  
 
 
L: Figure 70 - Cat. 10. Attic black-figure hydria, Leagros Group of Painters. 525-475 BC. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
63.473.  
R: Figure 71. Cat. 1. Attic black-figure lekythos, Leagros Group of Painters. 550-500 BC. Fitzwilliam Museum, 
University of Cambridge, Cambridge GR21955.  
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L: Figure 74 - Cat. 4. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Leagros Group of Painters. 550- 500 BC.  
Antikensammlung, Berlin F1867.  
 R: Figure 75 - Cat. 2. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Edinburgh Painter. 550-500 BC. Sotheby's Market, 
London.  
 
 
Figure 76 - Cat. 14. Attic black-figure lekythos, Diosphos Painter. 525-475 BC. Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York 25.70.2.  
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The Grave-visit  
      There are 31 depictions of the deceased as a miniature winged figure across 27 vessels 
portraying the grave-visit.176 In these scenes, the deceased hovers around the stele, conducting 
gestures of mourning and sometimes interacting with grave-visitors or conscious deceased figures. 
Interactions are determined by the winged figures’ face to face proximity with another figure or 
reaching out towards them, both implying that the miniature deceased is fully conscious of the 
presence of other figures in the scene, as is evident of the furthest right winged figure in Cat. 94 
(fig. 77) and Cat. 110 (fig. 78). These interactions come from a place of comfort where the winged 
deceased shares the grief of grave-visitors. These depictions all take a diminutive stick-like form, 
except for Cat. 7 and Cat. 103 where the winged deceased has a nude body. Overall these figures 
seem to be representations of the general deceased in the afterlife and are multifunctional, both 
offering comfort to those they interact with and emphasing the liminality of the graveside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
                                                                 
176 Cat. 7, 32, 45-47, 85, 92-102, 104-111, 173, 184. 
Figure 77 - Cat. 94. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Woman Painter. 
450-400 BC. 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna 144.  
Figure 78 - Cat. 110. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Revelstoke Group of 
Painters. 450-400 BC. 
Sotheby's Market, London.  
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       A perplexing tautology exists, however, when the deceased is simultaneously represented in the 
same scene as both a small and insubstantial flying figure and as a grounded human conscious 
figure (fig.79-81). In these scenes, the winged figure belongs to the conscious human deceased, due 
to the close proximity and central alignment of the two figures (fig. 79), as well as the winged 
figure depicted almost flying out from the head of the human, the wings stylized horizontally out 
from the deceased’s face (fig. 80, 81).177  
 
 
                                                                 
177 The conscious deceased male in Cat. 111 (fig. 81) looks physically crippled by the action of the winged 
figure leaving his head as he is depicted hunched over with his head leaning outwards towards the miniature 
flying figure.  
L: Figure 79 - Cat. 92. Athenian white-ground lekythos, 
Achilles Painter. 475-425 BC. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York 1989.281.72.  
R: Figure 80 - Cat. 91. Athenian white-ground lekythos, 
painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford V264.  
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       How should this double existence and representation be explained? Aguirre argues that the 
simultaneous representation of conscious human figures and winged figures reflect the coexistence 
of “body and soul”.178 Projecting the concept of the soul on the winged figure is problematic and 
should be avoided as the contemporary concept of the soul was different to that existing in the 6th 
and 5th centuries in Attica. In contrast to Aguirre, Vermeule suggests that conscious human figures 
appear near the grave as this is where mourners most felt the deceased.179 Indeed the conscious 
deceased appears frequently in grave-visit scenes, as has already been explored; however, out of 50 
scenes of the deceased as a miniature winged figure, 32 depict the winged figure by the grave, 
implying that the tomb was also a significant place for the portrayal of this being.  
        A final perspective on the matter is offered by Bazant and Peifer who argue that the double 
representation of the deceased in these two forms reflects the concept of layered memory images 
where the deceased can be remembered in their life-like form or in the “collective unconsciousness” 
                                                                 
178 Aguirre 2009, 187.  
179 Although Vermeule comments on the separate representations of the winged and conscious human 
figures, she does not make any suggestions to explain the phenomenon of double representations explored 
above. Vermeule 1979, 31.  
Figure 81 - Cat. 111. Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Woman Painter. 450-400 
BC. Musée Royaux, Brussels 
A1168.  
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of many winged figures.180 The deceased’s differing portrayals represent the ways they can be 
remembered by the living, as ultimately these vessels were selected by living relatives for the tomb. 
This theory is convincing, but it should be remembered that the deceased could already be 
represented at the stele carrying out actions they would have done when alive, as is notably the case 
on a lekythos from the British Museum.181 This example is a memory image whereas the tautology 
of the deceased as a miniature winged figure and conscious human are entirely different to this 
earlier mentioned example.  
       None of the above theories adequately presents a strong enough explanation for this 
iconographic phenomenon of simultaneous representations of the deceased in two contrasting 
forms. The representation of death was not exclusive to funerary iconography and therefore using 
the textual evidence, analysed in Chapter 4, will provide great insight into this iconographic issue. 
A more substantial argument for the explanation of the double representation of the deceased in the 
afterlife can be found when we comparatively analyse the iconographic and textual evidence, which 
will be the subject of the following chapter.  
       Over time, there are some noticeable changes in the depictions of these figures. In particular, 6th 
century black-figure and red-figure vessels typically portrayed the deceased in a miniature human 
form which was sometimes attributed with wings in Homeric or mythological inspired scenes. This 
differing characterisation of portraying the deceased may be due to the earlier style of 6th century 
artists, compared to those of the 5th century, as well as the narrative function of these scenes, where 
the deceased needed to be recognisable. In summary, the deceased in the afterlife on Attic vase-
paintings of the 6th and 5th centuries were most prevalently portrayed as a human conscious figure or 
as a miniature winged figure. These two figure types appeared in a range of scenes including that of 
the prothesis, transitions to Hades, grave-visits, and mythological or Homeric inspired scenes.   
 
 
 
                                                                 
180 Bazant 1986, 44; Peifer 1989, 144. Siebert similarly suggests that the double representation of conscious 
human and miniature winged figures was a matter of technique and that by representing the deceased in these 
multiple forms, the memory of their existence becomes reinforced through repetition. Siebert 1981, 69. 
181  A lekythos from the British Museum, London (D60) portrays two male youths hunting hares at the grave 
stele and an Athenian lekythos from an unknown collection portrayed a Greek warrior in combat with a 
Persian. Oakley 2004, 174 
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6. Bringing it Together: Interpretation of the Deceased in     
Text and Image  
 
 
       Amongst the textual and iconographic evidence of Attica in the Archaic and Classical 
periods, selected for analysis in this study, four common manifestations of the deceased in the 
afterlife existed. These include the deceased as a psuche, eidôlon, conscious human figure and 
miniature winged figure. This chapter aims to collate the discussions and conclusions made in 
previous chapters as a means to understand and explain what the various representations of the 
deceased, in text and iconography, can tell us about Attic conceptions of the deceased in the 
afterlife. Any attempt to unify all the representations of the deceased in the afterlife in Attic 
thought between the Archaic and Classical periods would not only be a futile task but also an 
unreasonable one, as a unified concept of the deceased in Attic eschatology may never have 
existed and if it did, this thesis has not considered all possible representations of the deceased in 
the afterlife to make such an informed opinion.182 Furthermore, forcing the terms of psuche and 
eidôlon onto the iconographic representations of the deceased can be particularly problematic as 
reconstructing the personal and exact mentality of the viewers and creators of the iconography 
explored in this thesis is a near impossible task.183 This chapter will address relevant 
interpretations of mapping the terms psuche and eidôlon onto the iconography of the deceased, 
but additionally, will ultimately focus on specific recurring themes which were shared amongst 
the four representations of the deceased in the afterlife discussed within this thesis. These themes 
include the deceased’s ability to fly, interactions with the living, and lastly, sorrowful attitude. 
These recurring themes amongst the representation of the deceased provide great insight into 
wider Attic eschatological thought.  
       Mapping the term psuche onto the deceased as visually depicted as a miniature winged 
figure is problematic. This is because determining whether or not the artists and owners of vase-
paintings consciously thought about the psuche when viewing the miniature winged figure in art 
is difficult to know as ultimately we cannot fully reconstruct the mental response viewers had 
                                                                 
182 This thesis has not considered the representation of the deceased in other textual or material forms, such 
as works of philosophy, other poetry, statues, or grave reliefs. These forms each represented the deceased in 
the afterlife and therefore would be important to consider if attempting to reconstruct one unified concept of 
the deceased in the afterlife.  
183 More specifically, knowing whether the ancient viewer saw the miniature figure exactly as the psuche is 
difficult to determine.   
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when seeing the relevant iconography. This issue has not stopped previous scholarship from 
labelling the winged figure as the deceased’s psuche.184 Cat. 15 (fig. 73) is especially relevant to 
discuss as the miniature deceased Patroklos in this scene is labelled “psuche”. Painted by the 
Leagros Group, this exact use of labelling is the only known example in the iconographic record. 
Furthermore, out of four other near-identical scenes painted by the Leagros Group (Cat. 1, 4, 10, 
15) Cat. 15 presents the only case that labels the deceased as the psuche. Despite the existence of 
this rare example, we cannot assume that this use of labelling and thinking about winged figures 
was present in the minds of artists and ancient viewers of all other depictions of the miniature 
deceased. Regardless of whether or not the winged figure was considered the psuche of the 
deceased, many similarities existed between the two forms.  
       The most compelling similarity includes the deceased’s ability to fly, which was present in 
both textual and iconographic evidence. In Homer, the psuche, takes wing for the house of Hades 
upon leaving a deceased individual, as in the cases of Patroklos and Hektor (Il.16.856, Il.22.361). 
The likening of the psuche to a shadow or smoke reinforces its elusiveness, as is evident when 
Anticleia, “like a shadow” slips through Odysseus’ grasp in the underworld (Od.11.209-211) and 
also in Kirke’s description of the dead in the underworld as “mere shadows flitting to and fro” 
(Od.10.491-493).185 This sense of flight was also present in conceptions of the deceased in 
dramatic performances, evident when the Chorus of Sophocles’ Oedipus Tyrannus comments 
that “life after life speed away, like a bird on the wing, swifter than irresistible fire” (OT.175).186  
        The ability to fly was also clearly present in the iconographic depictions of the deceased as 
miniature figures, evident through the characterisation of their wings. Although there is some 
variation in the portrayal of these wings, out of 96 representations of the deceased as a miniature 
figure, 93% are represented with wings, revealing that wings were especially significant when 
the deceased was portrayed in a diminutive size.187 This stylistic attribute most likely had its 
origins in depictions of birds connected to the deceased in the afterlife. Other ancient cultures 
indeed represented their dead in the afterlife as zoomorphic beings, such as the Egyptian 
                                                                 
184 Mirto 2011, 11; Vernant 1991, 189; Garland 1983, 12; Siebert 1981, 66-67; Vermeule 1979, 9.  
185 Another example is the likening of Patroklos’ psuche to smoke (Il.23.99-105).  
186 Although an idiom was used for “life after life” rather than the term psuche, this quote reveals that 
conceptions of the deceased, regardless of whether or not they were in the form of the psuche could be 
represented with the ability to fly.  
187 89 figures have wings and seven figures are represented non-winged.  
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conception of the Ba soul (fig. 82). Whether the 
miniature winged figure of Greek funerary 
iconography derived precisely from the Egyptian 
artistic tradition, if possible, is not the focus of this 
thesis. The first anthropomorphic and winged 
conception of the deceased in Attic iconography, as 
opposed to the zoomorphic Egyptian tradition, appears 
on three vessels (fig. 83-85) dating approximately 
from 550-500 BC, two of which were painted by the 
Leagros Group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 85 - Cat. 1. Attic black-
figure lekythos, Leagros Group of 
Painters. 550-500 BC. Fitzwilliam 
Museum, University of 
Cambridge, Cambridge GR21955.  
 
Figure 82 - Detail of the Book of the Dead of 
Neferrenpet. Deir El-Medinah, Egypt. 19th  dynasty 
c. 1279-1213. Musée Royaux, Brussels E 5043.  
L: Figure 83 - Cat. 4. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Leagros Group of Painters. 550- 500 BC.  
Antikensammlung, Berlin F1867.  
 R: Figure 84 - Cat. 2. Attic black-figure neck amphora, Edinburgh Painter. 550-500 BC. Sotheby's Market, 
London.  
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         Furthermore, the 6th century black-figure Homeric inspired scenes which depicted the 
deceased in a winged and more corporeal tradition were the antecedent of the miniature winged 
figures depicted on white-ground lekythoi during the 5th century. Although those painted on 
lekythoi had a less corporeal shape than those of black-figure and red-figure ware of the 6th 
century, they were still all depicted with wings, highlighting the significance of this attribute in 
representations of the deceased. The diminutive form of the deceased and stick-like style also 
reinforced the inherent intangibility and evanescent nature of these figures, which are never 
shown in direct contact with other figures sharing the scene, and most often appear hovering in 
the blank spaces of the scene. The only exception to the winged figure’s lack of contact with the 
living is one vase-painting which depicted a winged figure standing in the palm of Charon (fig. 
86). This figure’s stance implies that the miniature figure had enough physicality to be held, yet, 
the fact that it is Charon who holds this figure, still suggests that winged figures could not make 
contact with the living of the real world, such as grave-visitors.   
       Flight was thus a significant aspect in the portrayal of the deceased, present in both textual 
and iconographic evidence, and was specific to the representations of the deceased as a psuche 
and miniature winged figure. The implications of this ability are important to consider. Flight 
essentially entails a sense of fleetingness and when coupled with the representation of the 
deceased, this ability functioned to emphasise the 
overall fleeting nature of life and therefore the 
finality of death. Flight and the overall 
intangibility of the psuche and miniature winged 
figure distinguished the deceased in the afterlife 
from the world of the living. This characteristic, 
present in both the psuche and the miniature 
winged figure, functioned as a means to reinforce 
the ephemeral and irretrievable nature of life once 
passed.    
 
 Figure 86 - Cat. 89. Athenian 
white-ground lekythos, painter 
unattributed. 450-400 BC. 
Museo della Fondazione 
Mormino, Palermo 795.  
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       A second quality common to all types of Attic representations of the deceased was the 
ability of the deceased to interact with the living. This interaction could take the form of 
speaking, gesturing towards, observing or holding eye contact with the living. The deceased’s 
ability to speak was most often seen within text, as evidenced by the many examples explored in 
Chapter 4, all indicating that the deceased possessed the power to speak to the living. Patroklos, 
Elpenor, Anticleia, Teiresias, Agamemnon and Herakles are all examples of the deceased in 
Homeric epic who communicated with the living. Similarly, the dead Clytemnestra, Darius and 
Polydorus, discussed in Chapter 4, also display the capacity to speak, and thus interact with the 
living. This ability of course served a dramatic function, where the composers of epic poetry and 
Athenian drama required their characters to speak in order to further the narrative’s plot. 
Regardless of this narrative function, the conception of the 
speaking deceased in epic and dramatic performances still 
reveals that speech was an important quality of the 
deceased in the afterlife.188 
      In contrast to textual evidence, the ability to speak was 
entirely absent from death-related iconography on ceramic 
vessels from the 6th and 5th centuries BC. Cat. 25 (fig. 87) 
is the only known example to depict the deceased, in the 
form of a miniature winged figure, speaking with Charon, 
as inferred by the small illegible inscription painted 
besides the small figure’s mouth. Furthermore, the 
miniature figure’s outreached arms also allude to a gesture 
of address and speaking rather than mourning. Although 
this is indeed a rare example of the deceased speaking in a 
visual form, we cannot assume that speaking was an 
insignificant characteristic of the deceased, but rather 
may simply be absent from iconographic representations 
                                                                 
188 Many examples of the speaking deceased occur under special circumstances, where the deceased 
undergoes a ritual, such as drinking blood in the cases of Elpenor and Anticleia, or are summoned by the 
living, such as the ghost of Darius. Despite these examples, the ability to speak after death was extensive and 
can be seen in general circumstances where the dead can communicate without the need for rituals or 
summons, as is the case for the deceased Patroklos and Polydorus.  
 
Figure 87 - Cat. 25. Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Tymbos Painter. 500-450 BC. 
Badisches Landesmuseum, Karlesruhe B2663.  
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of the deceased due to the two-dimensional form of vase-painting and impracticalities associated 
with writing lengthy speech on vases.189 
       The deceased also interacted with the living via gestures. In contrast to speech, gestures of 
the deceased, as a means to communicate with the living, in textual evidence are quite limited. 
This is, of course, because of the difficulty involved in reconstructing the body language used in 
the performance of Homeric epic and Athenian drama. In text, there is also a lack of description 
of the specific body language and gestures of the deceased, instead focusing on their speech and 
appearance. In contrast, gestures were hugely prominent on the deceased’s behalf in death-
related iconography, especially grave-visit scenes. Gestures which directly brought the deceased 
and the living into interaction include pointing at the ground and reaching outwards (Cat. 72, 
105, 145).  
       The deceased in iconography can also be seen interacting with the living by observing their 
actions or maintaining eye contact with them. Identifying eye contact on miniature winged 
figures is near impossible due to the facelessness of these figures, and thus the gestures of these 
figures are more helpful in deducing whether they are interacting with the living or simply 
hovering in front of them. For example, in one instance two females staring at winged figures 
who gesture in front of their faces, suggesting that both human and winged figure acknowledge 
each other’s presence and thus interact with eachother (fig. 88). 
       Eye contact, as a form of 
interaction between the living and 
the deceased, is much easier to 
determine amongst the depictions 
of the deceased as a conscious 
human figure. Some compelling 
examples include male youths 
who stare directly at the visitors 
and offering bearers at their stele 
(fig. 89, 90).  
                                                                 
189 For inscriptions on vases see Immerwahr 1990.   
Figure 88 - Cat. 94. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Woman Painter. 
450-400 BC. Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna 144.  
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Figure 89 - Cat. 185. 
Athenian white-ground 
lekythos, Thanatos 
Painter. 450-400 BC. 
Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston 00.359.  
 
Figure 90 - Cat. 80. Athenian white- ground lekythos, Sabouroff Painter. 475-425 BC. Museum 
for Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg 1896.21.  
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        The speech, gestures, and eye-contact of the deceased, each suggest that the deceased could 
be capable of interacting with the living. These interactions can have a higher implication in 
some examples, suggesting ideas of comfort or acknowledgement on the deceased’s behalf. In 
particular, Cat. 80 (fig. 90) and Cat. 185 (fig. 89) each present the conscious human figure as 
bringing comfort to the living, acknowledging their presence and actions at their tomb. In 
Patroklos’ and Elpenor’s cases, their interactions with the living suggest an acknowledgement of 
the living’s lack of expected actions and the need for accountability in performing the 
appropriate burial rites.190 The capability of the deceased to interact with the living ultimately 
alluded to a sense of acknowledgement of the living’s actions as well as a second chance to 
interact with loved ones after their passing.  
        A sorrowful attitude is a final similarity present in textual and iconographic depictions of 
the deceased, and may indeed be a case of the living projecting their own feelings onto the dead. 
Grief and feelings of regret are most evident in the examples of the departing psuche travelling to 
Hades and “bewailing its lot and the youth and the manhood it had left behind” (Il.16.856, 
Il.22.361). Feelings of sorrow and deep contemplation were also apparent in representations of 
the deceased in iconography (fig. 91, 92). Not all conscious deceased humans were depicted in 
this manner. These examples, however, each indicate that the deceased in the afterlife could 
experience sorrow over their loss. The most prevalent feelings of sorrow amongst the 
iconography of the deceased are evident in the multitude of mourning gestures of the miniature 
winged figures. Out of 96 representations of the deceased as a miniature figure, 27 are 
represented with their hand to their head, signifying feelings of grief. These feelings of the 
deceased, present in both the textual and iconographic evidence functioned as a way to 
demonstrate the confusion encountered upon death, where the deceased in the afterlife comes to 
terms with their new situation, revealing that death was seen as a liminal process in Attic afterlife 
beliefs.   
                                                                 
190 The purpose of Elpenor’s interaction with Odysseus and Patroklos’ interaction with Achilles are to 
make the living aware that they have neglected the proper burial rites.  
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       The varying range of ways that the deceased in the afterlife could be portrayed reflects the 
Attic conception that the state of death and act of dying was liminal. More specifically, the range 
(psuche, eidôlon, and artistic depictions of the deceased as a miniature winged or conscious 
human figure) reveals that there was no one concrete form of conveying the presence of the 
deceased in Attic eschatology during the Archaic and Classical periods. The presence of these 
four figures indicates that the deceased in the afterlife could occupy the world of the living and 
of the dead, regardless of whether or not they were visible to the living.  
       The deceased could be present in the world of the living, as is most evident by the grave-
visit scenes on white-ground lekythoi where the deceased, either in the form of a conscious 
human or miniature winged figure appeared at the grave stele, either ignoring the actions of 
surrounding visitors or interacting with them. Additionally, the previously discussed Homeric 
inspired scenes of Patroklos appearing at his tomb in Archaic iconography further emphasises 
how the deceased, although already having passed, can return to the world of the living. 
Similarly, the eidola of Patroklos in Homer’s Iliad and Darius in Aeschylus’ Persians manifest 
in the world of the living, in Patroklos’ case, in Achilles’ tent whilst he sleeps, and in Darius’ 
case, out from his tomb. The deceased in the afterlife, of course, also manifested itself in the 
L: Figure 91 - Cat. 88. Athenian white-ground lekythos, painter unattributed. 450-400 BC. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
University, Oxford  
R: Figure 92 - Cat. 123. Athenian white-ground lekythos, Painter of Munich 2335. 450-400 BC. Czartoryski Museum, 
Cracow 1251.  
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underworld. The death-related iconography of the Archaic and Classical periods illustrated the 
deceased in both Hades itself and within the scenes of the transition to Hades. Overall, the 
numerous ways that the deceased in the afterlife were represented in text and image indicate that 
death was not conceived as static, but rather was a liminal transition where the deceased took no 
one single form.  
       In conclusion, mapping the terms psuche and eidôlon onto the miniature winged figure and 
conscious human figure is problematic due to the difficulty encountered when attempting to 
reconstruct the mentality of the viewers of this iconography. A comparison of the four 
contrasting representations of the deceased yields certain aspects common to all representations. 
These include the deceased’s ability to fly, interaction with the living and manifestation of 
sorrow. The deceased’s ability to fly and inherent intangibility functioned to emphasise the 
fleeting nature of life and the finality of death. Furthermore, the deceased’s ability to interact 
with the living also revealed the need for a sense of comfort for the living provided by the 
deceased’s acknowledgement of the living’s actions. The variety of ways of which the deceased 
could be represented in the Archaic and Classical periods also reveals the liminality of death 
conceived in wider Attic eschatological thought.    
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7. Conclusions and Future Directions 
    
7.1 Conclusions 
       The Attic representation of the deceased in the afterlife during the 6th and 5th centuries BC 
was not restricted to any one specific representation in the textual and iconographic material 
analysed within this thesis. In contrast, the previous chapters have demonstrated that the 
deceased were represented in four differing forms in Homeric epic, Athenian drama, as well as 
vase-paintings from the 6th and 5th centuries. These forms include the deceased as a psuche, 
eidôlon, miniature winged figure and conscious human figure.  
       Analysis of the textual material used in this thesis revealed that the terms psuche and eidôlon 
both described the inhabitants of Hades. Chapter 4 of this thesis not only defined these terms 
using a wide range of examples, but also articulated both the fixed and unfixed characteristics of 
the psuche and eidôlon. Development of the use of these terms was also identified and in 
particular the psuche of the 5th century gained a meaning synonymous with one’s inner 
conscience whereas the deceased as an eidôlon developed a more powerful visual and physical 
presence. Additionally, the meaning of these terms is best understood when we consider that the 
eidôlon, when used in death-related contexts, was a means of representing an individual’s 
psuche.  
       Analysis of the iconographical material used in this thesis identified that the deceased in the 
afterlife, in vase-paintings of the 6th and 5th centuries, could be predominately depicted as either a 
miniature winged figure or conscious human figure. Upon identifying these figures, Chapter 5 
explained the use of these figures in a range of relevant scenes, including scenes of the prothesis, 
transitions to the afterlife, grave-visits and mythological or Homeric inspired scenes. Amongst 
these scenes, the miniature winged deceased could function as a marker of the liminal space of 
death. A great challenge in identifying the deceased as a conscious human figure in grave-visit 
scenes pertains to their similarity of representation to living figures in the same scene. This thesis 
has argued that the deceased in these scenes is most easily identifiable through their conspicuous 
attire and/or behaviour in these scenes. Another challenge encountered in explaining the 
deceased as represented in image consisted of simultaneous representations of the deceased as 
both a miniature winged and conscious human figure in the same scene. Previous scholarship has 
largely insisted on correlating the visual representation of the deceased with the terms psuche 
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and eidôlon. Chapter 6 of this thesis, however, has eschewed any attempt to impose false unity 
on the multiple representations of the deceased in the afterlife and instead focused on identifying 
specific patterns across the contrasting representations and explained the implications of these 
shared qualities.  
       The comparative analysis of the deceased in both the textual and iconographic evidence used 
in this thesis has intriguing results. In particular, there were significant similarities across the 
representations of the deceased which transcended the boundaries of their form of representation.   
       The deceased, in the form of a psuche and miniature winged figure similarly shared the 
ability to fly. This ability had a much more significant meaning than a simple mode of transport 
and had direct connotations with the wider concept that life is fleeting. Additionally, the ability 
of the deceased to fly in the afterlife also emphasised their intangibility, as they could never be 
grasped and were thus out of the physical reaches of the living.  
       Another compelling similarity shared across the representations of the deceased was their 
capability to communicate with the living, either via gestures, eye contact or speech. This thesis 
demonstrated that interactions with the living were present across all forms of the deceased in the 
afterlife discussed within the previous chapters. Furthermore, this quality indicates that the 
deceased were conceived to acknowledge, approve or oppose the actions of the living, 
concerning their burial and funerary rites. This capability of the deceased thus reinforces a 
responsibility placed on the living to uphold the appropriate funerary rituals for their newly 
deceased loved ones. 
        A final pattern recognised amongst the representations of the deceased in the afterlife 
discussed within this thesis is the sorrowful attitude present in the majority of analysed 
representations. Mourning gestures and despondent or serious facial expressions indicate that the 
deceased were conceived to experience sorrow in their transition to the afterlife. This attitude 
reflected the confusion expected to be encountered upon death and further reinforced the 
liminality of the transition to the afterlife.  
    Lastly, the various ways that the deceased could be portrayed in both text and image also point 
to greater implications regarding the living’s perception of death and the afterlife. In particular, 
the existence of the four contrasting forms of the deceased in text and image indicates that death 
was a liminal process of which no one form of the dead existed.  
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7.2  Future Directions 
       The previous chapters of this thesis have outlined the relevant areas of which future 
investigations should be directed. Most importantly, the topic of this thesis is undoubtedly part of 
a significant and larger network of scholarly inquiry into wider issues regarding ancient Greek 
conceptions of death and the afterlife. The interpretations and conclusions made in this thesis can 
certainly contribute to big picture investigations, such as tracing changing conceptions of the 
afterlife in ancient Greek thought. Consolidating the Attic representations of the deceased in the 
afterlife in text and image with knowledge regarding the Eleusinian Mysteries, Anthesteria, 
Platonic philosophy and Orphism would be especially insightful and useful in providing a more 
informed perspective on beliefs regarding the afterlife in ancient Greek thought. Additionally, 
comparing the chronological development of the representations discussed in this thesis with 
representations of the deceased in other forms, during the 6th and 5th centuries, would 
significantly contribute to understanding changes over time regarding afterlife beliefs in ancient 
Greece.     
     The scope of this this thesis is not only limited to a specific span of two centuries but is also 
restricted to a selected corpus of textual and iconographical material. It would also be valuable to 
compare the conclusions made in this thesis regarding the representations of the deceased in the 
afterlife with other representations in different material or textual forms. The deceased was 
evidently represented on a variety of iconographic forms not explored within this thesis, such as 
grave monuments, stele reliefs and wall paintings. Similarly, the deceased was also described in 
texts other than that analysed in this thesis, such as ancient prose, odes, inscriptions, funerary 
dirges and works of philosophy. Widening the scope of this thesis to analyse these previously 
mentioned forms would indeed provide great value to our understanding of the conceptions of 
the deceased in the afterlife.  Furthermore, consideration of the funerary iconography of the 
Geometric and Hellenistic periods, as well as regions other that Attica, would also equally 
provide a more detailed and fuller perspective on ancient Greek representations of the deceased 
in the afterlife. 
       Other valuable future study also includes correlating the conclusions made in this study with 
the representation of the deceased in the afterlife with other cultures, both ancient and 
contemporary. Portraying the deceased, in textual and visual forms, was not exclusive to the 
people of Attica, but rather, was a phenomenon present in many other societies. It would be 
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especially useful to investigate and trace the origins of the manifestation of the deceased as a 
miniature winged figure, especially in relation to earlier Egyptian artistic traditions.  
       Understanding the representation of the deceased in the afterlife in Attic textual and 
iconographic material has illuminated much more than simply identifying the ways the deceased 
were portrayed. In particular, exploring the representation of this abstract concept has 
contributed to understanding the wider thoughts, fears and values experienced during the liminal 
process of death, both on behalf of the living and the deceased. The four manifestations of the 
deceased in the afterlife discussed within this thesis, that is, the psuche, eidôlon, miniature 
winged figure and conscious human figure, ultimately reflect the various attitudes expressed 
towards a universal process, death, which is equally experienced by all humanity.    
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     Catalogue of Iconographic Evidence 
 
 
    CATALOGUE       1 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Fitzwilliam Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Cambridge Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 550-500 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Leagros Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 302340 GR21955 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1956, 378.259. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 3 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age       Gender   Attire           Attributes        Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased  Winged figure  Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Flying None None 
 (Homeric) (Patroklos) spear(s) 
 Alive Unknown Adult Male Warrior attire None Lying down None None 
 Alive Unknown Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, spear(s) Standing None None 
 Alive  Achilles Adult Male Warrior attire Spear(s) Standing None None 
 (Homeric) 
 Deceased Unconscious Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 
 
    CATALOGUE       2 
 Technique black-figure                Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 3 
 Shape neck amphora             Sotheby's Market,  
 Provenance Attica                                     London Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 550-500 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Edinburgh Painter         Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 41225                      N/A Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age  Gender Attire           Attributes       Stance Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Adult  Male  Chitoniskos  None  Flying   None Looks at unknown 
 Alive Unknown  Adult  Male  Warrior attire  Helmet, shield,   Standing   Attacking Looks at deceased 
  spear(s) 
 Deceased Unconscious  Adult  Male  Chitoniskos  Headwear  Falling (on rock) Hand to head  Unknown 
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  CATALOGUE       3 
 Technique black-figure           Museum  Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 5 
 Shape neck amphora        National Museum of  
 Provenance Attica                  Ireland, Dublin Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 550-500 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed          Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 19166                 1921.91 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 1 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 3 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0  
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes        Stance Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive  Unknown  Adult Female  Chiton/Peplos   None   Standing   None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) 
 Alive  Unknown  Adult Female  Chiton/Peplos   None   Standing   None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) 
 Deceased  Miniature   Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, club   Flying   None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) figure (Achilles) 
 Deceased  Unconscious   Adult Male  Tunic   Shield   Lying down   None None 
 (Homeric) (Achilles) 
 Alive  Ajax  Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,    Standing   None Looks out 
 (Homeric)   spear(s) 
  
  
    CATALOGUE       4 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 3 
 Shape neck amphora Antikensammlung,  
 Provenance Italy                                            Berlin Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 550-500 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Leagros Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 302143 F1867 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Peifer 1989, K 30. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased  Winged figure  Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,     Flying None            None 
 (Homeric) (Patroklos)   spear(s) 
 Alive  Achilles Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,     Standing None Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)   spear(s)  unknown 
 Alive  Unknown Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, spear(s)   Standing None Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  Achilles 
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    CATALOGUE       5 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife             Number of Figures 3 
 Shape neck amphora Manuel de Lancastre,  
 Provenance Attica Private Collection,  Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 550-500 BC                               Portugal Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Antimenes Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9034209 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance        Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male  Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,     Standing  None Looks out 
 Death Thanatos   spear(s) 
 Deceased  Conscious  Youth Male  Nude body   None    Lying down  Hand to head Looks up 
 (Homeric) (Sarpedon/ 
  Memnon) 
   CATALOGUE       6 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 5 
 Shape calyx krater National Etruscan 
 Provenance Italy Museum Villa Giulia, Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 6 
 Date 550-500 BC                               Rome Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Euphronios (signed) Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 187 L.2006.10 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 3 
 Notes/Reference All figures labelled. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance                 Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive  Hippolytos Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing None Looks at Hermes 
 (Homeric) spear(s) 
 Alive  Laodamas Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing None Looks at Hermes 
 (Homeric) spear(s) 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Youth Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric) (Sarpedon) 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Hand to head Looks out 
 Death petasos, boots 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, wings Standing None Looks down 
 Death Thanatos 
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    CATALOGUE       7 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 6 
 Shape loutrophoros National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica, Phaleron Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sappho Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 480 NM 450 Miniature Winged Figure 4 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Scene on neck side A of vessel. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing (left of   Hand to head,  Looks up 
  stele)   valediction 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Jewellery Standing (right   Hand to head Looks at mourner 
 of stele) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Nude body None Flying  Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Nude body None Flying  Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Nude body None Flying  Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Nude body None Flying  Reaching out None 
  
    CATALOGUE       8 
 Technique black-figure                Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape olpe                        Nicholson Museum, Sydney  
 Provenance Athens                     University, Sydney Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Vatican G49    Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9022304                   NM98.150 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference The Nicholson Museum website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://sydney.edu.au/museums/collections_ Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 search/? record=eCATALOGUE.41171 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure Adult Male Nude body None Flying Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body Shield, spear(s) Lying down None None 
 (Homeric) (Sarpedon) 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Chitoniskos None Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
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   CATALOGUE       9  
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 12 
 Shape eschara stand fragment Liebieghaus Museum,  
 Provenance Athens Frankfurt Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 4966 560 Miniature Winged Figure 11 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Peifer 1989, K 53. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age  Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying None None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Unknown None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body    None Flying Hand to head None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Unknown None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 reaching out 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 valediction 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Hands to head None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying None None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying Hands to head None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  Youth  Male  Nude body   None Flying None Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon  Adult  Male  Exomis, pilos   Pole Sitting (in boat) Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death  winged figure 
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    CATALOGUE       10 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 7 
 Shape hydria Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Leagros Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 351200 63.473 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference All figures labelled. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 5 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged figure  Adult  Male Warrior attire,  Helmet, shield,  Flying None None 
 (Patroklos) nebris spear(s) 
 Alive  Unknown Adult  Male Unknown Helmet Standing None Unknown 
 (Homeric) 
 Alive  Unknown Adult  Female Chiton/Peplos Wings Standing Hands to head Looks at Achilles 
 (Homeric) 
 Alive  Hecuba Adult  Female Unknown None Standing Hand to head Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  Achilles 
 Alive  Priam Elderly  Male Himation Staff Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  Achilles 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Adult  Male Nude body None Lying down none None 
 (Homeric) (Hektor) 
 Alive  Achilles Adult  Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield Standing Attacking Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  Priam 
 
   CATALOGUE       11 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Athena Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 330735 G163 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1956, 522. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Youth Male Warrior attire Helmet, wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
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   CATALOGUE       12 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 7 
 Shape cup National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Haimon Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 331676 NM 505 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 3 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1956, 564.580. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age     Gender   Attire          Attributes        Stance           Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Mythological   Eos Adult Female Himation Wings Standing Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Alive    Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Alive  Mourner Adult Male Chitoniskos None Standing Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Minister of   Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death petasos, boots 
 Deceased   Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)  (Memnon) 
 Minister of   Hypnos and  Adult Male Chitoniskos Helmet, wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death  Thanatos 
  
   CATALOGUE       13 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape neck amphora Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Diosphos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 305529 56.171.25 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference The Metropolitan Museum of Art website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of- Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 art/56.171.25/ 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender  Attire          Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased  Winged Figure  Adult  Male Nude body Shield, spear(s) Flying None Looks up 
 Deceased   Unconscious   Adult  Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)  (Sarpedon) 
 Minister of   Hypnos and   Adult  Male Warrior Attire Helmet, spear(s) Standing None Looks down 
 Death  Thanatos 
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   CATALOGUE       14 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Diosphos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 390342 25.70.2 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender  Attire           Attributes       Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased   Winged figure   Adult   Male Warrior attire Spear(s) Flying None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) (Patroklos) 
 Alive   Unknown  Adult  Male Tunic None Standing None Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  Achilles 
 Alive    Achilles  Adult  Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Running None Eye contact with 
 (Homeric) spear(s)  unknown 
 Deceased   unconscious   Adult  Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)    (Hektor) 
 
    
  CATALOGUE       15 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 4 
 Shape hydria Wilhelms Universität,  
 Provenance Attica Münster Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Leagros Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 351201 565 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Inscription labels miniature figure "psyche" Miniature Figure 1 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes        Stance         Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive   Unknown  Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Standing None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) 
 Alive   Achilles  Adult Male Warrior attire Shield Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) 
 Deceased   Miniature          Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Running None None 
 (Homeric)  figure  spear(s) 
  (Patroklos) 
 Deceased   unconscious   Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)  (Hektor) 
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   CATALOGUE       16 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Grave Visit                    Number of Figures 1 
 Shape askos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Tyszkiewicz Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 3029 13.169 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1942, 188.59. Miniature Figure 1 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity    Age   Gender  Attire Attributes        Stance    Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased  Miniature figure    Adult Male   Warrior attire,  Helmet, spear(s)  Standing (on stele) None Looks out 
 
 
 
 
  CATALOGUE       17 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife: Hypnos  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape cup Hunt Collection, Dallas  
 Provenance Attica                                         Texas Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Euphronios Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 7043 5 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference All figures labelled. Shapiro 1993, 134. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender  Attire           Attributes             Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased   Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)  (Sarpedon) 
 Alive   Akamas Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) spear(s) 
 Minister of   Hypnos and  Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing None Looks out 
 Death  Thanatos spear(s) 
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   CATALOGUE       18 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Psychostasia Number of Figures 9 
 Shape cup National Etruscan 
 Provenance Italy Museum Villa Giulia, Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC                               Rome Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Epiktetos (signed) Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 200468 57912 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1942, 46.21. Miniature Figure 2 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 6 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire          Attributes              Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Mythological   Thetis Adult Female Himation  None Standing None  Looks out 
 Mythological   Eos Adult Female Himation  None Standing None  Looks out 
 Mythological   Hera Adult Female Himation  None Sitting None  Looks out 
 Mythological   Zeus Adult Male Himation  Staff Sitting None  Looks out 
 Alive    Memnon Adult Male Warrior attire  Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking  Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  spear(s)  Achilles 
 Alive    Achilles Adult Male Warrior attire  Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking  Eye contact with 
 (Homeric)  spear(s)  Memnon 
 Deceased   Miniature  Adult Male Warrior attire  Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking  Looks out 
 (Homeric)  figure (Achilles)  spear(s) 
 Deceased   Miniature  Adult Male Warrior attire  Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking  Looks out 
 (Homeric)  figure   spear(s) 
  (Memnon) 
 Minister of   Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,   Kerykeion Standing Weighing Eye contact with 
 Death petasos, boots  Achilles 
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  CATALOGUE       19 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Psychostasia Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Italy Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 525-475 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sappho Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 456 BM639 Miniature Winged Figure 2 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Vermeule 1979, 161. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive  Memnon Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking Eye contact with 
 (Homeric) spear(s)  Achilles 
 Alive  Achilles Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing Attacking Eye contact with 
 (Homeric) spear(s)  Memnon 
 Deceased  Winged figure  N/A Male Stick Figure None Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) (Memnon) 
 Deceased  Winged figure  N/A Male Stick Figure None Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) (Achilles) 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Scales Standing Weighing Looks at deceased 
 Death petasos, boots 
  
   CATALOGUE       20 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape neck amphora Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Diosphos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 7309 F388 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 136. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender  Attire           Attributes          Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,    Flying   Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 spear(s) 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body None   Lying down    None None 
 (Homeric) (Sarpedon) 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, spear(s),   Standing   None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos wings 
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   CATALOGUE       21 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Liebieghaus Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Frankfurt Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Haimon Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 5133 532 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 139. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Mythological  Eos Adult Female  Himation   None Standing Unknown Looks at deceased 
 Mythological   Poseidon Adult Male  Himation   None Standing Unknown Looks at deceased 
 Minister of   Hypnos and  Adult Male  Short skirt   Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death  Thanatos 
 Deceased   Unconscious  Adult Male  Nude body   None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric)  (Sarpedon/ 
                                       Memnon) 
  
  
   CATALOGUE       22 
 Technique black-figure Museum Scene Type Mythological/Homeric Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Diosphos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 11079 CA601 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Achilles labelled. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity          Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive  Achilles Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) 
 Deceased  Winged figure  Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Flying None Looks at deceased 
 (Homeric) (Patroklos) spear(s) 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 (Homeric) (Hektor) 
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   CATALOGUE       23 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Friedrich-Schiller- 
 Provenance Attica Universitat, Jena Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Tymbos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209420 388 Miniature Winged Figure 4 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 139. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A N/A  Stick Figure   None    Flying None None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A N/A  Stick Figure   None    Flying None None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A N/A  Stick Figure   None    Flying None None 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A N/A  Stick Figure   None    Flying None None 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male  Chlamys, pilos,  Kerykeion, staff   Standing Conducting  Looks at winged  
 Death  boots winged figures figure 
  
 
   CATALOGUE       24 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Oxford Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Tymbos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209342 V547 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 114. Peifer 1989, K 55. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon  Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  winged figure 
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   CATALOGUE       25 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Badisches Landesmuseum,  
 Provenance Attica Karlsruhe Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Tymbos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209341 B2663 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Illegible inscription. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age  Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A  N/A  Tunic   None Flying Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon  Adult  Male  Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  winged figure 
   
  CATALOGUE       26 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches  
 Provenance Athens, Hymettos Museum, Vienna Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9031353 IV3744 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Illegible Inscription. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity  Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance                Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Unknown Box Standing Offering Looks down 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body,  Bird, hare Standing Offering Eye contact with 
 chlamys  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  Deceased 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Unknown Unknown 
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   CATALOGUE       27 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches  
 Provenance Athens, Hymettos Museum, Vienna Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 9031354 IV3473 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Unknown Lyre Standing   Offering  Looks down 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Youth Male Chlamys box Standing   Offering  Looks down 
 deceased conscious 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
    
   CATALOGUE       28 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum   
 Provenance Attica of Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Inscription Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209248 06.1021.294 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 749.11. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Helmet Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chitoniskos Helmet, shield,  Standing (right    Contact with  Eye contact with 
 spear(s) of stele)   stele  mourner 
 
 
    CATALOGUE       29 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Inscription Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209243 3245 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 749.6. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing (right    None Eye contact with 
 spear(s) of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s),  Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
 lekythos  stele)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       30 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Underworld Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 3 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Beldam Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 248 NM 19765 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Female Himation None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Hekate 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Female Himation None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Hekate 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Hekate 
 Mythological Hekate Adult Female Himation None Standing Pointing at  Eye contact with 
 deceased  deceased 
  
 
  CATALOGUE       31 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of London 1905 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209255 NM 17924 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 750. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age     Gender    Attire   Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Unknown   Unknown  Chitoniskos    None   Lying down   None Unknown 
  
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult     Male     Chitoniskos,     Wings   Standing    None Eye contact with 
 Death Thanatos     boots  eachother 
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   CATALOGUE       32 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 2 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 2 
 BADB 216710 MNB804 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1239.55. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure   None Flying  Hand to head  None 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos,   Basket, fillet(s) Standing (right   Offering  Looks at stele 
 sakkos of stele) 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Youth Male Chitoniskos,    Spear(s) Standing (left of  Hand to head  Looks at stele 
 deceased conscious petasos, sandals  stele) 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Male Mantle   None Standing (left of  Concealed body Looks at  
 deceased conscious  stele)  mourner/ 
   conscious 
  
   CATALOGUE       33 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Sotheby's Market, London 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9028535 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes    Stance             Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos    None              Standing (left of Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                              stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body    Aryballos     Standing (right  None Eye contact with 
                                                                                              of stele)  mourner 
 
   CATALOGUE       34 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Inscription Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 209240 NM 1959 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 748.3. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes        Stance Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive   Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos  Basket, fillet(s),  Standing (left of   Offering Looks at stele 
  lekythos  stele) 
 Deceased   Conscious Youth Male Chlamys, pilos,  Spear(s) Sitting (on stele)   None Looks out 
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   CATALOGUE       35 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 500-450 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 10219 NM 1814 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Bird Standing Offering Looks at deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Nude body   None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
  
   CATALOGUE       36 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Psychostasia Number of Figures 5 
 Shape cup Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 7565 G399 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 2 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 2 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Mythological Thetis Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   None     Standing None Eye contact with 
  Hermes 
 Mythological Eos Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Wings    Standing None None 
 Deceased  Miniature  Adult Male Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,     Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) figure    spear(s) 
 (Memnon) 
 Deceased  Miniature  Adult Male Warrior attire   Helmet, shield,     Standing None Looks out 
 (Homeric) figure (Achilles)   spear(s) 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,    Kerykeion    Standing Weighing Eye contact with 
 Death petasos, boots  Thetis 
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   CATALOGUE       37 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Leto Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 208983 3292 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 730.7. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 1 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Other Statue/Miniatu N/A Male Warrior attire Helmet, shield,  Standing (on    None None 
 re figure sword stele) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chlamys, pilos Helmet Standing (left of   Offering Looks at  
  stele) statue/miniature 
  figure 
   CATALOGUE       38 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Boston 93.104 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214102 93.104 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1007.1. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance  Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s), staff Standing (right     Contact with    Eye contact with 
 petasos of stele)    stele    mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Plemochoe Standing (left of    Offering   Eye contact with 
  stele)    deceased 
    
   CATALOGUE       39 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Underworld Number of Figures 3 
 Shape pelike Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Polygnotos  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213553 34.79 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1045.2. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 1 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots   Kerykeion,          Standing None Eye contact with 
 Death                                                                                                          helmet  Elpenor 
 Deceased  Conscious  Adult Male Nude body   None Rising Reaching out Eye contact with 
 (Homeric) (Elpenor)  Odysseus 
 Alive  Odysseus Adult Male Chlamys,    Sword Sitting (on rock) Hand to head Eye contact with 
 (Homeric) petasos, sandals  Elpenor 
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   CATALOGUE       40 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museo della Fondazione  
 Provenance Attica Mormino, Palermo Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Manner of Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 2701 310 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 139. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure Wreath(s) Flying Offering N/A 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation None Standing Being led Looks out 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots Kerykeion Standing Leading  Looks out 
 Death deceased 
    
   CATALOGUE       41 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos fragment National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9026718 Unknown Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference  Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure Unknown Flying Unknown Unknown 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Chiton/Peplos Box Standing Offering Looks out 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle Headwear,  Standing Being led Looks down 
 jewellery 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Looks out 
 Death petasos deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       42 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 6 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Painter of London E342 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 207863 95.47 Miniature Winged Figure 2 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference The Museum of Fine Arts website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/oil-flask- Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Lekythos-153978 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender  Attire         Attributes      Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure Staff/tripod Flying Offering None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure Fillet(s) Flying Offering None 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Mantle None Standing Concealed Looks at winged  
 deceased conscious                                                                                                                                             body figure 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Mantle Headwear Standing Being led Looks at Charon 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos deceased  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  Hermes 
  
  CATALOGUE       43 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 6 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 2 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212348 N3449 Miniature Winged Figure 3 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 847.199. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure Basket, wreath(s) Flying Hand to head,  Eye contact with 
 offering  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation None Standing None Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Mantle None Standing Concealed  Eye contact with 
                                                                                                                       Body                   Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       44 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 11 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212341 NM 1926 Miniature Winged Figure 8 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 846.193. Oakley 2004, 115. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes       Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head Eye contact with 
  mourner 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle None Standing Being led Eye contact with 
  winged Figure 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos deceased  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
  
   CATALOGUE       45 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Badisches Landesmuseum,  
 Provenance Athens Karlsruhe Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 12502 B1510  233 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire       Attributes      Stance                  Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure    None         Flying Reaching out   None              Unknownr 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Unknown     Unknown    Standing (left of stele)  Unknown    Eye contact with mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None       Kneeling (right of stele) Reaching out  Eye contact with deceased            
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CATALOGUE       46 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Charles Ede Market  
 Provenance Attica Antiquities, London Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9035074 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes    Stance                Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure  N/A  N/A  Stick Figure None         Flying None None 
 Deceased Conscious  Youth  Male  Mantle None         Standing (right  Reaching out Looks at mourner 
                                                                                           of stele) 
 Alive Mourner  Elderly  Male  Mantle Staff          Standing (left of Covers face  Concealed face 
                                                                                                stele) with mantle 
     
CATALOGUE       47 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Museum, Prague 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9028574 Unknown Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Basket Standing (right  Offering Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head Eye contact with 
  mourner 
 CATALOGUE       48 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Warsaw Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 7884 142468 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis Pole Standing (in    Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       49 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 1 
 Shape lekythos fragment Allard Pierson Museum,  
 Provenance Athens Amsterdam Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 14147 351 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Unknown 
 Death boat) 
  
   CATALOGUE       50 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches  
 Provenance Attica, Cape Zoster Museum, Vienna Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213987 3746 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 176-177. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire        Attributes     Stance               Gestures         Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle        None          Standing (left of    Concealed body Eye contact with 
                                                                                           stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation      Staff          Standing (right      Contact with  Eye contact with 
                                                                                          of stele)             stele  deceased 
   CATALOGUE       51 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria        Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213982 93.106 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 998.160. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Plemochoe Standing (left of    Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Tunic None Standing (right     Receiving Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       52 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Oxford Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214014 1947.24 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1000.192. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Plemochoe,  Standing (right    Offering Eye contact with 
   fillet(s) of stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body   None Standing (left of   Pointing at  Eye contact with 
  stele)   ground  mourner 
                                                   
  
   CATALOGUE       53 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Dinopoulos Collection,  
 Provenance Athens Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 19740 5 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire       Attributes    Stance             Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Elderly Male Mantle       Staff          Standing (left of     Hand to head Looks down 
                                                                                         stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body,   Spear(s)      Standing (right       None Looks at mourner 
 chlamys,                     of stele) 
 petasos 
  
  CATALOGUE       54 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kanellopoulos Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 19735 725 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity    Age Gender Attire     Attributes    Stance           Gestures        Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner     Elderly Male Mantle     Staff          Standing (left of       Covers face      Concealed face 
                                                                                       stele)              with mantle 
 Deceased Conscious    Youth Male Mantle     None         Standing (right      Reaching out       Eye contact with 
                                                                                       of stele)                                                    mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       55 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Acropolis Museum,  
 Provenance Athens                                       Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 8940 6473 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity   Age        Gender     Attire        Attributes    Stance            Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious   Youth   Male Chlamys,     Staff          Standing (right      Pointing at        Looks at mourner 
 Petasos                      of stele)            ground 
 Alive Mourner      Elderly   Male Mantle         Staff             Standing (left of     Hand to head       Concealed face 
                                                                                                                      stele) 
     CATALOGUE       56 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 8941 1983.1 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 160-161. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity       Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Elderly Male Himation Staff Standing (left    Hand to head   Eye contact with 
  of stele)    deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Nude body Helmet, shield,  Standing (right    None   Eye contact with 
 spear(s) of stele)    mourner 
      
     CATALOGUE       57 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kerameikos Museum,  
 Provenance Athens, Kerameikos Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 1132 4125 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire         Attributes     Stance              Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Unknown      Standing (right  unknown       Looks at deceased 
                                                                                             of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Nude body None          Standing (left of Reaching out None 
                                                                                            stele) 
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   CATALOGUE       58 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kanellopoulos Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 21657 331 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes    Stance               Gestures       Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Staff          Standing (left of    Contact with  Eye contact with 
 Petasos                        stele)                stele  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket        Standing (right  Offering Eye contact with 
                                                                                           of stele)  deceased 
    
  CATALOGUE       59 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Oxford Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214034 1919.21 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1001.212. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes    Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Helmet        Standing (left of   Offering  Eye contact with 
                                                                                              stele)   deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Warrior attire   Shield         Standing (right    Reaching out  Eye contact with 
                                                                                              of stele)   mourner 
  
  CATALOGUE       60 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos                     Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 
 Provenance Attica                        Harvard University,  Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC                 Cambridge 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214063 1977.216.2267 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1003.26. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes       Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive   Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Plemochoe      Standing (left of  None Eye contact with 
                                                                                              stele)  deceased 
 Deceased   Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Shield, staff     Standing (right   Contact with  Eye contact with 
 Petasos                           of stele)  stele  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       61 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Otago Museum, Dunedin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 15114 E48.421 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 202. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 1 
 Type of Figure Identity  Age  Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Other Statue/   Youth   Male  Himation Staff Standing (on    None Eye contact with 
 miniature figure stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner   Adult   Female  Tunic None Standing (left of   Pointing at  Eye contact with 
  stele)   ground  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious   Adult   Male  Warrior Helmet, shield,  Standing (right    Contact with  Eye contact with 
                                                            attire                 staff of stele)   stele  mourner 
  
  CATALOGUE       62 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 3023 06.1075 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes    Stance                 Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation None         Standing (right  Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                           of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Basket       Standing (left of Offering Eye contact with 
                                                                                           stele)  deceased 
    
 CATALOGUE       63 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kerameikos Museum,  
 Provenance Athens, Kerameikos Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 21589 1605 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 209. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance             Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic None           Standing (right  Reaching out Looks at deceased 
                                                                                             of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Unknown Bird            Sitting (on stele) None Looks down 
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  CATALOGUE       64 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Athens, Gouva Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212349 BS3 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 847.200. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity      Age Gender Attire               Attributes        Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chiton Spear(s) Standing (right    Receiving Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Helmet, spear(s) Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 
   CATALOGUE       65 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Bosanquet Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216329 NM 1935 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1227.1 Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,    Spear(s) Standing (left of   None Looks at mourner 
 petasos  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Basket Standing (right    Offering Looks down 
 of stele) 
  
   CATALOGUE       66 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikenmuseum und  
 Provenance Attica Sammlung Ludwig, Basel Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213993 LU62 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 999.171. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes       Stance              Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None         Standing (right  Pointing at  Eye contact with 
                                                                                           of stele) ground  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None         Standing (left of Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                            stele)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       67 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Kanellopoulos Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 19753 476 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes       Stance               Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None          Standing (left of Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                            stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body None          Standing (right  Receiving Eye contact with 
                                                                                            of stele)  mourner 
   
  CATALOGUE       68 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214006 NM 12745 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 999.185. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chitoniskos Shield, spear(s) Standing (right    Contact with  Eye contact with 
 of stele)   stele  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing (left of    Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 CATALOGUE       69 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214008 VS4 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1000.187. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance              Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body,  Spear(s)       Standing (right  Pointing at      Eye contact with 
 Chlamys                        of stele) ground  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s)        Standing (left of Offering Eye contact with 
                                                                                            stele)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       70 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Munich 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Phiale Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214319 2797 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1022.138. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance             Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Female Himation Headwear      Standing (left of Hand to head Eye contact with 
                                                                                              stele)  Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion      Sitting (left of  Pointing at  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos                         stele, on rock) deceased  deceased 
    
   CATALOGUE       71 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Phiale Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214323 F2450 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1023.141. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Fillet(s) Standing (right    Offering Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation Lyre Sitting (left of    Playing lyre Looks down 
 stele, on rock) 
  
CATALOGUE       72 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica, Anavyssos Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Phiale Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214321 NM 19355 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1022.139BIS. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Kneeling (right    Hand to head,   Looks up 
 of stele)   hand up 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Female Mantle Headwear, hare Standing (left of None   Looks at mourner 
  stele) 
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  CATALOGUE       73 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung,  
 Provenance Athens                                      Munich Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Phiale Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214320 6254 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1022.139 Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing (right    Offering Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle None Sitting (left of    Hand to Looks down 
 stele, on rock)       head 
 
   CATALOGUE       74 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212317 NM 1815 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 845.169. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 1 
 
 Type of Figure Identity   Age   Gender   Attire Attributes    Stance              Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner    Youth  Male   Himation   Staff           Standing (left of  None Unknown 
                                                                                              stele) 
 Other Statue/    Adult  Female   Chiton/Peplos  None          Sitting (on stele)  None Looks out 
 miniature figure 
 Alive Mourner    Adult  Female   Chiton/Peplos, Wreath(s)     Standing (right   Offering Looks at  
   Sakkos                         of stele) statue/miniature 
  figure 
   CATALOGUE       75 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212318 10.220 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 845.170. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 1 
 Type of Figure Identity   Age    Gender    Attire       Attributes      Stance  Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner    Adult     Female      Unknown Basket, fillet(s),  Standing (right      Offering  Looks at deceased 
 Lekythos        of stele) 
 Other Statue/    Adult    Female   Unknown None           Sitting (on stele)    Hand to Head  Looks out 
 miniature figure 
 Alive Mourner    Youth   Male    Himation Fillet(s), staff   Standing (left of stele)  Offering  Looks at deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       76 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212342 NM 17916 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 846.194. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle Jewellery Standing Being led Looks at Charon 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos, boots deceased  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  Hermes 
  
   CATALOGUE       77 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife: Charon Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Reading University,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Reading Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 14339 33.IV.3 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire        Attributes       Stance              Gestures       Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Unknown Unknown Bird          Standing            Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole         Standing (in         Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death                                                                             boat)  deceased 
  
   CATALOGUE       78 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212344 F2455 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 846.196. Oakley 2004, 115. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle None Standing Being led Eye contact with Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Youth Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos, boots deceased  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       79 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212420 D59 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 851.272. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Warrior attire None Lying down None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Chitoniskos Wings Standing None Eye contact with 
 Death Thanatos  eachother 
 
  CATALOGUE       80 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum fur Kunst und  
 Provenance Attica Gewerbe, Hamburg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 475-425 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212355 1896.21 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1672. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing (right  Hand to head,  Eye contact with 
 of stele) offering  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation Staff Standing (left of Reaching out,  Eye contact with 
  stele) contact with   mourner 
 stele 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Sitting (left of  None Looks at mourner 
 stele, on rock) 
     CATALOGUE       81 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape mug Lady Lever Art Gallery,  
 Provenance Attica Liverpool Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Dinos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 17489 LL5060 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 147. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire        Attributes               Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying None None 
 Deceased  Unconscious  Adult Male Nude body None Lying down None Unknown 
 (Homeric) (Sarpedon) 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Exomis Wings Standing None Eye contact with 
 Death Thanatos  eachother 
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   CATALOGUE       82 
 Technique red-figure Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape neck amphora University of Laval,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Quebec Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Kleophon Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB Unknown D25 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 114. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation Wreath(s) Standing None Looks down 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death petasos 
 Minister of  Charon Elderly Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
    
  CATALOGUE       83 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Prothesis Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 3 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of the Huge  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217904 F2684 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 84. Staatliche Museen website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://www.smb-digital.de/eMuseumPlus Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing Offering Looks at deceased 
 Alive Mourner Elderly Male Himation Staff Standing Hand to head,  Looks at deceased 
 contact with  
 deceased 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing Contact with  Looks at deceased 
 deceased 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Mantle None Lying down Concealed body None 
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  CATALOGUE       84 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Prothesis Number of Figures 7 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches,   
 Provenance Athens Museum Vienna Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 3 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217615 3748 Miniature Winged Figure 3 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 82. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes       Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 valediction 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 valediction 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 valediction 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fan Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Standing Hands to head Looks at deceased 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing Hand to head,  Looks at deceased 
 reaching out 
 Deceased Unconscious Adult Female Mantle Jewellery Lying down Concealed body None 
  
   CATALOGUE       85 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216481 NM 16421 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1237.13. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance         Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Flying None None 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Lying down None Looks out 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Youth Male Tunic Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
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 CATALOGUE       86 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung,  
 Provenance Athens                                       Munich Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216352 J209 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1228.11. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire       Attributes           Stance         Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle None Standing Being led Eye contact with 
  Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots Helmet Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death deceased  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  winged figure 
  
 
  
   CATALOGUE       87 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Athens 1762 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216735 NM 1758 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1241. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes         Stance   Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None    Flying     Reaching out   Eye contact with 
       Charon 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle None    Sitting (on stele) Hand to head   Looks out 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Basket, plemochoe  Standing     Offering    Unknown                                             
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole    Standing (in      Reaching out   Looks at deceased 
 Death    boat) 
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   CATALOGUE       88 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Athens                                      Oxford Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB Unknown N/A Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Ashmolean Museum website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://www.ashmolean.org/ash/amulets/burgon Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 archive/ 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head None 
 Minister of  Hermes Youth Male Chlamys, pilos,  Staff Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death boots 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Himation Basket,  Standing Hand to head,  Eye contact with 
 deceased conscious pomegranate(s) offering  Charon 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle, sakkos None Sitting (in boat) None Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Sitting (in boat) None Looks at winged  
 Death figure 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       89 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museo della Fondazione  
 Provenance Attica Mormino, Palermo Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 2699 795 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance                 Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  Deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Pomegranate(s) Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  winged Figure 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos None Standing (in  Reaching out,  Looks at  
 Death boat) contact with  Deceased 
 Deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       90 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 6 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 30251 3137 Miniature Winged Figure 3 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Valediction None 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Reaching out None 
 Deceased Winged figure N/A N/A Stick figure None Standing Hand to head None 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Basket Standing Offering Looks out 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle Unknown Standing Unknown Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       91 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                        Oxford Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9028554 V264 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head None 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Himation None Standing Pointing at  Eye contact with 
 ground  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       92 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 1140 1989.281.72 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Peifer 1989, K 77. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire        Attributes     Stance                Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None         Flying Pointing at  None 
 ground 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None         Standing (right  Pointing at  Eye contact with 
                                                                                           of stele) ground,   mourner 
 contact with  
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None         Standing (left of Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                               stele)  deceased 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       93 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Schloss Charlottenburg,  
 Provenance Athens Berlin Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Berlin 2459  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217646 F2459 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1374.3. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Valediction  None 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper  None Sitting (on stele)   None  Looks down 
 body, himation 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None Standing (right    Reaching out  Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None Standing (left of   Reaching out  Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
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   CATALOGUE       94 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches,   
 Provenance Attica Museum Vienna Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 217607 144 Miniature Winged Figure 2 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference University of La Laguna website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 https://fradive.webs.ull.es/confe/mediadores/ Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Valediction  Eye contact with 
   deceased 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Hand to head  Eye contact with 
   mourner/conscious 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Tunic None Standing (right    Hand to head,  Eye contact with 
 deceased conscious of stele)   receiving   winged figure 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing (left of   Offering  Eye contact with 
  stele)   winged figure 
 
 
 CATALOGUE       95 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Museums,  
 Provenance Attica Liverpool Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9028444 55.3.1 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Valediction None 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Warrior attire Helmet, spear(s) Standing (right    Unknown Unknown 
 of stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation Staff Standing (left of   Reaching out Looks down 
  stele) 
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  CATALOGUE       96 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Freidrich Alexander  
 Provenance Attica Universitat, Erlangen Conscious Deceased Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9033182 I265 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes             Stance            Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying  Hands to head   None 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Box Standing (left of  Offering   Looks at stele 
  stele) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       97 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Market Arete, Zurich 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 275912 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 999.177. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Reaching out     N/A 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle None Standing (left of   Concealed body Eye contact with 
  stele)        mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Plemochoe Standing (right    Pointing at      Eye contact with 
 of stele)   deceased        deceased 
 CATALOGUE       98 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214015 D54 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1000.193. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire              Attributes             Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Reaching out  None 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s) Standing (left of    None  Looks at mourner 
 petasos  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation Bag Standing (right     Offering  Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
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   CATALOGUE       99 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Hermitage Museum, St  
 Provenance Attica Petersburg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 275432 B4533 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1677. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Unknown None 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Himation Bag Standing (right    Offering Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing (left of    Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       100 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Kerameikos Museum,  
 Provenance Athens, Kerameikos Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 2323 1058 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance        Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying  Hand to head,  none 
  reaching out 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Wreath(s) Standing (left of  Offering Looks at stele 
  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket Standing (right   Offering Looks at stele 
 of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation None Standing (left of  Reaching out Looks at mourner 
  stele) 
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   CATALOGUE       101 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Kestner Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Hannover Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 1921 1954.8 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance            Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying  Hands to head    Looks at mourner/ 
    conscious 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Youth Male Himation Pomegranate(s) Standing (left of  Offering    Looks at stele 
 deceased conscious  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket Standing (right   Offering,     Looks at stele 
 of stele) contact with stele 
 
   CATALOGUE       102 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Fitzwilliam Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Cambridge Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 12813 GR36.1937 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head None 
 Alive/Deceas Mourner/Cons Youth Male Mantle Staff Standing (right  Concealed body Eye contact with 
 ed cious of stele)  mourner,  
 concealed face 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing (left of Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
   CATALOGUE       103 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos University Mississippi  
 Provenance Athens Museum, Robinson  Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Collection 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 13578 1977.3.83 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age   Gender  Attire           Attributes  Stance              Gestures      Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure Youth  Male    Nude Body None        Flying                    None         Eye contact with mourner 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chlamys   Alabastron Standing (right         Offering      Eye contact with mourner 
                                                                                  of stele)  
 Alive Mourner Youth Female  Tunic       Basket    Standing (left of stele)   Offering      Eye contact with mourner  
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   CATALOGUE       104 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts, 
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 15063 93.64 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age  Gender   Attire        Attributes  Stance               Gestures      Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A   N/A       Stick Figure    None      Flying                  Unknown      Unknown 
 Deceased Conscious Youth  Male    Nude body     None      Standing (left of stele)  Reaching out   Eye contact with mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult  Female  Chiton/Peplos  Mirror    Kneeling (right of stele) Reaching out   Eye contact with deceased
   
    
  CATALOGUE       105 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts, 
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 15065 86.156 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes    Stance               Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick figure Wreath(s)        Flying Valediction None 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle None          Standing (right  Pointing at  Eye contact with 
                                                                                            of stele) ground  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None          Kneeling (left of  Hand to head,  Eye contact with 
                                                                                            stele) reaching out  deceased 
   CATALOGUE       106 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos University of Marburg,  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Marburg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216416 1016 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1233.19. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes    Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None          Flying Hand to head None 
 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s)           Standing (right  Contact with  Eye contact with 
 Petasos                        of stele) stele  deceased 
 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None         Standing (left of Contact with  Eye contact with 
  stele) stele  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       107 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Munich 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Manner of Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217635 2783 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1373.11. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head,  None 
 valediction 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Sitting (left of  None Looks down 
 stele, on seat) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing (right  Offering Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 
   CATALOGUE       108 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Reading University,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Reading Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Munich 2355 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9023689 1926.99.61 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures    Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Hand to head,   None 
   valediction 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Standing (right    Receiving Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Basket, branches Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       109 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Schloss Charlottenburg,  
 Provenance Athens Berlin Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 217600 3372 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1371.2. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes   Stance  Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None           Flying Reaching out None 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Chlamys None                  Sitting (on stele) Hands to head Looks down 
 deceased conscious 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None           Standing (left of Hand to head Looks at deceased 
                                                                                             stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Basket          Standing (right  Hand to head,  Looks at deceased 
                                                                                             of stele) offering 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       110 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 5 
 Shape lekythos Sotheby's Market, London 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 2 
 Painter Revelstoke Group Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 2 
 BADB 217647 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1374.1. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying  Reaching out Eye contact with 
  mourner 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Jewellery Standing (right    Hand to  Looks at  
 deceased conscious of stele)   shoulder mourner/conscious 
  
 Alive/ Mourner/ Elderly Male Tunic Staff Sitting (on stele) Reaching out Looks at  
 deceased conscious mourner/conscious 
  
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Basket, fillet(s),  Standing (right    Offering Eye contact with 
 alabastron of stele)  winged figure 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation Lekythos Standing (left of   Offering Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
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   CATALOGUE       111 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musée Royaux, Brussels 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217628 A1168 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1373.4. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying  Hand to head  None 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Headwear Standing (right   Reaching out,   Eye contact with 
 of stele)  contact with    deceased 
  stele 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Short skirt None Standing (left of   Pointing at   Eye contact with 
  stele)   ground  mourner 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       112 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212345 21.88.17 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 846.197. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Standing Being led Eye contact with 
  Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death deceased  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       113 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Munich 2355 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 215480 09.221.44 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1168.128. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes     Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Mantle None        Standing              Concealed body Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Nude body Toy cart       Standing (on         Reaching out Eye contact with 
                                                                                         rock)  mourner 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole        Standing (in       None Looks at deceased 
 Death                                                                           boat) 
 
   CATALOGUE       114 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216485 GR619 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 120. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Mantle None Standing None Looks out 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing Offering Unknown 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
   CATALOGUE       115 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 15583 NM 1757 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 124. University of La Laguna website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 https://fradive.webs.ull.es/confe/mediadores/ Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance     Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in          None     Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper    Obol Sitting (on stele)             None     Looks down 
 body, himation 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Chiton/Peplos   Basket, fillet(s) Standing (left of stele)   Offering     Looks at stele 
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   CATALOGUE       116 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Nicholson Museum  
 Provenance Attica Sydney University, Sydney Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Triglyph Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217858 NM41.03 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1386.33.  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, wreath(s) Standing (right  Offering,  Looks at deceased 
 of stele) reaching out 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Sitting (left of  Hand to Head Looks down 
 stele, on seat) 
 
   CATALOGUE       117 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Munich 2355 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 215482 NM 1927 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1168.130. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Alabastron Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
   
 CATALOGUE       118 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ruprecht Karls University,  
 Provenance Attica Heidelberg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217674 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.14. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Female Chlamys Fillet(s) Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       119 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Museum fur Kunst und  
 Provenance Attica Gewerbe, Hamburg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Cambridge 28.2 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 6395 1984.442 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes       Stance         Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle, sakkos   None          Standing       Concealed body   Eye contact with Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis   None          Standing (in     Reaching out       Eye contact with 
 Death                                                                                 boat)  Deceased 
 
   CATALOGUE       120 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Johannes Gutenberg  
 Provenance Attica Universitat, Mainz Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Manner of Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 10215 21 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Child Unknown   Nude body Unknown Lying down None Unknown 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female   Himation Basket, fruits,  Standing Offering Eye contact with 
 alabastron  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male   Unknown Pole Standing (in  None Unknown 
 Death boat) 
  
   CATALOGUE       121 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Manufacture Nationale  
 Provenance Attica Musee Ceramique, Sevres Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 10914 6400.1 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle None Standing Concealed body   Unknown 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Unknown Standing (in  Reaching out   Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
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CATALOGUE       122 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 1 
 Shape lekythos fragment Eberhard-Karls-Univ.  
 Provenance Attica Archaeological Institute,  Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Tubingen 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 16823 E70 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 
 Death 
 
   CATALOGUE       123 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Czartoryski Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Cracow Conscious Deceased 2 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Munich 2335 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 215479 1251 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1168.127. University of La Laguna  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 website:  Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 https://fradive.webs.ull.es/confe/mediadores/ 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle   None Sitting (in boat) Hand to head Looks down 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Headwear Standing Being led Looks down 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots   Helmet Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death deceased  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  Hermes 
    
   CATALOGUE       124 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Munich Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216389 2796 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Nude body Toy cart Standing (on  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 rock)  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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 CATALOGUE       125 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica, Anavyssos Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216402 NM 19356 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1232.7BIS. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation Box Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
      CATALOGUE       126 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Elgin, Broomhall 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216446 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1234.25. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Himation Basket Standing None Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
  
   CATALOGUE       127 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Seltmann, Cambridge 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216469 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1237.1. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire            Attributes      Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation    None Standing Being led Looks at Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys, boots    Kerykeion Standing Leading  Looks down 
 Death deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos    Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
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   CATALOGUE       128 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Musée Royaux, Brussels 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216482 A903 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1237.14. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Tunic Unknown Standing Offering Looks down 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Standing Being led Eye contact with 
  Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos deceased  deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       129 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Athens Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of New York Hypnos Museum NumberUnconscious Deceased 0
 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216740 23.160.36 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1242.1. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Tunic Box Standing Offering Looks out 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Unknown None Standing Being led Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Sitting (in boat) Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death  Hermes 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing Leading  Eye contact with 
 Death petasos deceased  Charon 
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   CATALOGUE       130 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Athens Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217661 CC1657 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 121. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Standing Hand to head Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       131 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217662 CC1665 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1376.2. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   None Standing Hand to head Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Sitting (in boat) None Eye contact with 
 Death  deceased 
    
CATALOGUE       132 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Copenhagen Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217673 729 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.13. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation Spear(s) Standing Contact with  Eye contact with 
 stele  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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   CATALOGUE       133 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217675 D61 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.15. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Youth Male Exomis Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
  
   CATALOGUE       134 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife    Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum fur Kunst und  
 Provenance Attica Gewerbe, Hamburg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217773 1917.817 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1381.111. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes             Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Sitting (on stele)   None Looks down 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation Staff Standing (left of    None Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 Minister of  Charon Youth Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in     None Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
 
   CATALOGUE       135 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Triglyph Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 217827 F2680 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1385.1 Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Tunic Basket,  Standing Offering   Looks at Charon 
 deceased conscious pomegranate(s) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle None Standing Concealed body   Looks at Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos None Standing (in  Receiving         Looks at mourner/ 
 Death boat)                                conscious 
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   CATALOGUE       136 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Schloss Charlottenburg,  
 Provenance Attica Berlin Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Triglyph Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 217828 F2681 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1385.2. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Headwear Standing (right    Hand to head  Looks at Charon 
 deceased conscious of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Sitting (on stele)  Hand to head  Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in    Reaching out  Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
    
 
  CATALOGUE       137 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife    Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Schloss Charlottenburg,  
 Provenance Athens Berlin Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Triglyph Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217843 F2682 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1385.13. Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation None Standing (right    Reaching out  Eye contact with 
 of stele)   mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket,  Standing (left of   Offering  Eye contact with 
 wreath(s),   stele)   mourner 
 lekythos, fillet(s) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Male Chlamys Staff Sitting (on stele)   None  Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Himation Unknown Standing (in    Reaching out  Unknown 
 Death boat) 
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   CATALOGUE       138 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 
 Provenance Athens  Harvard University,  Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Cambridge 
 Painter Group of Athens 1834  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217890 1960.338 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance       Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Mantle None Standing Concealed body   Looks down 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Fillet(s) Standing Hand to head   Looks at deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Youth Male Exomis, pilos None Standing (in  Reaching out   Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       139 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica, Anavyssos Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Bird Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 275504 NM 19342 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1688.4. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance           Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   None Standing Hand up Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
   CATALOGUE       140 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife: Charon Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Market Munzen und  
 Provenance Attica Medaillen A.G., Basel Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 275550 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1692.15BIS. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys    Spear(s) Standing None Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Sitting (in boat) None Looks at deceased 
 Death 
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   CATALOGUE       141 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musee de Beaux Arts, Lille 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9018908 9 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age      Gender Attire       Attributes          Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Unknown    Unknown Unknown Unknown Being led Unknown 
  
 Minister of  Hermes Adult     Male Chlamys Kerykeion,  Standing Leading  Looks at deceased 
 Death                                                                                                      helmet deceased 
 Minister of  Charon Adult     Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
  
   CATALOGUE       142 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadtrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216697 06.1021.133 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1239.42. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire        Attributes         Stance Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys     Helmet, spear(s)     Standing (right  Reaching out,   Looks at mourner 
                                                                                            of stele) contact with  
 stele 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown  None               Kneeling (left of  Hands to head  Looks down 
                                                                                            stele) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       143 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216367 12.229.10 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1229.26. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Unknown Alabastron,  Standing (right    Offering     Eye contact with 
 fillet(s) of stele)       deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female mantle None Standing (left of   Concealed body Eye contact with 
  stele)        mourner 
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  CATALOGUE       144 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216341 1972.118.145 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1228.1. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Tunic, sakkos None Standing (right     Receiving    Eye contact with 
 of stele)      mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing (left of    Reaching Out    Eye contact with 
  stele)      deceased 
  CATALOGUE       145 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214028 08.258.16 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1001.206. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Wreath(s) Standing (right   Offering Eye contact with 
 of stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body,  Staff, scabbard,  Standing (left of  Reaching out Eye contact with 
 chlamys sword  stele)  mourner 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       146 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 214001 08.258.18 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 999.180. Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes      Stance                Gestures        Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None         Standing (left of Almost contact Eye contact with 
                                                                                           stele)  with deceased  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body None        Standing (right  Pointing at  Eye contact with 
                                                                                          of stele) ground  mourner 
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  CATALOGUE       147 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217604 06.1169 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1372.6. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Unknown Unknown Standing (left of   Unknown Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Basket, lekythos,  Standing (right    Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 alabastron of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Sitting (on stele)  None Looks down 
    
  CATALOGUE       148 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217816 D71 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1384.15. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Bird Standing (left of Offering Unknown 
  stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None sitting (on stele)Arms crossed Unknown 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket, fillet(s) Standing (right  Offering Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
   CATALOGUE       149 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ashmolean Museum,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Oxford Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213986 V545 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 998.165. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Plemochoe,  Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
 alabastron  stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Standing (right    Pointing at  Eye contact with 
 of stele)   ground  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       150 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Athens Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 1821 NM 1821 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Unknown Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Staff Standing None Eye contact with 
 petasos  mourner 
   
   CATALOGUE       151 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Achilles Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 213992 NM 1980 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 998.170. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s) Standing (right    None Eye contact with 
 petasos of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Fillet(s) Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       152 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217813 NM 1816 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1383.12. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys Spear(s) Sitting (on stele)None Looks out 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Helmet, shield Standing (right  Offering Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None Standing (left of Reaching out Eye contact with 
  stele)  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       153 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216382 3963 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1230.41. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance    Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Female Unknown Basket, plemochoe   Standing (left of   Offering   Eye contact with 
      stele)   deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Mantle Staff    Standing (right     Concealed   Eye contact with 
    of stele)                 body    mourner 
   CATALOGUE       154 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Munich Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216474 8499 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1237.6. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body,  None Standing (right    Receiving Looks at mourner 
 chlamys of stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Tunic Alabastron Standing (left of   Offering Looks down 
  stele) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       155 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of New York  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216725 23.160.41 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1240.2. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation None Standing (right    Reaching Out  Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Box, plemochoe Standing (left of   Offering  Eye contact with 
  stele)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       156 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217820 CA1264 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 138. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chlamys Unknown Sitting (on stele)  Unknown Unknown 
 Minister of  Hermes Adult Male Unknown kerykeion Sitting (on stele)  Unknown Looks down 
 Death 
 Minister of  Thanatos Adult Male Exomis Wings Standing (left of   Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 Death  stele) 
 
   CATALOGUE       157 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ruprecht Karls University,  
 Provenance Attica Heidelberg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217674 Unknown Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.14. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Fillet(s) Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Youth Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       158 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Ruprecht Karls University,  
 Provenance Attica Heidelberg Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217739 L41 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1380.78. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes       Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Unknown Standing (left of   Unknown Unknown 
  stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s) Standing (right    Receiving Eye contact with 
 petasos of stele)  mourner 
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  CATALOGUE       159 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Rhode Island School of  
 Provenance Attica Design, Providence Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217665 25.082 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1376.5. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Aryballos Standing Offering Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  None Looks at deceased 
 Death boat) 
    
 CATALOGUE       160 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217819 537 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 122. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes       Stance               Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Basket        Standing (right  Offering Eye contact with 
                                                                                           of stele)  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole           Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death                                                                               boat)  mourner 
    
 CATALOGUE       161 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Liebieghaus Museum,  
 Provenance Attica Frankfurt Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 19291 537 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes          Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Unknown Unknown Standing (right      Reaching out Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body None Sitting (on stele)  Reaching out Looks down 
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   CATALOGUE       162 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Collection Unknown,  
 Provenance Attica Marzabotto Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 24211 Unknown Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Partially damaged scene. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive/ Mourner/ Youth Male Chlamys,  Spear(s) Standing (right    None Eye contact with 
 deceased conscious petasos of stele)  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in    None Unknown 
 Death boat) 
     
 CATALOGUE       163 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos S. Schwiezer, Arlesheim 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217668 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1376.8. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Aryballos Standing Offering Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
    
  CATALOGUE       164 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Market Munzen und  
 Provenance Attica Medaillen A.G., Basel Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217669 N/A Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.9.  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased  Conscious Youth Female Chiton/Peplos   None Standing None Eye contact with 
  Charon 
 Minister of   Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos   Pole Standing (in  None Eye contact with 
 Death boat)  deceased 
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  CATALOGUE       165 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos NY Carlsberg Glyptothek,   
 Provenance Attica Copenhagen Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Reed Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217672 2789 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1377.12. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Box Standing Hand to head Looks down 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Unknown   Pole Standing (in  Unknown Unknown 
 Death boat) 
  
   CATALOGUE       166 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9026715 NM 17862 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Adult Female Mantle None Lying down None Unknown 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Nude body Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
  
  CATALOGUE       167 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Metropolitan Museum of  
 Provenance Attica Art, New York Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of New York Hypnos Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216741 23.160.43 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 144. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes        Stance                Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body None Lying down None Looks out 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Chitoniskos Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
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   CATALOGUE       168 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Pergamonmuseum,  
 Provenance Athens                                       Berlin Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of New York Hypnos Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 16420 F2456 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance          Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Nude body Headwear Lying down None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Nude body Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
 
   CATALOGUE       169 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 6 
 Shape lekythos fragment Antikensammlung, Berlin 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 1 
 BADB 46170 3325 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 134. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 1 
 Type of Figure Identity  Age  Gender Attire Attributes     Stance             Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Other Statue/   Adult  Female Chiton/Peplos   None           Lying down  None Unknown 
 miniature figure 
 Minister of  Hypnos and    Adult  Male Nude body   Wings          Standing  None Looks at statue/ 
 Death Thanatos miniature figure 
 
 Alive Mourner   Adult  Female Unknown   Unknown      Standing (right   Reaching out Looks at statue/ 
                                                                                               of stele) miniature figure 
  
 Alive/ Mourner/   Adult  Female Unknown   Headwear     Sitting (on stele)  None Looks at statue/ 
 deceased conscious miniature figure 
  
 Alive Mourner   Adult  Female Chiton/Peplos,    None          Standing (left of  Reaching out Looks at statue/ 
 Sakkos                                            stele) miniature figure 
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   CATALOGUE       170 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216471 NM 1928 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 145. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance           Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Tunic Headwear Lying down None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Chitoniskos Wings Standing Hand to head Eye contact with 
 Death Thanatos  eachother 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       171 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 6 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 15562 NM 1830 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 4 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 134. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Adult Female Chiton/Peplos None Sitting (on stele)None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Unknown Unknown Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos 
 Minister of  Hermes Youth Male Chlamys,  None Standing Unknown Looks at deceased 
 Death petasos 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Unknown Unknown Sitting (in boat) None Looks out 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos Pole Standing (in  Unknown Unknown 
 Death boat) 
 
   CATALOGUE       20 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos British Museum, London 
 Provenance Attica, Ampelokepoi Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216353 D58 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 2 
 Notes/Reference Shapiro 1993, 142/ Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Warrior attire Helmet Lying down None None 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Nude body Wings Standing None Looks at deceased 
 Death Thanatos  
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  CATALOGUE       173 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group of Berlin 2459  Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217645 MNB1729 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 189. Bundrick 2005, 214. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying   Valediction None 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chlamys,  Bird, spear(s) Standing (right    Offering Looks at deceased 
 petasos of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Himation Lyre Sitting (on stele)  Playing lyre Looks out 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation Staff Standing (left of   Reaching out Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       174 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Transition to Afterlife Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 9024578 NM 16463 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 1 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 124. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance       Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos  None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Himation  None Standing Reaching out Eye contact with 
  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Child Male Tunic  Amulets Sitting (in boat) Reaching out Eye contact with 
  mourner 
 Minister of  Charon Adult Male Exomis, pilos  Pole Standing (in  None Looks at mourner 
 Death boat) 
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  CATALOGUE       175 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216368 NM 1942 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1229.27. Oakley 2004, 166. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes              Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Adult Female Unknown None Sitting (on stele)   None Unknown 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Unknown Basket Standing (left of   Offering Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing (right    Reaching out Looks at mourner 
 of stele) 
     
  CATALOGUE       176 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Kunsthistorisches   
 Provenance Athens Museum, Vienna Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Group R Painters Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 217802 143 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1383.1 Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire           Attributes           Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chlamys   Staff Standing (right    Contact with   Looks at mourner 
 of stele)   stele 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   None Standing (left of   Hand to head  Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper    Lyre Sitting (on stele)  Playing lyre  Looks down 
 body, himation 
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  CATALOGUE       177 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of New York Hypnos Museum NumberUnconscious Deceased 0
 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216751 CC1676 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1242.12. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos  None Standing (right    Reaching out Looks at mourner 
 of stele) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation Basket, wreath(s) Standing (left of   Offering Looks at deceased 
  stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper  Lyre Sitting (on stele)  Playing lyre Looks out 
 body, himation 
 
 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       178 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Greece, Euboea, Eretria Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216714 NM 1937 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1239.59. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes  Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation    None Standing (right     Reaching out   Looks at deceased 
 of stele) 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Chitoniskos,    Staff Standing (left of    None   Looks at deceased 
 petasos  stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper    Lyre Sitting (on stele)  Playing lyre   Looks down 
 body, himation 
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  CATALOGUE       179 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit, Transition to Afterlife  Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 0 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216479 NM 12783 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 3 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 132. Tomb marked by a tree. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Tunic Shield Lying down None Looks out 
 Minister of  Hermes Youth Male Chlamys,  Kerykeion Standing (right  None Looks at deceased 
 Death petasos, boots of stele) 
 Minister of  Hypnos and  Adult Male Tunic Wings Standing None Eye contact with 
 Death Thanatos  eachother 
 
  CATALOGUE       180 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Prothesis Number of Figures 4 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Quadrate Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 1 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216486 MNB1147 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference The Louvre website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=car_ Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 not_frame&idNotice=13382 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes             Stance        Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged figure N/A N/A Stick Figure None Flying Hand to head N/A 
 Deceased Unconscious Youth Male Nude body None Lying down None None 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation None Standing Valediction Looks at deceased 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Himation None Standing Hand to head,  Looks at deceased 
 reaching out 
  CATALOGUE       181 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Antikensammlung, Munich 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Sabouroff Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 212319 SS76 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 152. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 
 Type of Figure Identity   Age    Gender   Attire           Attribute    Stance              Gestures       Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner    Adult   Female   Chiton/Peplos  None           Standing (left of stele)  Reaching out   Eye contact with deceased 
 Deceased Conscious   Youth  Male     Himation        None       Standing (right of stele) Receiving       Eye contact with mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       182 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Musée du Louvre, Paris 
 Provenance Attica Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Painter of Munich 2335 Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB  215485 CA612Miniature Winged Figure 0
 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 166. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude upper    Lyre Sitting (left of    Playing lyre Looks down 
 body, himation stele, on seat) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Fillet(s), hare Standing (right    Offering Looks at stele 
 of stele) 
 
   CATALOGUE       183 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos National Archaeological  
 Provenance Attica Museum, Athens Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB  216363 NM 1822Miniature Winged Figure 0
 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1229.22. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures  Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos,   Basket, fillet(s) Standing (right    Offering Eye contact with 
 sakkos of stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Nude body   Strigil Standing (left of   None Eye contact with 
  stele)  mourner 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       184 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Kerameikos Museum,  
 Provenance Athens, Kerameikos Athens Conscious Deceased 0 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Woman Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 2643 4158 Miniature Winged Figure 1 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Oakley 2004, 190. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes          Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Winged Figure N/A N/A Stick Figure  None Flying   Valediction N/A 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos  Basket, fruits Standing (right    Offering Eye contact with 
 of stele)  mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos  Cloth Standing (left of   Offering Eye contact with 
  stele)  mourner 
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   CATALOGUE       185 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts,  
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Thanatos Painter Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB 216364 00.359 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference Beazley 1963, 1229.23. Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire         Attributes         Stance Gestures Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos Plemochoe,  Standing (right    Offering Looks down 
 writing tablet of stele) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys Spear(s) Standing (left of   None Looks at mourner 
  stele) 
 
 
   CATALOGUE       186 
 Technique white-ground             Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 2 
 Shape lekythos                   Herbert F. Johnson Museum 
 Provenance Attica                      of Art, University  Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 1 
 Date 450-400 BC               Cornell, Cornell                 Unconscious Deceased     0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased        0 
 Painter Unattributed              Museum Number Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 BADB       9024582                   77.052 Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
      Notes/Reference  Oakley 2004, 201. Statue/Miniature Figure 0   
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire          Attributes Stance    Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Alive Mourner Adult Male Chlamys,   Spear(s)    Standing (left of    None Eye contact with 
 Petasos     stele)  deceased 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Chlamys, pilos,  Spear(s),     Sitting (right of     None Eye contact with 
 sandals  scabbard, sword    stele, on rock)  mourner 
 
   CATALOGUE       187 
 Technique white-ground Museum Scene Type Grave Visit Number of Figures 3 
 Shape lekythos Museum of Fine Arts, 
 Provenance Attica                                         Boston Conscious Deceased 1 Mourner 2 
 Date 450-400 BC Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 Painter Unattributed Museum Number Unconscious Deceased 0 Mourner/Conscious Deceased 0 
 BADB Unknown 94.126 Miniature Winged Figure 0 Ministers of Death 0 
 Notes/Reference The Museum of Fine Arts website:  Miniature Figure 0 Mythological/Living Homeric Figure 0 
 http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/oil-flask- Statue/Miniature Figure 0 
 lekythos-153974 
 Type of Figure Identity Age Gender Attire Attributes      Stance Gestures   Interaction (eye contact) 
 Deceased Conscious Youth Male Upper body    None Sitting (on stele)  Hand to Head   Looks down 
 nude, himation 
 Alive Mourner Youth Male Himation   Bird Standing (right    Offering  Eye contact with 
 of stele)   mourner 
 Alive Mourner Adult Female Chiton/Peplos   Basket, fillet(s) Standing (left of   Offering  Eye contact with 
  stele)   mourner
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